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F igure 1.3.1: The origin of the atom s in  the de novo biosynthesis of purines. There are 11 
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purine building block inosine m onophosphate (redraw n from Adams et a l, 1986).
Figure 1 .3 .2 ; The purine salvage pathw ay showing how the nucleotide building block inosine 
m onophosphate is produced from spent nucleic acids.
Figure 1.3.3: The chemical structures of the base analogue 6  thioguanine. This is an analogue of 
the purine hypoxyanthine.
F ig u re  1.3.4: The syn thesis of AM P from  the p u rin e  aden ine  and  phosphoribosy l 
pyrophosphate, catalysed the APRT enzyme (diagram  redraw n from  Stryer, 1988).
F igure 1.3.5: The chemical structure of the nucleotide adenine and the nucleotide analogue 5- 
aza-adenine (diagram  redraw n from  W alker et a l, 1979).
F igure 1.3.6: The origins of the atom s in  the pyrim idine ring w hen m anufactured by de novo 
synthesis (redraw n from  Rawn, 1983). The reactions used to produce the pyrim idine ring 
involve the basic ingredients glutam ine, aspartic acid and carbon dioxide.
Figure 1.3.7: The m anufacture of thym idine-5-m onophosphate by the de novo pathway.
F ig u re  1.3.8: The s tru c tu re  of the nucleo tide  base thym ine an d  the base analogue 
trifluorothym idine. The difference in  structure is at the carbon (5) position. In TFT the CH3 
group is replaced by a CF3 group.
Figure 1.4.1: Tautomeric shift involving cytosine. The cytosine nucleotide norm ally pairs with 
guanine. However, w hen in  the rare tautom eric state hydrogen bonds w ith adenine (behaving 
like thymine). This, if remaining unrepaired, leads to a transition point m utation (redraw n from 
Gib de Busk, 1968).
Figure 1.4.2: The Chemical structure of the base 5-methyl cytosine and  the deam ination product 
thymine.
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F igu re  1.4.4: The m echanism  of excision repair w hich is used  to rem ove an d  replace 
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Figure 1.4.5: D iagram shows how  two adjacent mobile transposable genetic elements can cause 
a genetic deletion in genomic DNA by the m echanism  of homologous recom bination (diagram 
redraw n from  Adams et a l, 1986).
Figure 1.5.1: The d iagram  illustrates the spectrum  of DNA dam age that occurs w ithin the 
double helix as a result of radiation exposure. Notice that not only are there double and single 
strand  breaks in the phosphodiester bond, bu t also bases and  sugars m ay be dam aged or 
rem oved. There are also changes in the relationship between the DNA and  the associated 
proteins, as show n by DNA protein cross-links (redraw n from Frankenberg-Schwager, 1989).
F igure 1.5.2: The reaction of the base thym ine w ith hydroxyl radicals and three possible 
structures of thym ine radical products. The symbol * indicates w here the unpaired electron is 
located in the radical molecule, (redraw n from von Sonntag, 1987).
Figure 1.5.3; The reaction of the purine base adenine with hydroxyl radicals showing three 
possible free radical products. The symbol * indicates the position of the unpaired  electron 
(from von Sonntag, 1987).
Figure 1.5.4: The chemical structure and the num bering of the carbon atom s on the deoxyribose 
sugar of a deoxribonucleotide.
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from  the nucleo tide (red raw n  from  von Sonntag, 1987). P is an  abbrev iation  for the 
triphosphate group.
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EcoRl and Pst 1 produce.
Figure 1.7.1: The Resnick m odel of DNA repair by recom bination. One of the chromosom e 
hom ologues has both strand of the DNA dam aged at the same place. The other hom ologue is 
used as a tem plate for repair. This m echanism  has been used to explain gene conversion in
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F igure 1.7,2; The m echanism  of slippage m ispairing. DNA polym erase replicates one of the 
repeat segm ents and  then pauses w hen it reaches a bulky lesion. The new ly synthesised 
sequence then misaligns w ith a homologous sequence dow nstream  causing the looping out of 
bulky lesion and one of the repeat segments. DNA replication continues. The loop is then either 
rem oved or the tw o DNA strands separate for the next round  of DNA synthesis (diagram  
redraw n from  Kim ura et a l, 1994).
Figure 1.7.3: A possible m echanism  of how  ribosomal DNA repair can result in the loss a repeat 
sequences from  a segm ent of repetitive DNA in the RAD52 yeast m utant. Exonucleases "chew" 
the ends of the dsb in a 5' to 3' direction to produce gaps in both the DNA strands. The DNA 
w ould  reanneal, the tail w ould  be "chew ed back" and the gap  repaired  (redraw n from  
Ozenberger and Roeder, 1991).
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Figure 3.2.1.1; The effect of the cell plating num ber (in 90mm tissue culture dishes) on the 
observed m utation frequency at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells following 4Gy gam m a irradiation 
and an expression time of 4 days. The data represent the results of a single experiment.
Figure 3.2.2.1: The effect of expression time on the observed frequency of tk m utations in the 
CHO-Kl cell line. The results represent the m ean of two independent experiments.
Figure 3.2.4.1: The relationship betw een the radiation dose and the surviving fraction (plotted 
on a log scale) in V79-4 and CHO-Kl cells. Each data point is the m ean of three independent 
experiments and the vertical lines represent the standard errors of the mean.
F igure 3.2.4.2: The relationship betw een gam m a irradiation and the surviving fraction plotted 
on a log scale in  the CHO-Kl cell line and  the X-ray sensitive daughter cell line xrs-5 . Each 
data  point for the CHO-Kl and xrs-5 represents the m ean of three independent experim ents 
and  the vertical lines represent the standard  error of the mean .
Figure 3.2.4.3: The effects of gam m a irradiation upon the induced m utation frequency at the tk 
locus in  the CHO-Kl cell line and at the hprt locus in the V79-4 cell line. All data points are the 
m ean of three independent experim ents and  the vertical lines represent the standard  error of 
the m ean of three independent experiments.
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Figure 3.2.4.4: The effects of gam m a irradiation (at doses betw een OGy and 1.5Gy) upon  the 
induced m utation frequency at the tk locus in the xrs-5 cell line and  in the parental CHO-Kl 
cell line. Each data point in the xrs-5 represents the m ean of two independent experiments and 
CHO-K l data represents a single experiment.
F igure 3,2.4.5: The effect of different doses of gam m a rad iation  on  the induced m utation 
frequency at the tk and the hprt locus in the CHO-Kl cell line. The results are the m ean of three 
independent experim ents and  the vertical lines represent the standard  error of the means. In 
some cases the standard error is too small to be observed on the graph.
F igure 3.2.5.1: The re la tionsh ip  betw een  the surviving fraction im m ediately  follow ing 
irradiation and the m utation  frequency at the hprt locus after a 5 day expression time. The 
vertical and the horizontal bars represent the standard error of the m ean of three independent 
experiments.
F igure 3.2.5.2: A com parison of the relationship betw een the surviving fraction im m ediately 
after radiation treatm ent and the m utation frequency at the tk locus after a 4 day  expression 
time in the CHO-Kl and the xrs-5 cell lines.
F igure 3.2.6.1: The conversion of tetahydrofolate to dihydro folate during  the syntheis of the 
purine ring and the recycling of dihydrofolate by the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase.
Table 3.2.6.2: The cloning efficiency of the xrs-5 cells in different selective media. The results 
are the m ean of 3 replicate plates of a single experiment.
Figure 3.2.6.3: The structure of the base moiety of the nucleotide analogue (a) 5 -Azacytidine (5- 
AZ) and the base moiety of the nucleotide (b) cytosine. Notice in 5-AZ the carbon at position 5 
has been sibstituted for a nitrogen (diagram  redraw n from W alker et ah, 1979).
Figure 3.2.6.4: The cloning efficiency of the xrs-5 cells in different selective m edia following 
treatm ent w ith 5-Azacytidine. No colonies were observed following incubation in 
M EM /FCS/H A T m edium . The results represent the m ean of three replicate plates in a single 
experiment.
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F igure 4.2.1.1; The effect of various concentrations of SLO, w ith  o r w ithou t restriction 
endonuclease, on the frequency of hprt m utations in V79-4 fibroblast cells w hen used as a 
m ethod of cell poration. The results represent the m ean of 2 independent experiments.
Figure 4.2.2.2; The effects of SLO on the plating efficiency of the different Chinese ham ster cell 
lines following SLO treatment. The data represents the m ean of three independent experiments 
and the vertical lines show  the standard error of the mean.
Figure 4.2.3.1: The effects of electroporation on the plating efficiency of V79-4 cells, cells having 
been p lated  im m ediately  follow ing treatm ent. The results represen t the m ean of three 
independent experiments and the vertical bars represent the standard error of the mean.
Figure 4.2.4.1: In (a), the effects of various poration buffers on the plating efficiencies of V79-4 
cells are shown. In (b), the effects of the various different poration buffers on the m utation 
frequency per 10^ survivors at the hprt locus in  V79-4 cells are shown. The bar chart illustrates 
the m ean m utation frequency observed w ith and w ithout SLO treatm ent. The results illustrated 
in bo th  of the above Figures represent the m ean of three independent experim ents and the 
vertical lines represent the standard errors of the mean.
Figure 4.2.4.1: In (a), the effect of different poration buffers on the plating efficiency of CHO-Kl 
cells plated im m ediately following SLO treatm ent and of untreated controls are shown. In (b), 
the effects of different poration buffers on the m utation frequency per 10^ survivors at the tk 
locus in CHO-Kl cells following a 4 day  expression time are shown. The bar chart represents 
the data obtained w ith and  w ithout SLO treatm ent. The results in both the illustrated Figures 
represen t the m ean of three independent experim ents and the verticals lines represent the 
standard errors of the mean.
F igure 4.2.5.1; A photograph  of an agarose electrophoresis gel illustrating the assay of the 
activity of the restriction enzym e Pvu 11. The photograph shows the digestion products of the 
plasm id pBR322 w hen treated w ith varying concentrations of Pvu II. The top seven lanes are 
the d igestion products of the purified  enzym e and the low er seven lanes represen t the 
digestion products of the non-purified enzyme.
Figure 4.2.S.2: The effect of various concentrations EcoRl and Pvu II on the surviving fraction 
(log scale) of the V79-4 cells. The results represent the m ean of three independent experiments
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Figure 4.2.53: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu II on the surviving fraction of CHO- 
K l an d  xrs-5 cells. The d a ta  of bo th  g raphs represent the m ean  of three independen t 
experiments and the vertical lines represent the standard errors of the mean.
F igure 4.2.5.4; The effect of various concentrations of Pvu II and Eco R1 on  the surviving 
fraction of CHO-Kl cells. The data represent the m ean of three independent experim ents and 
the vertical lines represent the standard error of the mean.
F igure 4.2.5.S: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu II and  EcoRl on the induced 
m utation frequency at the hprt locus in  the V79-4 cell line. Each point on the graph represents 
the m ean of three independent experim ents and the vertical lines represent the standard  error 
of the mean.
Fugure 4.2.5.6; The effect of different concentrations of the restriction enzyme Pvu II and EcoRl 
on  the m ean induced m utation frequency at the tk locus in the CHO-Kl cell line. Each point 
represents the m ean of three independent experim ents and the vertical lines represents the 
standard  error of the mean. W here error bars are not seen the standard error is too small to be 
observed.
Figure 4.2.5.7: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu II on the m ean induced m utation 
frequency at the tk locus in the xrs-5 cell line and the parental CHO-Kl cell line. The results 
represent the m ean of three independent experiments. The vertical lines represent the standard 
error of the mean. W here standard  error bars can not be seen, the standard  error is too small to 
be observed.
Figure 4.2.5.8; (a) The relationship betw een the m ean surviving fraction and the m ean induced 
m utation frequency a t the tk locus in Pvu II treated CHO-Kl cells and xrs-5 cells, (b) shows the 
relationship between the m ean surviving fraction and the m ean induced m utation frequency in 
Pvu II and EcoRl treated V79-4 cells. N ote that in  both Figures the surviving fraction is draw n 
on  a linear scale. (This is because on a log scale the difference betw een the relatioships w ould 
not be clearly observed).
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Figure 5.1.2.1: The principle of the PCR reaction (diagram  redraw n from Read, 1990). The 
diagram  illustrates how  from a single DNA molecule thousands of copies of the DNA sequence 
of interest can be produced.
Figure 5.1.2.2: A m ap of the Chinese ham ster hprt gene, showing the positions of the exons (the 
vertical bars) in relation to the intronic sequences. The distances between the exons are draw n 
approxim ately to scale (redraw n from Rossiter et a l, 1991).
Figure 5.1.3.2: The base sequences of the oligonucleotide prim ers used in the PCR amplification 
of the hprt exons in the Chinese ham ster genome (sequences taken from Rossiter et a l, 1991).
Figure 5.2.4.1: (a) Shows the results of agarose electrophoresis of amplification products of PCR 
of exon prim ers 3 ,5  and 9 in selected hprt' m utants and in (b) an  agarose electrophoresis gel of 
the products of PCR amplification of exon prim ers 2 ,4 ,6  and 7&8 in selected hprt' m utants.
Figure 5.3.4.2: The effect of incubating pBR322 in different concentrations of SLO solution for 30 
m inutes. The p h o tog raph  is of an  agarose electrophoresis gel. N otice that as the SLO 
concentration increases the am ount of the linear form of the pBR322 plasm id also increases.
Figure 5.3.4.3: The effect of incubating X DNA w ith SLO for 18 hours. The photograph is of an 
agarose electrophoresis gel. Note the am ount of sm earing in the lanes increases w ith increasing 
SLO concentration.
F igure 5.2.5.1: (a) Shows the effect of incubating pBR322 DNA in HBSS/BSA solution for 
varying lengths of time, (b) shows the effects of incubating X DNA in HBSS/BSA for varying 
lengths of time. The DNA in all cases rem ains intact. There is no evidence to suggest that the 
HBSS/BSA contains any contam inating endonucleases or exonucleases.
Figure 5.2.6.1: (a) An agarose gel of the hprt PCR amplification products of exons prim ers 3, 5 
and 9 the w ild type CH O -K l, V79-4 and xrs-5  cell lines and  in (b) an  agarose gel of the 
amplification products of PCR of exon prim ers 2 ,4 ,6  and 7&8.
Figure 5.3.1.1: The diagram  shows position where there was failure of PCR amplification in the
isolated V79 hprt' m utants. The lines (------- ) indicate absent PCR products. A bsent PCR
products suggest DNA deletion at the regions around the prim er annealing site. The arrow  at
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the end  of the line indicates that it is possible that the deletion m ay extends beyond the 
analysed region. M utant KRAD and m utants w ith the prefix code are m utations induced by 
4Gy gam m a radiation, m utants prefixed w ith KS were induced by streptolysin, B indicates that 
the m utants were induced by Pvu II using electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration and 
m utants prefixed w ith K indicate m utan ts KA were induced by Pvu II using SLO as the 
m ethod of cell poration.
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Figure 6.2.2.1: A photograph of an agarose gel following electrophoresis. The isolated and the 
Bam H I digested plasm id was ru n  as was pBR322, Bam H I digested pBR322 and  a lOObp 
marker.
Figure 6.2.3.1: A photograph of an  autoradiograh showing how the ^^P labelled plasm id probe 
containing the m ouse tk gene hybridised to m ouse, ham ster and hum an DNA attached to a 
nylon membrane.
Figure 6.2.8.1: A photograph taken from  a confocal microscope following immunofluorescence 
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Figure 6.2.8.2: A photograph taken using a confocal microscope following immunofluorescence 
detection show ing the b io tin  labelled telom ere probe hybrid ised  to hum an  m etaphase 
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chromosomes.
Figure 6.2.9.1: A utoradiograph of the slot blot of DNA of the CHO-K l, xrs-5, TK4 and TKl cell 
lines hybridised to the ^^P labelled mouse cDNA clone pMTK4.
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19 m utant cell lines were found to contain deletions.
Table 5.2.5.2: The results of PCR deletion screening on hprt ' m utants generated from treatment 
of V79-4 cells w ith Pvu II using SLO as the m ethod of cell poration. 4 out of the 10 m utants 
analysed were shown to have absent PCR amplification products.
T able 5.2.6.1: The results of PCR deletion screening experiments, am plifying the exons of the 
genomic DNA of the wild type cell lines m aintained in the St. Andrews laboratory. Notice that 
the w ild  type CHO-Kl and the V79-4 cell lines possess all the PCR am plification products. 
However, the xrs-5 cell line does have the exon 7&8 amplification product.
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Abbreviations
AMP: Adenosine m onophosphate
aprt: Adenosine phosphoribosyl transferase gene
5-AZ: 5 Azacytidine
Bam HI: Restriction endonclease isolated from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens, 
recognising and  cleaving the nucleotide sequence gTGATCC. 
BCIP: 5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolylphosphate 
bp: Base pairs
BSA: Bovine serum  album en
cDNA: Com plem entary DNA, a DNA copy of a mRNA molecule
CHO: Chinese ham ster ovary cells
DABCO: 1,4 Diazabicyclo (2 ,2 ,2) octane
DAPl: 4 ,6  Diamido-2-phenylinodole
DNase: Deoxyribonuclease
ds: Double stranded
dsb: Double strand DNA break
dNTP: Deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate
E.coli; Escherichia coli
Eco R l; Restriction enzyme purified from E.coli RY13 which cleaves the 
nucleotide sequence GtAATTC 
EDTA: Ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid 
PCS: Foetal calf serum  
FISH: Fluorescent in situ hybridisation 
FITC: Fluorescein isothiocynate 
Gy: Gray, unit of radiation dose absorbed= 1 joule/K g 
GTE: TE solution containing 1% glucose
HAT: Hypoxyanthine, Aminopterin and Thymidine media (Sigma)
HBSS: Hanks balanced salt solution
HBSS/BSA: Hanks balanced salt solution w ith 1% Bovine serum  album en
hprt: Hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase gene
IMP: Inosine m onophosphate
Kbp: Kilobase pairs
LET: Linear energy transfer
MEM: Minimal essential m edium
MW: Molecular weight
NBT: N itroblue tétrazolium
NFDM: N on fat dried milk solution
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pBR322: Plasm id purified from E.coli 
PBS; Phosphate buffered saline 
PCR; Polymerase chain reaction 
PE: Plating efficiency
Pvu II: The restriction enzyme isolated from Proteus vulgaris recognising and cleaving the 
sequence GAGTCTG 
PI: Propidium  iodide
Pst I  : Restriction endonuclease isolated from  Providencia stuartii which cleaves the nucleotide 
sequence CTGCAÎG 
rDNA; Ribosomal DNA
RCF: Relative centrifugal force, calculated by the equation 1.12 x r  xRPM  x RPM
1000 1000
RE: Restriction endonuclease
RFLP: Restriction fragm ent length polym orphism
RNase: Ribonuclease A
rpm: Revolutions per m inute
SA-AP: Streptavidin-alkaline phosphatase conjugate
SD: Standard deviation
SDS: Sodium dodecyl sulphate
SE: Standard error
SLO: Streptolysin O, a bacterial cytotoxin isolated from  Streptococcus pyogenes 
SSB: Single stranded DNA break
Taq: Thermostable DNA polym erase isolated from  the bacteria Thermus aquaticus
TBE: Tris borate EDTA electrophoresis buffer
TE: Tris EDTA solution
6TG: 6 thioguanine
tk: Thymidine kinase gene
TFT: Trifluorothymidine
Tris: Tris (hydroxymethyl) methylam ine
UV: Ultra violet radiation
V(D)J: Variable, diversity, joining recombination
V79-4: A male lung fibroblast cell line
XR-1: An X ray sensitive m utant of CHO-Kl
xrs-5: An X-ray sensitive dsb repair deficient m utant of CHO-Kl
Abstract / xix
The effects of gam m a radiation and restriction endonuclease (RE) induced DNA double strand
breaks (dsb) upon  the m utation frequency a n d  the surviving fraction of three Chinese ham ster
9cell lines V79-4, CHO-K l and  an X-ray sensitive dsb repair deficient cell line xrs-5 were 
studied.
The X-ray sensitive xrs-5 cell line was show n to be m ore sensitive to both the lethal and the 
m utagenic effects of gam m a radiation having a substantially low er surviving fraction and a 
h igher thym idine kinase (tk ) m utation frequency per un it dose than the parental CHO-Kl 
cells. The frequency of induced hprt ~ m utations in  the V79-4 cell line was com parable to the 
induced frequency of tk  m utations in  the CHO-Kl cells.
The effect of b lunt- and cohesive- ended  dsb upon  the surviving fraction and  the induced 
m utation  frequency was stud ied  by porating  different Chinese ham ster cell lines (CHO-Kl, 
V79-4 and  xrs-5 ) w ith  RE using Streptolysin O (SLO). The surviving fraction of the different 
cell lines was reduced w ith increasing concentrations of Pvu II. Increases in the concentration of 
Pvu II p roduced  increases in the frequency of hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl 
transferase (hprt) m utations in the V79-4 cells and  tk m utations in the CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells. 
However, the xrs-5 cells were show n to be hypom utable to Pvu II com pared w ith the parental 
CHO-Kl cells. EcoRl was ineffective at inducing tk m utations in the CHO-Kl cells bu t was as 
effective as Pvu II at inducing hprt m utations in the V79-4 cells.
N one of the spontaneously induced V79-4 hprt ~ m utant cells w ere show n to have observable 
m olecular deletions w hen analysed by PCR deletion screening. One th ird  of the radiation  
induced  hprt ~ m utan ts w ere show n to be deletions. However, too few m utan t cells were 
analysed for any non-random  d istribu tion  of deletions to be observed. H alf of the hprt ~ 
m utants induced by SLO poration alone w ere show n to be due to deletions of one or m ore 
exons. The distribution of the DNA deletions in SLO hprt “ m utations appeared  to be non- 
random . The PCR am plification products of exons 7&8 were m ore frequently lost than any of 
the o ther exons in  the hprt gene. It has been suggested that the SLO prov ided  by the 
m anufacturer used to porate the cells was contam inated w ith small am ounts of endonucleases 
and exonucleases. The Pvu R  induced deletions also appeared to be non-random ly distributed. 
The PCR am plification products of exon 2 were m ore frequently absent than any of the other 
exon products. Sequence data from the EMBL library indicated that Pvu II had a restriction site 
adjacent to the exon 2 nucleotide sequence of the Chinese ham ster hprt gene b u t not in or 
bordering the other exons. This provides evidence that the blunt-ended dsb plays a role in the
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production of m utations.
M utation studies indicated  that there is only one active copy of the autosom ally located 
thym idine kinase gene in the CHO-Kl cells and their daughter cell lines (Singh and  Bryant, 
1991). H ow ever, w hether the other hom ologous copy has been inactivated or deleted is not 
know n. Experiments attem pting to locate the thym idine kinase gene(s) w ere perform ed using 
FISH and a m ouse tk cDNA probe. However, these attem pts were unsuccessful.
Chapter 1
In troduction
Genetics presents a subtle and universal dilemma, the problem of knowledge - The 
greatest dilemma will be that of being aware of our own fate or of that of our offspring.
-Steven Jones, The Language of the Genes
1.1 Importance of Radiation Genetics
A lthough radioactivity has only been know n to exist for approxim ately a century, radiation has 
been present on Earth since its birth. It was present in the prim eval w orld of single celled 
organisms hundreds of millions of years ago, dam aging their genetic m aterial w ith high energy 
particles and photons. Some scientists believe, for example M ani (1991), that it w as cosmic 
radiation that lim ited the prim eval w orld to the oceans for m any millions of years. This was 
until the ozone layer had been built u p  around the once unprotected atm osphere of the Earth. 
This was generated by the escape of p lant w aste products (Oxygen) into the atm osphere to 
produce a shield from  the assaults of cosmic radiation as it was converted to ozone. Life has 
adapted  to the constraints of radiation and can repair m uch of the dam age produced bu t not 
w ith  100% efficiency. In fact, m utation  and genetic variation are the essential factors upon 
which evolution acts.
M an th roughout his evolution has been exposed to rad ia tion  in  the form  of cosmic rays 
travelling to Earth from  the Sun and from  radioactive isotopes in the soil. The Sun produces 
electromagnetic radiation and  radioactive isotopes em it both particulate and  electromagnetic 
radiation as they decay to form  a m ore stable state. The tw entieth century has brought w ith it 
the "Radiation Age". N ew  technologies have increased m ans' exposure to rad ia tion , for 
exam ple air travel, television, m edical treatm ents, nuclear pow er and  nuclear w eapons. 
Medical X-rays and radiotherapy have helped to save lives. X-rays being used in the diagnosis
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of broken limbs and revealing cancer at an early stage. Radiotherapy has extended the lives of 
cancer afflicted patients. Nuclear pow er was developed to replace the dim inishing resources of 
fossil fuels, attem pting to produce endless am ounts of clean and cheap electricity. Radiation is a 
pow erful tool which m ust be treated w ith care and respect. A lthough there has been a century 
of biological research, relatively little is know n about the causes of the biological changes which 
are the result of rad iation  exposure an d  the consequences of the evolutionary effects of an 
increasing exposure to radiation. The study of the effects of ionising radiation on  the living cell 
and the prevention of abuse of radiation is essential if the hum an race is to ensure that it does 
not b lunder into worse dilem mas than it seeks to solve.
1.2 What is a mutation ?
A m utation is a heritable change in the nucleotide sequence of a DNA molecule (for example, 
Lew in, 1990; A dam s et a l,  1986; W atson, 1973). The protein coding segm ents of the DNA 
m olecule are split u p  into codons. A codon is a triplet of adjacent nucleotides w hich code for a 
specific amino acid. Some of the m utations that occur in the DNA molecule are synonym ous 
(producing no change in the amino acid product). This is due to the degeneracy of the genetic 
code. These changes are undetectable in the phenotype of the organism . Some m utations are, 
how ever of the non synonym ous type, producing changes in the am ino acid sequence and 
often the protein structure. A m utational change is either the result of DNA dam age which has 
been m isrepaired by the cell or error in DNA replication.
1.3 The de novo biosynthesis of nucleic acids and the purine and pyrimidine 
salvage pathway mutation systems
Purines and pyrim idines are the two basic building blocks of nucleic acids. W ithout a ready 
supply  of purines and pyrim idines, DNA replication and cell division w ould cease. Cells are 
capable of m anufacturing purines from very basic constituents. This pathw ay is called de novo. 
But they are also capable of recycling purines and pyrim idines from  spent nucleic acids. This is 
called salvage.
a)Pttrines
i) Biosynthesis of purines
The first step in the synthesis of purines is the synthesis of the purine ring and the second step 
is the conversion of the purine ring into deoxyribonucleotides. Purines can be synthesised from 
a scaffolding of ribose-5-phosphate. The synthesis involves a w ide variety of o ther chemical 
substrates and a large am ount of energy, which is supplied in  the chemical form  of ATP. Figure 
1.3.1 shows the source of each of the atom s in  the purine ring. The origin of the atom s in  the
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ring was studied  by feeding radioactive nucleotide precursors to pigeons and analysing the 
w aste products (Stryer, 1988). The de novo pathw ay of purine  synthesis is sim ilar in m ost 
organisms from  E.coli to pigeons to man.
Carbon dioxide
Aspartic 
acid
Formate X -
Glutamine
Glycine
N /
Formate
%
Glutamine
Figure 1.3.1: The origin of the atoms in  the de novo b iosynthesis of purines. There are 
11 com plex biochem ical reactions s ta rtin g  w ith  the basic ribose-5-phosphate and  
ending  w ith  the pu rin e  b u ild in g  block inosine m onophosphate (from  A dam s et ah,
1986).
The com pleted ribonucleotide is inosine m onophosphate (IMP). IMP is the common precursor 
of both adenosine and guanosine triphosphate. The m anufacture of purines by the de novo 
pathw ay requires m uch energy. However, the cell is capable of recycling purines from  spent 
nucleic acids w hich is far m ore efficient in term s of energy than the de novo pathw ay. The 
salvage metabolic pathw ay is sum m arised in Figure 1.3.2.
ii) The purine salvage pathway
D N A  an d  RNA from  spen t nucleic acids are hydro lysed  to p roduce nucleotides and  
nucleosides. Hydrolytic cleavage of the glycolytic bond between the sugar and the base results 
in  the p roduction  of free ribose sugars, pyrim idines and  purines. The enzym es adenosine 
deam inase converts the purines into hypoxyanthine w hich is then phosphory lated  by the 
enzym e hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (HPRT) to p roduce the inosine 
m onophosphate (IMP) which is a precursor of the nucleotides and are used to build DNA.
N ucleotide m anufacture is controlled in the cell by a negative feedback mechanism. IMP is a
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product in both the de novo and  the salvage pathw ay. A build  up  of IMP inhibits the de novo 
pathway.
in) The hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase gene (hprt)
The hprt gene is a non-essential gene for cells in  culture, w hich is found in  the genom e of 
eukaryotic organism s. It is responsible (see Figure 1.3.2) for the salvage of purines w ithin the 
cell and is constitutively expressed. In mammals, this gene is located on the X chromosome. It is 
highly conserved at the protein level and  in the exon regions of the DNA. Surprisingly, this 
conservation extends even to the m alarial parasite Plasmodium falciparum (King and Melton,
1987). In  hum ans, m utations in  the hprt gene (which result in  the production of an  excess of 
purines in the blood) are responsible for the severe sex linked genetic d isorder Lesch-Nyhan 
Syndrome. The children afflicted w ith this disabling disease are m entally retarded and  show a 
tendency for self-mutilation. Less severe m utations are som etimes know n to cause familial 
gout, renal stones and neurological abnormalities (Davidson et a l, 1988).
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DNA and RNA 
 ^f hydrolysis by nucleases 
mononucleotides and nucleosides
hydrolytic cleavage of glycolytic bonds 
ribose sugar, pyrimidines and
purines
adenosine deaminase
t
Hypoxyanthine 
hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase 
Inosine monophosphate
Figure 1.3.2: The pu rine  salvage pathw ay show ing how  the nucleotide b u ild ing  
block inosine m onophosphate is produced from  spent nucleic acids.
iv) The hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase (hprt) mutation system 
It is possible to select a cell population for the preferential survival of cells w hich have an 
inefficient or deficient purine salvage pathw ay (not lethal to cells in culture). This inefficiency 
m ay be due to alterations in the genetic code, producing an aberrant or absent HPRT protein 
product. Some competitive inhibitors, w ith varying efficiencies, have been found w hich select 
hprt deficient m utants (Thacker et a l, 1976 and references therein). It has been dem onstrated 
that 6-thioguanine is the m ost effective inhibitor to date (Thacker et a l, 1976 and  references 
therein). The chemical structures of hypoxyanthine and 6-thioguanine are show n in Figure 
1.3.3.
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Figure 1.3.3: The chemical structures of the base analogue 6 th ioguanine. This is 
an  analogue of the purine  hypoxyanthine.
U nder conditions w here the HPRT enzym e is active, hypoxyanthine is m etabolised by the 
HPRT enzym e to produce inosine m ono-phosphate (IMP). A build up  of IMP blocks the de novo 
pathw ay. W hen 6-thioguanine is m etabolised by the HPRT enzym e the product, 6 thioguanine 
m onophosphate is sim ilar enough in chemical structure for it to inhibit the salvage pathw ay. 
H ow ever, its ' difference in structure (Figure 1.3.3) from  hypoxyanthine-m onophosphate are 
enough to prevent its use in  the production of DNA. Consequently, DNA synthesis ceases and 
the cell fails to proliferate. Only cells w hich have a faulty or inactive salvage pathw ay will be 
able to divide and proliferate.
The hprt gene has been a popu lar locus for the study  of the m olecular effects of different 
m utagens, for example ionising radiation (Thacker, 1986; M organ et al., 1990), adriam ycin and 
bleomycin, which are chem otherapeutic drugs (Koberle et ah, 1991; Helbig et ah, 1994), uv light 
(Keohavong et ah, 1991) and ethyl m ethane-sulphonate (Thacker and Ganesh, 1989).
In the early  to m id 1980's, Southern blots and  cDNA hybridisation w ere used to analyse 
m olecular deletions w ithin the hprt gene (Thacker, 1986). However, the know ledge obtained 
from  such d a ta  w as lim ited. This is because Southern blots of the hprt gene can only 
d istinguish  deletions which are in excess of 50bp. The 50bp limit of resolution is due to the 
large size of the hprt gene. Also, there was little know ledge of the fine scale structure of the 
hprt gene at that time and the location of the deletion w ithin the gene could not be elucidated. 
N ew  advances in m olecular biology such as rap id  DNA sequencing techniques an d  the 
po lym erase chain  reaction  (see C hap ter 5) have all con tribu ted  to a m ore com plete 
understanding of mutagenesis. The fine scale structure of both the Chinese ham ster (Rossiter eh 
ah, 1991) and the hum an (Edwards et ah, 1990) hprt gene has since been studied in m ore detail. 
Hence, the nature and the location of m utations at the hprt locus can now  be studied  in more 
detail.
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Hi) The Adenine phosphoribosyltransferase (aprt) mutation system
The aprt gene codes for an enzyme which is involved in the salvage of the purine adenine. The 
aprt gene is autosom ally located and  is relatively small in size, only 2.5Kbp in the Chinese 
ham ster as com pared to the hprt gene which in the Chinese ham ster is in excess of 40Kbp. The 
Chinese ham ster aprt gene has been fully sequenced (Nalbantoglu et a l, 1986) and is located on 
chrom osom e 3. In the norm al d iploid Chinese ham ster there are two copies of the aprt gene 
present and expressed w hich consequently m akes the selection of aprt ~ m utations impractical 
(Sankaranarayanan, 1991). However, cell lines have been isolated from  the Chinese ham ster 
which are heterozygous and hem izygous at the aprt locus. Predom inantly the molecular work 
at the aprt locus has been perform ed on a Chinese ham ster ovary cell line which is hemizygous 
at the aprt locus (eg. M euth et a l, 1987; Grovosky et a l, 1986).
OPO3 NHr
?  ^- P - O - P - O N
O O
OH OH
Phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate
NHr
H
-N .
N
Adenine
H
H
aprt enzyme
H N'
O OP3O
Adenosine monophosphate 
(AMP)
PPi
F ig u re  1.3.4: T he  sy n th e s is  of AM P from  the  p u r in e  a d e n in e  an d  
p h o sp h o rib o sy l p y ro p h o sp h a te , catalysed b y  the enzym e APRT (diagram  
redraw n from  Stryer, 1988).
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The aprt gene product catalyses the reaction between the purine adenine (salvaged from  spent 
nucleic acids and products of digestion) and phosphoribosyl pyrophosphate (Figure 1.3.4) thus 
producing a mononucleotide in a single enzyme catalysed step.
The enzymatic reaction is controlled by  a negative feedback mechanism, where the build  u p  of 
AMP inhibits the initial reaction which produces it.
Cells which are deficient in  the APRT enzyme can be selected for by culturing with the purine 
analogue 8-aza-adenine. The chemical structures of the nucleotide adenine and the analogue 8- 
aza-adenine are show n in Figure 1.3.5.
NH,
•H
N H
.N
Adenine 8-Aza-adenine
Figure 1.3.5: T he chem ical s tru c tu re  of th e  n u c leo tid e  ad en in e  and  the 
nucleotide analogue aza-adenine (diagram  redraw n from  W alker e t al.^ 1979).
b)Pyrim idines
i) Biosynthesis of pyrimidines
The de novo biosynthesis of the pyrim idine nucleotide precursor uridine-5-m onophosphate 
from the basic constituents glutam ine, aspartic acid and carbon dioxide requires six enzymatic 
reactions (Rawn, 1983). The origins of the atom s in  the pyrim idine ring are show n in Figure
1.3.6.
The de novo b iosynthesis p a thw ay  of the pyrim id ine deoxyribonucleotide, thym idine 
m onophosphate from the uridine-5-m onophosphate precursor is show n in Figure 1.3.7.
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F igure  1.3.6: T h e  o rig in s  o f the atom s in  th e  p y rim id in e  r in g  w h e n  
m anufactured  by de novo  synthesis (redraw n from  Raw n, 1983). The reactions 
used to produce the pyrim id ine ring  involve the basic ingred ien ts  g lu tam ine, 
aspartic acid and carbon dioxide.
The m anufacture of thym idine m onophosphate, a substrate of DNA synthesis by the de novo 
pathw ay  is highly  energy consum ing. H ence, cells are often capable of m anufacturing 
thym id ine m onophosphate  from  free cellu lar thym idine w hich is the p ro d u c t of the 
degradation of spent nucleic acids w hich is far m ore efficient and  is called the pyrim idine 
salvage pathw ay. The de novo pathw ay involves the reduction of the ribonucleotide uridine-5- 
m onophosphate by the rem oval of the oxygen from the hydroxyl of the ribose at carbon 
position 2 to produce the deoxyribonucleotide, deoxy-uridine m onophosphate. This reaction is 
catalysed by ribonucleotide reductase. From  this product, the biosynthesis of thym idine 
m onophosphate is catalysed by the enzyme thym idylate synthetase. This is illustrated in Figure
1.3.7.
ii) The Pyrimidine Salvage Pathway
The process involves the phosphorylation of pre-existing thym idine by the enzyme thymidine 
kinase to produce thym idine m onophosphate. The synthesis of thym idine m onophosphate by 
both the de novo and  the salvage pathw ays is controlled by a negative feedback mechanism  
where the build  up  of the product thym idine m onophosphate inhibits the enzymes thymidylate 
synthetase and thymidine kinase.
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^ ribonucleotide reductase 
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thymidylate synthetase 
thymidine monophosphate
Figure 1.3.7: The manufacture of thymidine-5-monophosphate by the de novo 
pathway.
Hi) The thymidine kinase mutation system
The thymidine kinase gene {tk )is an autosom al gene located on chrom osom e 17 in  hum ans 
(Miller et al., 1971), chromosome 11 in the m ouse (Kozac and Ruddle, 1977) and chromosome 7 
in the Chinese ham ster (Stallings and Siciliano, 1981). The tk gene is a non-essential gene (a 
requirem ent of genes used in m utation  assays) in cells m aintained in  culture. In diploid 
eukaryotic cells there are two copies of the thymidine kinase gene (for example, in the Chinese 
ham ster there will be one copy of the gene on each of the chromosom e 7 homologues). Genes 
controlling enzym e production tend to be recessive in nature. That is two copies of the altered 
gene need to be present before a change in  phenotype is observed, m aking isolation of tk " cells 
extrem ely difficult. How ever, some lines (for example the Chinese ham ster ovary cell line, 
CHO-K l and the m ouse lym phom a line L5178tk+) have been show n to be hem izygous or 
heterozygous for the tk gene. These cell lines are therefore ideal for the study of m utation 
induction at the tk locus.
Trifluorothym idine (TFT) is an  analogue of the base thym idine. TFT is used to select for cells 
w hich are deficient in the enzym e thymidine kinase. The chemical structures of the bases 
thym idine and trifluorothym idine are shown in Figure 1.3.8.
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Figure 1.3.8: The structure of the nucleotide base of thymidine and the base 
analogue trifluorothymidine. The difference in structure is at the carbon (5) 
position. In TFT the CH3  group is replaced by a CF3  group.
T rifluorothym idine (TFT) is taken up  into the cell from  the su rround ing  m edium  and 
phosphorylated by the salvage pathw ay enzyme TK to produce TFT- m onophosphate. TFT- 
m onophosphate by negative feedback, inhibits the enzymes thym idylate synthetase and  TK. 
Hence, the further production of thym idine-5-m onophosphate ceases. The TFT-monophosphate 
is not a suitable substrate for DNA synthesis and  the cell does not use it in the m anufacture of 
DNA. W ithout a ready supply of thym idine m onophosphate (the production of which the TFT- 
m onophosphate has inhibited) DNA replication and cell proliferation ceases. Cells w ithout TK 
activity will autom atically m anufacture thym idine-5-m onophosphate by the complex de novo 
pathw ay. Therefore, in these cells, TFT will have no effect on  the synthesis of DNA or cell 
proliferation. However, in cells which have an  active tk gene, the TFT will be phosphorylated 
and DNA replication and cell division will be inhibited.
The tk gene is autosom ally located. Cells which are heterozygous for this gene (having one 
functional and one non-functional allele) have been cultured. Tk m utation w ork in Chinese 
ham ster cells has been perform ed on irradiated CHO-Kl lines (Singh and  Bryant, 1991; M ussa 
et ah, 1990; Singh, 1991) bu t tk " m utants have not been analysed at the m olecular level. From 
the exceptionally high spontaneous m utation frequency, it is possible to ascertain that there is 
only one functional tk gene in the CHO-Kl genome. H ow ever, w hether the o ther copy is 
present bu t inactivated or has been totally deleted is not known. There has been very little 
m olecular w ork perform ed on the tk locus. Some w ork has been perform ed on the hum an B 
lymphoblast line TK6, which is heterozygous at the tk locus, having one functional tk copy and 
one non function tk copy. The tw o alleles of the gene can be d istinguished  using Sac I 
restriction fragm ent length polym orphism s (RFLP) and hybridisation of a hum an cDNA probe 
to the Southern blot (Yandell, 1986; Sankaranarayanan, 1991). Studies of these heterozygous loci 
are interesting since they enable the study of autosom al m utations. Also, in autosom al genes
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there  are  m ore available m echanism s of som atic m utation . There are the usual base 
substitutions, micro-deletions and complete allele loss which are also found on X linked alleles 
b u t there is also the possibility of gene conversion by mitotic recom bination which involve the 
exchange of DNA segm ents betw een hom ologous DNA sequences (Yandell et a l,  1986; 
Sankaranarayanan, 1991). It is believed that hom ologous recom bination m ay also be as a 
m ethod of somatic m utation. It has been show n to be a m echanism  by which tk ~ m utants w ith 
two non functional alleles revert back to the tk phenotype (Benjamin et al., 1991; Benjamin and 
Little, 1992).
1.4 Spontaneous Mutations
W hen a m utation is said to have occurred spontaneously, one concludes that it has not been 
deliberately induced, it has occurred at random  sim ply through errors in the DNA replication 
m achinery  (Finchm an, 1983; Brown, 1989; Lew in, 1990). H ow ever, DNA replication is 
astoundingly accurate, on average only producing approxim ately 1 error per 10^ - 10^0 bases 
copied (Rawn, 1983). Spontaneous m utations are predom inantly base pair substitutions. One 
m echanism  by w hich m utations are thought to arise is nucleotide tautom erism  (see later). 
O ther w ays in  w hich point m utations could arise are via deam ination of the am ino bases 
cytosine and 5-methyl cytosine. Both these m odels are discussed later. Insertions and deletions 
m ay also occur spontaneously. These m ay be the result of the transposition of transposable 
genetic elements. O ther changes in phenotype m ay be the result of base m odification rather 
than base substitution.
a) Mechanisms by which spontaneous mutations occur
i) Tautomerism
Each of the nucleotide bases exist in two different forms called tautom eric or structural isomers. 
Tautom eric isom ers have the sam e chemical form ulae bu t have different three-dim ensional 
configurations (Brown, 1989). The two different forms are interconvertable. This conversion 
occurs by a change in the position of a double bond and the redistribution of the atom s of 
hydrogen (Finchman, 1983). The two forms are in equilibrium. The internal environm ent of the 
cell produces an  equilib rium  w hich greatly  favours one tautom eric form. The different 
tautom eric isomers m ay have slightly different physical and chemical properties. Some of these 
rare tautom eric isom ers are unable to form  hydrogen bonds w ith  the usual com plem entary 
nucleotide bu t are however, capable of forming hydrogen bonds w ith a "non com plem entary" 
base. It is possible for either the base acting as a tem plate o r the base w hich is to be 
incorporated to undergo a tautom eric shift. It is possible that this could occur on either the 
leading or the lagging DNA strand. This m ay result in  a point m utation. An example of how 
this m ight occur is show n in Figure 1.4.1.
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Figure 1.4,1; Tautomeric shift involving cytosine. The cytosine nucleotide 
normally pairs with guanine. However, when in the rare tautomeric state 
hydrogen bonds with adenine (behaving like thymine). This, if remaining 
unrepaired, leads to a transition point mutation (redrawn from Gib de Busk, 
1968).
ii) Deamination of bases
In addition to the four bases usually present in DNA, there are also other modified bases. In 
bacteria there are m any, b u t in eukaryotic cells, base m odification is less com m on. One 
common m odified base in eukaryotes is 5-methyl cytosine. M éthylation of cytosine residues is 
generally found only in specific regions of the genome and is believed to be involved in the 
regulation of gene expression. Cytosine is sometimes m ethylated to produce 5-methyl-cytosine. 
5-methyl-cytosine suffers from spontaneous deam ination which occurs w hen the am ino (NH) 
group is rem oved and is replaced by a Keto (O) group (Lewin, 1990). This converts 5-methyl 
cytosine to thym ine yielding a m ispaired base. If the generated nucleotide change evades the 
proof reading mechanism  of the cell, a point m utation will occur following DNA replication in 
the form  of a GC to AT transition.
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Figure 1.4.2: The Chemical structure of tlie base 5-methyl cytosine and the 
deamination product thymine.
Cytosine also undergoes deam ination producing  the base uracil w hich is used  instead of 
thym ine in RNA. Uracil hydrogen bonds m ost efficiently w ith adenine. Hence, if uracil is not 
rem oved and replaced by the correct base prior to replication there will be GC to AT transition 
in the new ly produced daughter DNA strand.
NHr o
N
H
Cytosine
HN
Uracil
Figure 1.4.3: The chem ical structure of the base cytosine and  its  deam ination  
p roduct uracil, p roduced  by  the rep lacem ent of the am ino group  w ith  a keto  
group.
Spontaneous m utations do exist bu t at a low frequency. This frequency is m uch less than one 
w ould  predict from  the rates of tautom eric isom er form ation and  spontaneous deam ination 
(Rawn, 1983). This can be partially explained by the ability of certain enzymes to proof read the 
replicated DNA and to repair any anomalies which occur in the DNA sequence. In bacteria, the 
DNA polym erases have a dual function. They are both able to replicate and proof read the 
DNA. In eukaryotic cells, the situation is m ore complicated. There are separate enzymes to 
perform  all the different tasks. Incorrect bases or dam aged bases m aybe rem oved from the 
DNA of eukaryotic organism s by excision repair. This m echanism  is dem onstrated in  Figure 
1.4.4. M ismatched uracil bases may also be removed by excision repair. However, in the case of 
uracil prior to excision, the base is rem oved from  the sugar by the hydrolysis of the glycolytic 
bond  by the enzym e uracil glycosylase. The rem aining nucleoside is then  rem oved by
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exoncleases and replaced by the DNA polymerase.
5 .
3'
3 ’
5’
3’
t
The circles represent correctly placed 
nucleotide bases and the square a 
m ism atched base on a DNA 
molecule.
5'
A repair endonuclease produces an 
incision at the 5' end of the 
m ism atched base leaving a 3' OH 
group and an exonuclease 
removes the base.
DNA polym erase adds the correct 
base and  DNA ligase joins the 
new  nucleotide to the DNA chain 
by the form ation of a phosphodiester 
bond.
Figure 1.4.4: The m echanism  of excision repair w hich is used  to rem ove and 
replace m ism atched nucleotide bases from  the D N A  strand.
iv) Transposable genetic elements
A nother possible source of m utations are transposable genetic elem ents or "jum ping genes". 
These are segments of DNA (bound by specific terminal sequences) which are able to duplicate 
them selves, retain  one copy of itself in the original location and  transfer the other copy to a 
target site. They were first discovered by Barbara McClintock in m aize (McClintock, 1984 and 
references therein) w here insertion of these elem ents caused a m utation  and  an unstable 
phenotype. They have since been found in  a range of other organism s for example, bacteria 
(Jordan et a l, 1968; Shapiro, 1969) and  Drosophila (Adams et a l, 1986 and references therein). 
These elem ents produce m utations at the site a t which they insert. These locations will 
determ ine w hether or not a phenotypic change occurs. Transposable genetic elem ents (or 
transposons) can cause DNA deletion m utations. A m echanism  by w hich two adjacent 
transposable genetic elem ents (w ith the sam e orientation) can cause a deletion  of the 
intervening genomic DNA is illustrated in Figure 1.4.5.
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Figure 1.4.5: Diagram shows how two adjacent mobile transposable genetic 
elements can cause a genetic deletion in genomic DNA by the mechanism of 
homologous recombination (diagram redrawn from Adams et al., 1986).
vi) Epigenetic changes
Changes in the DNA nucleotide sequence som etim es resu lt in a change in phenotype. 
However, not all changes in the phenotype are the result of changes in the nucleotide sequence 
w ith in  the DNA molecule. A small p roportion are the result of epigenetic changes. These 
changes are the result of alterations in the patterns of DNA m odification (for example, the 
m éthylation of the base cytosine to produce 5-m ethyl cytosine). Gene control via DNA 
méthylation does not occur at random  locations. It occurs at specific regions within the genome. 
For exam ple, the cytosine residues which are located adjacent to guan ine residues are 
preferentially m ethylated. DNA M éthylation is also believed to be tissue specific, stable and 
clonally inherited  (John and  M iklos, 1988). M éthylation is com m on in developm entally
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regulated  genes an d  accounts for the differential activity in  genes which control horm one 
production (Razin and Riggs, 1980). M éthylation at specific regions of the gene is believed to 
result in gene inactivation. However, this observation is not universal since there is no evidence 
to suggest that gene control via m éthylation occurs in invertebrates and a few genes such as 
the alpha 2 (1) Collagen gene are transcribed despite full m éthylation (Mckeon et al., 1982). 
U nderm ethylation of cytosine residues in  vertebrate cells is how ever, associated w ith  active 
gene expression (John and Miklos, 1988).
b) Molecular analysis of spontaneous salvage pathway mutations
M ost changes at the hprt locus w hich occur spontaneously are the result of small genetic 
changes. This has been found in vivo in Lesch Nyhan patients where only 15% of DNA changes 
are visualised by Southern blot analysis. Similar results have been found in vivo in norm al 
healthy hum ans (Nicklas et ah, 1987).
Yandell et a l, (1986) isolated spontaneous tk ~ m utations from  the heterozygous hum an TK6 
cell line. It was observed that there w ere two distinct classes of m utations w ith different grow th 
rates and  colony sizes. These subtypes were im aginatively called 'N orm al' and  'Slow G row th' 
m utan ts. The active tk  gene and the inactive tk  gene in  the TK6 genom e could be 
distinguished by the differing RFLP patterns produced w ith Sac I  digestion and Southern blot 
analysis w ith a cDNA probe. In bo th  slow grow th and the norm al tk ~ m utations, a large 
proportion  of the m utants show ed DNA sequence loss. 20 out of the 29 "N orm al G row th" 
m utants show ed complete loss of the restriction fragment length polym orphism  (RFLP) pattern 
of one of the alleles and 2 showed a change in the RFLP pattern. The rem aining 7 show ed no 
change. In the "Slow Grow th" m utation, 22 out of the 24 show ed loss of the RFLP of one of the 
tk alleles w ith the rem ainder showing no change in pattern. Moore et a l, (1985a) and Moore et 
a l,  (1985b) noticed a correlation betw een slow grow th and  gross chrom osom al dam age in 
m ouse lym phom a cells. Of the 7 spontaneously induced m utations stud ied  4 had  norm al 
g row th and 3 had slow grow th. It has been suggested that a proportion  of the slow grow th 
m utants in m ouse culture cells are the result of non disjunction of chromosom es in mitosis 
w hich resulted in  the loss of chromosome 11, the chromosome w here the tk gene is located in 
m ouse cells (Moore et a l, 1985a; 1985b).
80 - 90% of m utations occurring spontaneously at the aprt locus studied in  a Chinese ham ster 
ovary cell line which is hemizygous at the aprt locus did not lead to large scale genetic changes 
(Grovosky et a l,  1986; Sankaranarayanan, 1991). There appeared to be no hotspots for base 
substitutions. H ow ever it was found that deletions, although extending upstream  in the 5' 
direction d id  not extend beyond the end of the aprt gene in the 3' direction (Sankaranarayanan, 
1991 and references therein). One hypothesis to explain the above observation is that there is an
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essential locus adjacent to the 3' end of the aprt gene. Such deletions w ould therefore be lethal 
to the cell. Hence, such m utations w ould  be lost from  the population. The small deletions 
observed, a lthough appearing  th roughout the ap rt gene seem ed to have their end  points 
clustered w ithin exon 5 (Sankaranarayanan, 1991 and references therein).
1.5 Radiation Induced DNA damage
a) The m echanism s involved in  the production  of rad ia tion  induced D N A  dam age
In the case of high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation (such as alpha and beta particles) some 
of the dam age is believed to be due to the direct action of radiation and the rem aining due to 
the indirect action  of free radicals (H all, 1978). Low LET rad ia tion  produces a greater 
proportion of its dam age indirectly in the form of free radical dam age as com pared to high LET 
radiation  (Milligan et al., 1993a; 1993b). Cellular w ater is believed to play a critical role in this 
process by the production of highly reactive free radicals and ions. The free radicals react w ith 
the DNA molecule altering its structure (by producing for example, single strand and double 
strand breaks, base dam age, sugar dam age and DNA protein cross-links).
W hen an  energetic electrom agnetic o r particulate wave strikes or interacts w ith an  atom , 
electrons are often excited and are consequently prom oted to a higher energy level. Sometimes 
the energy deposited  is so large that the electron is expelled from  the atom ic shell and  
ionisation is said to have occurred (H utchinson, 1985). These electrons lose m uch of their 
kinetic energy and are taken up  by other atom s or molecules to produce ions. Ions are highly 
reactive and will react w ith any chemical species compatible and available, including the DNA 
molecule.
A free radical carries an  unpaired  electron in the outer shell. Electrons in orbitals are often 
described as spinning on their axis in  a clockwise direction or an anticlockwise direction. One 
lone electron in  an  orbital w ithout a partner in the opposite spin results in chemical instability. 
W ater ions can react to form  the free radicals OH® and H® (Hall, 1978; Hutchinson, 1985). Free 
radicals are highly reactive, far more so than ions and have a m uch shorter half life. Hydroxyl 
radicals will diffuse quickly w ithin the cell and easily react w ith other molecules, in some cases 
inactivating them. In other cases, the free radicals can oxidise the DNA molecule abstracting 
hydrogen  atom s from  the base p roducing  a series of chain reactions altering nucleotide 
structure and stability (Hutchinson, 1985). It is believed (Oleinick et ah, 1986; Frankenberg- 
Schwager, 1989) that the free radical of OH is responsible for the introduction of DNA protein 
cross links. Base dam age, w hich can also lead to the production of single strand breaks by the 
action of endonucleases and  is one of the m ost common radiation induced lesion (Cerutti, 1976; 
Frankenberg-Schw ager, 1989). Single strand  breaks (SSB) are induced  in p roportion  w ith
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radiation dose (Coquerelle et al., 1976; Frankenberg-Schwager, 1989) as are ail DNA lesions in 
vivo. There are m any different types of radiation induced DNA dam age (see Figure 1.5.1). These 
prim ary lesions are believed to be the precursors of genetic m utations. H ow ever, there is an 
incomplete understanding of how a prim ary DNA lesion leads to a genetic mutation.
i) Single strand break (SSB)
A  single break m ay occur in one of the links of the backbone of the DNA helix. SSB in general 
occur at the phosphodiester linkage of the DNA chain. The breaks are term ed as either "clean" 
w here the break produces a 3' hydroxyl or a 5' phosphate term inus or 'd irty ' where the above 
m entioned term ini are not generated. The dirty term ini have to be m odified prior to ligation. 
The num ber of SSB produced  is proportional to the radiation  dose (Coquerelle et a l, 1976; 
A hnstrom  and Edvardsson, 1974) and approxim ately 10^ SSB are produced per cell per Gy in 
the Chinese ham ster (Goodhead, 1994). SSB can be produced by the direct action of X rays, as a 
resu lt of a local deposition  of re la tively  large am ounts of energy  at the site of the 
phosphodiester linkage. H owever w hen cells are treated with Low LET radiation it is believed 
that SSB are caused mainly by the hydroxyl radicals (Milligan et a l, 1993b). Single strand breaks 
can also be produced as a consequence of base and sugar damage. These breaks are transiently 
caused by endonucleases and are the result of uncom pleted DNA repair.
The biological effect of a SSB is m ore im portant w hen it occurs in conjunction w ith other types 
of lesions. An exam ple is w hen a SSB occurs opposite base dam age, sugar dam age or another 
SSB. These result in the production of a double strand break which is believed (Bryant, 1984; 
1988; 1989) to be the m ost biologically im portant radiation induced lesion.
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Figure 1.5.1: The above diagram illustrates the spectrum of DNA damage tliat 
occurs within the double helix as a result of radiation exposure. Notice that not 
only are tliere double and single strand breaks in the phosphodiester bond, but 
also bases and sugars may be damaged or removed. There are also changes in 
the relationship between the DNA and associated proteins, as shown by DNA  
protein cross-links (redrawn from Frankenberg-Schwager, 1989).
ii) DNA protein cross-links
DNA in the cell is covalently linked to proteins in the nuclear matrix (for example, Alberts et a l, 
1991; O leinick et a l,  1986; F rankenberg-Schw ager, 1989; A dam s et a l, 1986;). DNA in 
chrom osom es associated w ith nuclear proteins is called chrom atin. DNA is associated w ith 
basic proteins such as histones, w hich are responsible for the packaging of the DNA molecule 
(Adams et a l, 1986; Rawn, 1983). The DNA is also associated w ith other non-histone proteins. 
Some are involved in replication and transcription (for example, Chiu et a l, 1982; Oleinick et a l,
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1986; Adam s et al., 1986; Frankenberg-Schwager, 1989). There are other low molecular weight 
p ro teins w hich play a structu ra l role in  the chrom atin  (Adam s et a l,  1986). There are 
app rox im ate ly  6000 D N A -pro tein  cross-links per norm al V79-4 lung  fib roblast cell 
(Frankenberg-Schwager, 1989). Low LET radiation induces a further 160 D N A /pro te in  cross­
links per Gy per genom e in  the V79-4 cell line (Oleinick et a l, 1986; Frankenberg-Schw ager, 
1989). The radiation induced D N A -protein cross-links are rem oved by the cellular repair 
mechanisms. In V79-4 m onocultures D NA -protein cross-links are preferentially repaired in 
transcribing DNA. There are two com ponents to the repair process, a fast com ponent w ith a 
repair time of t^ /^  = 1 hour followed by a m uch slower com ponent (Frankenberg-Schwager, 
1989).
in) Base damage
Base dam age is one of the m ajor lesions induced  by  ionising rad ia tion  (C erutti, 1976; 
Frankenberg-Schw ager, 1989). There are num erous different types of base dam age, m any 
caused by the action of hydrogen and hydroxyl radicals on the DNA m olecule (Hutchinson, 
1985). The bases can be partially destroyed or chemically m odified by  free radicals. This often 
results in a change in  the physical and the chemical properties of the base (Tubiana et a l, 1990; 
von Sonntag, 1987). More is know n about thym ine and uracil dam age than dam age to the other 
bases. The am ount of observed dam age w hich occurs at the DNA bases is believed to be related 
to the structure of the chrom atin (Patil et a l,  1985; Ljungman, 1990). Evidence for this is 
p rov ided  from  the observation that there is m ore thym ine dam age w ithin  regions of the 
chromatin where there is actively replication (Cerutti, 1974) and transcription (Patil et a l, 1985). 
Some of the possible chemical m odifications which occur at the thym ine base following a 
chemical reaction w ith hydroxyl radicals are shown in Figure 1.5.2.
Hydroxyl radicals are highly reactive. As they have one unpaired electron in the outer orbital of 
the oxygen, the hydroxyl radical is highly electrophilic in nature and attacks regions of the base 
which have a high electron density. In the pyrim idine bases these regions are the Carbon (5) 
and  (6) double bond. Sometimes the OH  radical will add  to the pyrim idine ring (as seen in 
Figure 1.5.2.) and on other occasions will rem ove a hydrogen atom  from  the available m ethyl 
group (for example in thymine). The pyrim idine radicals generated are also highly reactive and 
will react again, possibly w ith  w ater m olecules or other available ions. In the presence of 
oxygen, the pyrim idines m ay be converted into organic peroxyl radicals. The initial hydroxyl 
radical reaction w ith pyrim idines sets up  a chain reaction producing a m ultitude of different 
base modifications (von Sonntag, 1987).
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Figure 1.5.2: The reaction of the base thymine with hydroxyl radicals and three 
possible structures of thymine radical products. The symbol * indicates where 
the unpaired electron is located in the radical molecule, (redrawn from von 
Sonntag, 1987).
Less is know n about the reaction of free radicals w ith purines. How ever, purines are also 
know n to react w ith  the free radicals of w ater. Examples of possible products following a 
reaction of hydroxyl radicals w ith the base adenine are shown in Figure 1.5.3.
However, it m ust be rem em bered that w ater radicals are not the only free radicals generated 
by the action of radiation on cells. Organic radicals are produced and these will also react with 
the purine and the pyrim idine bases of nucleotides (Loman and Blok, 1968; N ishim oto et a l, 
1983; von Sonntag, 1987) changing the nucleotide structure and bonding properties of the DNA 
molecule. Base dam age can be repaired by enzymes in the cell, the m ain mechanism  is excision 
repair.
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Figure 1.5.3: The reaction of the purine base adenine with hydroxyl radicals 
showing three possible free radical products. The symbol * indicates the 
position of the unpaired electron (from von Sonntag, 1987).
iv) Sugar damage
The 2-deoxyribose sugar is the backbone of the DNA m olecule, linking itself into the 
polynucleotide chain by  phosphodiester bonds (Figure 1.5.6 show s the structu re of the 
deoxyribose sugar in  the deoxyribonucleotide). Sugar dam age rhay be the result of both the 
direct action of radiation and the indirect action of free radicals. W hen the DNA is irradiated 
some of the bases lost are unaltered (Scholes et al., 1949). Evidence suggests that dam age to the 
sugar group m ay cause base loss and breakage in the DNA strand (Deeble and  von Sonntag, 
1984; Lamaire et a l, 1984). Single breaks in  other bonds will result in the weakening of the DNA 
chain and two breaks in  the sugar ring m ay produce a single strand break.
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Figure 1,5.4; The chem ical structure and tire num bering  of the carbon atom s on 
the deoxyribose sugar of a deoxyribonucleotide.
H ydroxyl and hydrogen  radicals can react w ith the sugar by  rem oving a hydrogen atom  
producing a sugar radical (von Sonntag, 1987; H utchinson, 1985). If the hydrogen rem oval 
occurs at the carbon (1) position it is possible that a series of biochemical reactions will result in 
the loss of an undam aged base from  the nucleotide. A mechanism by w hich this could occur is 
show n in  Figure 1.5.5. Attacks on the sugar by free radicals a t the Carbon (4) position is 
believed to initiate a reaction w hich results in the production of a strand break (von Sonntag, 
1987).
v) Double strand break (dsb)
This is the breakage of the two strands of the DNA double helix at points which are less than 3 
nucleotides apart (Bryant, 1984; 1988; 1989). There are m any different types of dsb and it is easy 
to categorise them  in term s of the types of the termini. As for SSB (see above) the term ini of the 
DNA strands can be described as either "clean" or "dirty". The dsb is believed to be one of the 
m ost im portant DNA induced lesions and responsible for m uch of the cellular, m utagenic and 
oncogenic effects of radiation (Bryant, 1989). It is believed that radiation produces both blunt 
and cohesive dsb termini. However, m ost of the radiation induced dsb term ini are thought to 
be cohesive and 70% of the term ini are thought to be "dirty" requiring "enzym atic cleaning" 
prior to ligation (Bryant, 1984).
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Figure 1.5.5: A possib le reaction of a sugar radical w hich could resu lt in  the loss 
of the base from  tlie nucleo tide  (redraw n from  von Sonntag, 1987). P is an  
abbreviation for the triphosphate group.
Irradiation  of cells has been show n to increase the frequency of chrom osom e aberrations. 
Chrom osom e aberrations are the result of an unrepaired  dsb early in interphase prior to the 
chrom osom e m aterial being duplicated. D uring the replication of the DNA, the break is also 
replicated and these breaks can be observed cytogenetically as chromosom e fragm ents in the 
following mitosis. Cells lines w hich have been show n to be defective in dsb repair produce 
m ore aberrations per unit dose than the w ild type repair proficient parent cell line (Kemp and 
Jeggo, 1986).
Cell lines defective in  dsb repair have also been shown to be m ore sensitive in clonal assays to 
rad ia tio n  th an  dsb  rep a ir profic ien t w ild type cells. This has been dem onstra ted  by 
Frankenberg-Schwager and Frankenberg (1990) in  yeast and  in Chinese ham ster cells by Jeggo 
and  Holliday, (1986), Zdzienicka et ah, (1988), Costa, (1990), Shadley et al., (1991) and Singh and 
Bryant, (1991).
The dsb is also implicated in the induction radiation induced m utations and recent work using 
restriction enzym es suggests that the b lunt end termini dsb are m ore effective at inducing 
m utation  than dsb w ith the cohesive term ini (Obe et a l, 1986; Singh and Bryant, 1991; Singh, 
1991). There is also accumulating evidence (Whaley and Little, 1990; Helbig et a l, 1994) that the 
dsb  induces m utations by the m echanism  of DNA deletion. The chem otherapeutic d rug  
adriam ycin, w hich interacts w ith topoisom erase II to produce transient dsb, has also been 
dem onstrated to be m utagenic at the hprt locus. The m utations generated are predom inantly 
small scale deletion of less than lOObp (Helbig et a l, 1994).
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Type II restriction enzymes (RE) are derived from bacteria and are capable of cleaving the DNA 
to produce specific types of DNA dsb. They represent a bacterial "im m une system" protecting 
the cell against the parasitic infection of bacteriophage DNA. Different RE recognise different 
DNA sequences w ithin the DNA molecule and cleave to produce different types of termini (for 
exam ple, see Figure 1.5.6). M ost RE recognition sequences are 4bp or 6bp long and  are 
palindrom ic in  nature.
i) Pvu II
5' C A  G C T G 3'  5' C A  G C T G 3'
3’ G T C G A C 5" 3’ G T C G A  C5'
Blunt ended double 
strand break
ii) Eco R1
5' G A A T T C 3' — —  --------5’ G A A T T  C 2
3’ C T T A A G 5 '  3 ' C T T A A  G 5t 4bp overlap with a 5' 
overhang
i i i )P s t l
5’ C T G C A G 3 ’ 5 ' C T G C A  G3
3’ G A C G T C 5 ’ 3' G A C G T C 5 '
4bp overlap with a 3’ 
overhang
Figure 1.5.6: The restric tion  sites and the types of brealcs w hich the restric tion  
enzyme Pvu II, EcoRl and  P st 1 produce.
As radiation produces such a w ide spectrum  of DNA dam age, it is im possible to attribute any 
particular prim ary lesion to any particular type of mutation. It is w idely believed that RE can 
mimic the action of radiation to produce specific types of dsb (Bryant, 1984; 1989; W inegar and 
Preston, 1988). It is im portant to note that radiation produces a com bination of "clean" and 
"dirty" dsb termini unlike RE which exclusively produce "clean" termini. Restriction enzymes 
have been used to induce chrom osom e aberrations (Bryant, 1984; 1989; N atarajan and  Obe,
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1984; Obe et a l, 1985; 1986; W inegar and Preston, 1988; Bryant and Johnston, 1993; Bryant et a l, 
1993; Liu and Bryant, 1993a; 1993b; 1994) and gene m utations (Singh and Bryant, 1991; Singh, 
1991; Kinahi et a l, 1992; Tatsumi-Mirajima et a l, 1993; Ashraf et al, 1993).
b) Molecular analysis of salvage pathway mutations following irradiation
Analysis of in vivo hprt m utations of hum an survivors of the H iroshim a Atom bom b revealed 
that exposed individuals had  a significantly higher proportion of m utant T cells w ith structural 
alterations than unexposed controls (Hakada et al, 1989). Duplication and insertion m utations 
w hich w ere extrem ely rare in  spontaneously arising hprt ~ m utants w ere also observed in 
radiation induced m utations in ham ster cells (Breimer et al, 1986; Thacker et a l, 1990). Evidence 
also suggests that the dose given m ay also effect the types of structural changes observed 
(W haley and  Little, 1990). The data obtained by W haley and Little (1990) indicated that w ith 
high linear transfer energy (LET) radiation (for example from  the higher the radiation 
dose the greater the proportion of m utants w ith large structural changes. Low doses of high 
LET radiation (for example O.OlmCi/ml of ^^^I) did how ever produce a sim ilar spectrum  of 
hprt m utations to X-rays in hum an T cells. The molecular changes induced at the hprt locus as 
a resu lt of irrad ia tion  do not appear to be d istribu ted  random ly along the gene. Evidence 
suggests (Xu et a l, 1989; Thacker et a l, 1990) that there are m ore observed molecular changes at 
the 3' end of the hprt gene than  a t the 5' end. W hether this is a resu lt of differences in 
susceptibility to m utation induction at the different ends of the gene, preferential repair of the 
5' end of the hprt gene or due to differential selection of m utations at the 5' and the 3' ends of 
the hprt gene is uncertain.
Yandell et a l, (1986) also isolated 3 0 ,1.5Gy X-ray induced tk ' m utants of the TK6 cell line. The 
active and the inactive tk gene could be identified from  the different RFLP patterns they 
produced following Sac I  digestion and Southern blot analysis of the DNA with a cDNA probe. 
M olecular analysis revealed that 20 had  lost the RFLP of one of the alleles and the rem ainder 
show ed no change in pattern  form  the wild type TK6 cells. The mechanism  of sequence loss in 
this line is unknow n. From the data obtained, it is not possible to tell w hether there has been 
loss of the whole chromosome, a m icro-deletion causing the loss of the tk allele or a change in 
the restriction pattern of the functional tk  allele to that of the non function allele.
1.6 Mutation Hotspots
M utations are not distributed random ly w ithin the genome. There are sites w ithin the genome 
w here m utations occur w ith  a greater frequency (W atson, 1973; Lewin, 1983), m ore than one 
w ould  statistically expect from  a random  distribution  (Lewin, 1983). These sites are called 
m utation 'hotspots'.
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Regions in the genom e w hich are rich in  guanine and cytosine are often sites w here there is a 
h igh  frequency of base substitu tion  following DNA replication. These substitu tions are 
predom inantly  GC to AT transitions. Some E.coli strains possess the restriction endonuclease 
EcoRII, w hich is capable of cleaving the palindrom ic sequence tC CA G G  in the genom e of 
invading parasitic DNA. To protect its ow n DNA from self digestion, the cytosine at the second 
position  is m ethylated. There are three spontaneous ho t spots in  the lac I  gene for po int 
m utations and  these correspond to the sites where cytosine is subject to DNA m éthylation 
(Coulondre et a l, 1978; Lieb, 1991). 5-M ethyl cytosine spontaneously deam inates to produce 
thym ine w hich can lead to transitions following DNA replication. Cytosine m éthylation has 
also been dem onstrated to occur in  eukaryotic organisms in regions of high GpC content and 
these regions are also believed to be sites where the frequency of m utational events are higher 
than expected. Deletions are the loss of one or m ore nucleotide bases from the DNA sequence, 
w hereas insertions are the addition of one or m ore nucleotide bases into the DNA sequence. 
R ad iation  p roduces p red o m in an tly  dele tion  type m utations b u t deletions do  occur 
spontaneously. Evidence suggests that rad iation  induced deletions do not occur random ly 
w ithin the genome (Sankaranarayanan, 1991).
1.7 DNA repair and mechanisms of deletion formation
a) dsb repair
X-rays and gam m a rays induce strand breaks in  the DNA molecule (see earlier). In order for 
cells to actively proliferate, these breaks m ust be repaired. The m echanism  by which dsb are 
repaired  is still not fully understood. It is possible that there are different m echanism s of 
rejoining in different types of cells. For example, bacterial, yeast and m am m alian cells all 
possess different genome structure and organisation and therefore different repair systems may 
be operating.
There have been several mechanisms of dsb repair proposed, for exam ple direct ligation of 
breaks and the single strand annealing m odel (Lin et a l, 1984; 1987). Evidence suggests that a 
p roportion  of the dsb are repaired by recom bination. In support of this, rad iation  has been 
show n to increase the frequency of recom bination in phage and bacteria (Jacob and W ollman, 
1955) in  yeast (Lopez and Coppey, 1987) and in Drosophilia (Proust, 1967; Garcia-Bellido and 
M erriam , 1972). N üssbaum  et a l (1992), using a bacterial plasm id system, illustrated that the 
dsb induces DNA recom bination and that the repair of the dsb on the cut plasm id substrate 
was dependent upon  the presence of an  intact sequence hom ologous to that of the dam aged 
substrate. Resnick (1976) proposed a m odel for the repair of dsb involving DNA recombination. 
This m odels requires that there is a duplicate of the genetic m aterial in  the form  of either sister 
chrom atids or hom ologous chrom osom es a t the time of DNA irradiation. There is m uch
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evidence to support m itotic recom bination as a m echanism  of DNA repair. Haploid cells have 
been show n to be m ore sensitive to ionising radiation than diploid cells (Luchnik et a l, 1977; 
W eibezahan et a l, 1985) and  a radiosensitive yeast m utant cell line w hich d id  not repair dsb 
was also show n to be deficient in recom bination (Resnick et a l, 1975). Brunborg et a l  (1980) 
suggested that the increased ability of yeast cells to repair dsb as com pared to G% cells was 
due to the ability of sister chrom atids in  the replicated DNA to recombine. Fonck et a l (1984) 
provided evidence for the tem porary exchange of homologous DNA strands during the repair 
of X-ray induced dsb by m easuring the density of DNA strands following brom odeoxyuridine 
uptake and cell irradiation.
Homologous chromosomes, one 
of the hom ologues damaged.
5' 3'
5 '3'
DNA  recom bination, tlie D NA  of the 
undam aged homologue is used as a 
tem plate for the repair of tire dam aged 
homologue.
Figure 1.7.1: A possib le  m odel of D N A  rep air by  recom bination . O ne of the 
chrom osom e hom ologues has b o th  strands of the D N A  dam aged at the sam e 
place. The o ther hom ologue is used  as a tem plate for repair. This m echanism  
has been  used to explain gene conversion in  yeast cells.
In yeast dsb have been show n to stim ulate mitotic recom bination and  gene conversion (Orr- 
W eaver et a l,  1981; 1988). Evidence suggests that the RAD52 gene p roduct in  yeast is 
responsible for spontaneous recom bination and  the repair of dsb (Ozenberger et a l, 1991 and 
references therein). M utant yeast cells w hich are deficient in  the RAD52 gene product have 
been isolated and have been show n to be deficient in mitotic recombination. However, in these 
RAD52 m utants, ribosom al DNA sequences w ere show n to spontaneously  recom bine at 
approxim ately the same frequency as the w ild type repair proficient cell line (Ozenberger et al, 
1991). The rep a ir of the ribosom al DNA (rDNA) is in d ep en d en t of the RAD52 repair 
mechanism. The ribosom al DNA in the RAD52 m utant contains tandem  repeat sequences and
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the repair of restriction enzym e induced dsb involved the loss of one or m ore of the repeat 
sequences in the rDNA. The m ore repeats present in the sequence the m ore efficiently the dsb 
in the DNA were repaired. A m echanism  by which this could occur is show n in Figure 1.7.3. 
Ozenberger et ah, (1991) suggests a m echanism  which involve the form ation of single stranded 
(ss) tails followed by reannealing.
b) Misrepair of DNA leading to deletion mutations
Large genetic changes m ay be correlated w ith specific features or "landm arks" in the genom e 
in cells which are proficient in DNA repair (Morris and Thacker, 1993). Certain types of DNA 
sequences are believed to increase the probability of the form ation of DNA deletions and 
insertions. For example, reiterated bases (Streisinger and  Owen, 1985; Trinh and Sinden, 1993) 
and  direct repeats (Trinh and Sinden, 1993) are believed to be correlated w ith spontaneous 
deletion formation. A m echanism  called "slippage m ispairing" was proposed by Streisinger 
and Owen (1985) to explain the high frequency of observed spontaneous frame shifts in the T4 
bacteriophage a t regions of adenosine hom opolym eric runs. The m echanism  of slippage 
m ispairing is shown in Figure 1.7.2.
The slippage m ispairing m echanism  was also used by Farabaugh et a l, (1978) to explain the 
h igh frequency of loss of segm ents of tandem  repeats in the lac I  gene. The m echanism  of 
slippage m ispairing proposes that during  DNA replication one repeat for exam ple, repeat 
num ber 1 on one strand slips and  aligns w ith  another repeat, for example repeat num ber 2 on 
the com plem entary  strand  of the D N A  double helix. Therefore, as replication proceeds, 
depending upon the direction of slippage, either a repeat sequence is inserted into the daughter 
DN A strand  or a repeat sequence is deleted. Kim ura et al (1994) suggested that in  the hprt 
gene, m ay be as m any as two thirds of the spontaneously induced deletions m ay be the result 
of slippage m ispairing. A lu  repeats are a family of repetitive elem ents found in  the hum an 
genome. These repeats have been im plicated in  the production of DNA deletions. It has been 
suggested that recom bination occurs betw een these repeat elem ents resulting in the loss of 
DNA segm ents (Lehrman et a l, 1985, Nicholls et a l, 1987; H uang et a l, 1989; Stoppa- Lyonnet, 
1990; Morris and Thacker, 1993).
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3'
5'-
repeat
5 '
3'
repeat
Bulky lesion, replication pauses
3'
5'
The newly synthesised 
short sequence misaligns by 
chance with a homologous 
sequence downstream.
5 ' Repair or removal of the 
3 • loop or segregation of the 
2 DNA strands
Figure 1.7.2; The m echanism  of slippage m ispairing. D N A  polym erase replicates 
one of the repeat segm ents and  th en  pauses w hen  it reaches a b u lky  lesion. The 
new ly  sy n th esised  sequence th en  m isaligns w ith  a hom ologous sequence 
dow nstream  causing the looping out of the bu lky  lesion and  one of the rep ea t 
segm ents. DNA  rep lication  continues. The loop is th en  e ith er rem oved or the 
tw o D N A  stran d s separate  fo r the  next ro u n d  of D N A  sy n th esis  (d iagram  
redraw n from  K im ura et ah, 1994).
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5 .------------------------— « ------------- — --------------------------
3 ' ^
DNA cleavage and 
5' to 3' exonuclease 
activity.
tA T C A T C A T C A T B A T C A T C A T C A T C A T C A T C  T A C T A G T A G T A # T  A G T A C T A C T A C T A C T A C T
A T C A T C A T C A T  C A T C A T C A T C A T C
T A G T A m  T A G T A G T A G T A G T A G T A G T A G
Sequential digestion 
of ss end
A T C A T C A T C A T C A T C A T C A T C A  
T A G T A C T A C T A C T A C T A G T A C T
The 'tail' will be digested 
and the ss ends ligated
Figure 5.7.3; A possib le m echanism  of how  ribosom al D N A  repair can re su lt in  
the loss of repeat sequences from  a segm ent of repetitive D N A  in  the RAD52 
yeast m utant. Exonucleases "chew " the ends of the dsb in  a 5' to 3' direction to 
produce gaps in  b o th  the  D N A  strands. The D N A  w ou ld  reanneal, tlie ta il 
w ould  be "chew ed back" and  the gap repaired  (redraw n from  O zenberger and 
Roeder, 1991).
Palindrom ic sequences and  quasi palindrom ic sequences are believed to play a part in the 
production of spontaneous deletion m utations (Trinh and Sinden, 1993; M orris and Thacker, 
1993). Evidence suggests (Morris and Thacker, 1993) that these regions in the helix form  hairpin 
loops. H air pin loops are form ed by the pairing of two adjacent com plem entary stretches of 
base sequences on the same DNA strand (Watson, 1973). A break m ay occur at the base of the 
DNA loop resulting in the loop being deleted. It has also been suggested that m isalignm ent 
could occur up  to the hairpin stem  and replication continue after the stem, causing the loss of 
the DNA sequence in the hairpin loop in the daughter DNA strand (Morris and  Thacker, 1993; 
Trinh and Sinden, 1993). Morris and Thacker (1993) also observed that close to the site of DNA 
deletions topoisom erase II recognition  sites w ere frequently  found. In eukaryotic cells 
topoisom erase II is an  enzym e complex which is responsible for the changing of the DNA 
conform ation from  a coiled to a relaxed state. The locations of the DNA deletions are also 
possibly related to the origins of DNA replication (Morris and  Thacker, 1993; H utchinson, 
1993). The significance of these sites to DNA deletion formation has yet to be realised.
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Sankaranarayanan (1991), suggested a m echanism  of how radiation induced deletions could be 
formed. It was suggested that the deletions result from two double strand DNA breaks but, was 
also connected w ith the organisation of the chrom atin w ithin the nucleus and the distribution 
of energy during irradiation. DNA is packaged into looped structures w hich are often attached 
to the nuclear m atrix. This packaging is not random , it is highly organised. An ionisation 
cluster has enough energy to produce m ore then one dsb. These breaks m ay occur at the base of 
the loop and the loop excised at the point w here DNA lies next to itself and the free adjacent 
term ini ligated.
It is obvious that there is m uch still to learn about the m echanism  of deletion formation. It is 
still unclear w hether the same m echanism s are involved in the production  of spontaneous 
deletions as in the production of radiation induced deletions and  their relationship to the 
nuclear organisation and particular sequences of nucleotides.
1.8 Changes in phenotype and the relationship to mutation spectrum
It m ay be argued that the m utational spectra observed from the samples of m utations analysed 
following m utation assay experim ents are not a true representation of the spectrum  of the total 
population  of m utations. This is because all the m utations analysed resu lt in a change of 
phenotype. If there is no change in phenotype, the experim enter is not able to identify a 
m utational event w ithout the painstaking, tedious and arguably impossible task of analysing 
the DNA from  hundreds of thousands of ind ividual cells. There is a "silent m ajority" of 
m utations which do not result in an  observable phenotypic change in the cell and hence, are not 
noticed by the experimenter. This is especially true in higher eukaryotic organisms w here there 
is a h igh proportion  of the genom e w hich is no t transcribed an d  only a fraction of the 
transcribed DNA is translated into proteins.
M utations can be categorised into different groups dependent upon the type of genetic change 
that has taken place and  the effect of the change on the cell phenotype. If there is a substitution 
of one base for another, a point m utation is said to have occurred. Sometimes these m utations 
are in a non-transcribed part of the gene and produce no change in the protein product. These 
m utations are silent. If however, the m utation does result in a change in the protein product but 
this change does not effect the pro tein  function, the m utation is said to be neutral. Most 
substitutions in protein coding regions which change the amino acid sequence are termed leaky 
m utations. This is w here the protein  product has some residual function. The effect of the 
am ino acid substitution m ay also be dependent upon where in the protein structure the change 
took place. If the change is located in the catalytic dom ain of an  enzyme it is m ore likely to 
result in a profound phenotypic change than if it is in a non-catalytic region. There are other
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m utations which result in  the formation of a chain termination codon at an  inappropriate place. 
This results in the translation of the am ino acids ceasing before the protein is complete and the 
production of a truncated protein product.
Small additions and deletions to the nucleotide sequence, (for example, the loss or addition of a 
single base pair) m ay result in a shift in the reading frame. Frame shift m utations results in  the 
w rong am ino acids being incorporated into the protein molecule. This is called a nonsense 
m utation. This is found in m any deletion m utations. In the severe hum an disorder Duchenne 
m uscular dystrophy, a deletion occurs (often a large deletion) in the dystrophin gene. This gene 
leads to the rem oval of DNA sequences and the rem aining sequences, although in the correct 
o rder have undergone a fram e shift. Hence, am ino acids are absent from  the protein product 
and the am ino acid which follow the deletion are not correct. There is therefore no function in 
the pro tein  product. In the m uch less severe Beckers m uscular dystrophy, there is also a 
deletion in the dystrophin gene but, the rem aining bases have not undergone a frame shift. The 
amino acids proceeding the deletion are correct. The protein product although, having reduced 
function has some residual activity and  the phenotype is less severe (Thacker et a l, 1990 and 
references therein). It can be seen that sim ilar m utational changes can lead to varying degrees 
of phenotypic change. This is dependent upon  the num ber of bases lost and the location at 
which the genetic change occurs.
1.9 Thesis Aims
The aim  of this thesis is to study  the m olecular m echanisms of radiation m utagenesis and 
concentrating on the role of the double strand DNA break on the induction of m utations and 
the im portance of the DNA deletion in the generation of dsb induced m utants.
C hapter 2 explains the general materials and  m ethods used in the experim ents outlined in this 
thesis, including a brief description of the cell lines used and how  they are m aintained in 
culture. In C hapter 3, the effects of an increasing dose of gam m a radiation (^^^Cs) upon  the 
surviving fraction and the m utation frequency at the tk locus and  the hprt locus was studied in 
three Chinese ham ster cell lines, CHO-Kl, V79-4 and xrs-5. The xrs-5 cells m aintained in the St. 
A ndrew s laboratory w ere show n have a hprt “ phenotype and experim ents to ascertain the 
stability of this phenotype were performed.
C hapter 4 involved the study of the effects of different restriction enzym es on the m utation 
frequency at the hprt and the tk loci in  the Chinese ham ster cell lines. Streptolysin O was used 
as the m ethod of cell poration. This is a relatively new  technique w hich despite having been 
used as a m ethod to introduce RE into cell in order to produce chromosom e aberrations has not 
been used in the past to in troduce RE in o rder to study m utation induction. Prior to the
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restriction enzym e work, the effects of SLO on the cell survival and the background m utation 
frequency w ere stud ied  and  com pared  w ith  the effects of ano th er pora tion  technique, 
electroporation.
The isolation of radiation, SLO and enzym e induced V79-4 hprt '  m utants and the molecular 
analysis of the DNA of these m utants via PCR deletion screening is discussed in Chapter 5. The 
DNA of the xrs-5 hprt ~ cell line m aintained in the St. Andrews laboratory was also analysed by 
the m ethod of PCR deletion screening and the nature of the genetic change was identified.
It is know n that the CHO-Kl cell line has only one active tk gene. It is not know n w hether the 
second copy of this autosom al gene had  been inactivated by m utation or deleted. C hapter 6 
explains the attem pt m ade to locate the thymidine kinase gene(s) by the recently developed 
m ethod of fluorescent in situ hybridisation. A cloned m ouse cDNA sequence located in a 
p lasm id vector was cultured in E.coli, isolated, labelled w ith a biotin reporter molecule and 
h y b rid ised  to d en a tu red  m etaphase  chrom osom es. U nfo rtunate ly , this m ethod  w as 
unsuccessful in locating the tk gene despite the control experiments w orking successfully.
C hapter 7 sum m arises the w ork perform ed and the results obtained. The significance of the 
results are discussed and suggestions for future work given.
Chapter 2
Experim ental M aterials and M ethods
An experiment is a device to make Nature speak more intelligibly 
George W ald (1967) Nobel Lecturer (From W ardlaw, 1985)
2.1 Introduction
This C hapter explains the general m aterials and  the m ethods used  in the experim ental 
p rocedure of the later C hapters. These include a descrip tion of the cell lines used, their 
culture conditions and the assays used to select for phenotypic m utations at the thymidine 
kinase (tk)  and the hypoxyanthine guanine phosphorihosyltransferase (hprt)  loci. The 
varying aspects of the experim ental procedure, such as the rad ia tion  doses and  enzym e 
concentrations are explained in the appropriate  Chapters, as are o ther m ethods specific to 
ind iv idual C hapters.
2.2 Cell lines maintained
i) The CHO-Kl cell line
C hinese ham ster ovary  cells (CHO) w ere originally subcloned from  an ovary cell culture 
established by Puck in 1957. These cells, like m any other cells m aintained in culture, have 
differences in the genom e structure com pared to norm al diploid eukaryotic cells. Both the 
CHO and the CHO-K l line have less chrom osom es than the standard  ham ster karyotype 
(Deaven and Peterson, 1973; Kao and Puck, 1975).
The karyotype of the CHO cells and their daughter cell lines have a DN A content w hich is 
close to th a t of the norm al d ip lo id  ham ster genom e. Indeed, G band ing  reveals m any 
sim ilarities betw een the genom e of the cell line and  the w ild type ham ster (Deaven and 
Peterson, 1973). The m utation rate in  m any autosom ally recessive genes is anom olously high
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(Breslow and Goldsby, 1969; Kao and Puck, 1975). The notion once existed that recessive gene 
m utants should not be phenotypically expressed in cells which are diploid in nature, since one 
w ould expect each genetic locus to be represented twice w ithin the genome. There are several 
recessive genes w ith in  the CHO-Kl and  the CHO line w hich have a h igher than expected 
phenotypic m utation frequency. These frequencies are so high that one m ust conclude that 
these genes are dem onstrating phenotypic hem izygosity or heterozygosity. Examples of these 
are resistance to certain lectins such as phytohaem agglutinin (Stanley et al., 1975) and m any 
auxotrophic m utants w hich are incapable of m anufacturing glycine and  adenine (Kao and 
Puck, 1975). Of m ost significant in terest to the research presen ted  in this thesis is the 
thymidine kinase gene (Breslow and Goldsby, 1969; Singh, 1991; Singh and  Bryant, 1991).
If how ever, one is to look at the evolution of the karyotype, the idea of large num bers of 
recessive genes dem onstrating hem izygosity or heterozygosity does not seem so unreasonable 
(Siminovitch, 1976). The karyotype of cell lines arises through a series of chromosom al and 
nucleotide rearrangem ents such as inversions and  translocations. In cells m aintained in 
culture, hem izygosity or heterozygosity at m any non essential loci w ould not result in any 
selective disadvantage. Hence, cells containing changes w ithin the genom e resulting in the 
production of a non functional or absent RNA transcript from one of the two gene copies w ould 
be m aintained w ithin the cell population and  not lost by selection (Siminovitch, 1976).
The m ain  locus of interest in  the CHO-Kl cell line is the thymidine kinase gene, located on 
chrom osom e 7 of the eukaryotic Chinese ham ster genome (Stallings and Siciliano, 1981). This 
gene is hem izygous or heterozygous in  the CHO-Kl cell line. The m olecular reason for the 
observed phenotypic hem izygosity or heterozygosity at the thymidine kinase locus is not yet 
fully understood. The hprt gene located on the X chromosome is hemizygous. This is due to 
the loss of an  X chrom osom e from  the CHO-Kl genom e (Deaven and  Peterson, 1973). One 
w ou ld  how ever, expect the hprt  gene to behave phenotypically  as though  it w as a 
hem izygous or a heterozygous locus because of X chromosome inactivation, which occurs in all 
female cells.
ii) The xrs-5 cell line
Several X-ray sensitive cell lines derived from  the CHO-Kl cell line have been isolated. The 
reason for their sensitivity has been the subject of m uch research (Jeggo and Kemp, 1983; Jeggo 
and  H olliday , 1986; Johnston, 1994). Evidence also suggests th a t the reason  for the 
rad iosensitiv ity  of the xrs-5  cells is that it is deficient in  the repair of dsb (Kemp et ah, 
1984). Evidence suggests that the increase in  sensitivity is not due to the num ber of initial 
DNA strand  breakages generated but, du e  to the inefficiency of the cells to rejoin the dsb 
(Kemp et ah, 1984). Chrom atid aberrations are believed to be caused by dsb and are four times 
m ore com m on in xrs-5 than  in the parental CHO-Kl cell line (Bryant et al., 1987; D arroudi
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an d  N atarajan , 1987). Survival assays dem onstra te  th a t the p ro p o rtio n  of cells killed 
im m ediately  due to irrad ia tion  in  xrs-5  is greater than in the CH O -K l and an  elevated 
induced  m utation  frequency per u n it dose at the thymidine kinase locus has also been 
observed (Singh, 1991; M ussa et ah, 1990). Evidence suggests that the reduced dsb repair 
capacity of the xrs-5 gene is due to inactivation of a repair gene by DNA m éthylation (Jeggo 
and  H olliday, 1986).
D espite the fact that there is an incom plete understand ing  of the n a tu re  of the xrs-5  
m utation, this cell line is invaluable in the study  of the causes of different types of genetic 
m utations. C om paring the effects of rad ia tio n  and  restric tion  endonucleases u p o n  the 
m utation frequencies and surviving fraction in the xrs-5 and the CHO-Kl and a com parison of 
the m olecular changes leading to these m utations m ay provide a valuable insight into the 
mechanics of DNA repair.
Hi) V79-4 cell line
The V79 cell line is a male Chinese ham ster lung fibroblast line w hich was cultured by Chu 
and  M ailing in  1968 and used for m utation assays. The ease of cell m aintenance, the rapid 
grow th ra te and the single X chrom osom e m akes this cell line the ideal candidate for the 
study of m utations in X linked genes. M utation w ork has been perform ed analysing the hprt 
gene at the cellular (Van Zeeland and  Simons, 1976), and the molecular level. The exon DNA 
sequences have been cloned and  sequenced, facilitating PCR and  Southern blot analysis 
(Thacker, 1986; Xu et ah, 1989; Thacker and  Ganesh, 1989; Thacker et ah, 1990; Koberle et 
ah, 1991).
2.3 Maintenance of the cell lines
Three cell lines were used in  the experim ents outlined in this thesis, the CHO-Kl, xrs-5 and
2V79-4. These cells w ere grow n as m onolayers in 75cm tissue culture flasks (Nunc) and 
m aintained in exponential grow th in  15ml of M EM /PCS cell m edium . 1 litre of MEM /PCS was 
m ade u p  of 100ml Eagles M inimum  Essential M edium  (Gibco), 10ml of penicillin/streptom ycin 
antibiotic (Gibco), 10ml of glutam ine (Gibco), 10ml of non essential am ino acids (Gibco), 30ml 
of sodium  bicarbonate, 100ml of foetal calf serum  (Flow) and  740ml of double distilled water. 
The flasks were gassed w ith carbon dioxide and m aintained at 37°C in a dry  incubator. In all 
experim ents, the cells w ere passaged regularly w hen required in order to m aintain them  in 
the exponential grow th phase. Passaging involved the removal of the cell m edium  from the 
flask. The surface of the flask to w hich the cells were attached was rinsed twice w ith 5ml of 
the trypsin /E D T A  and  then the trypsin/E D T A  solution was rem oved and the flask of cells 
was incubated at 37°C for 6  m inutes in a dry incubator. Trypsin/EDTA solution was m ade up  of 
0.05% trypsin  (Difco) diluted in  phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 1 litre of PBS contains 8 g of
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NaCl, 0.2g of KCl, 1.15g of N a2 H P 0 4 , 0.2g of KH2 PO 4  all dissolved in 1 litre of distilled 
w ater. W hen the cells w ere detached from  the surface of the flask and  existing as single 
cells, 1 0 ml of the cell m edium  was added  and the cell suspension was pipetted  u p  and dow n 
several times. This was to ensure that the single cell suspension was hom ogeneous. The cell 
concentration was calculated by adding  lOOpl of the cell suspension to 9.9 ml of isoton in a 
vial. The cells w ere counted using a coulter counter (model D) w ith  the settings, threshold, 20; 
attenuation, 8 ; aperture current, 0.017. The cells were then diluted appropriately, the excess 
cells rem oved and inactivated by pouring into Chloros solution.
2.4 Gamma Irradiation
The cell cultures w ere irrad ia ted  while in  exponential grow th  and  w hile attached to the 
surface of 75cm flasks. The flasks w ere placed in specialised canisters w hich w ere then 
inserted  into the gam m a irrad ia tor (Cis Bio International M odel IBL 437C) and  irradiated  
w ith Cs at a rate of lG y/13s.
2.5 Cell poration
a) Methods of cell poration with restriction enzymes
There have been m any techniques developed for introducing high molecular w eight proteins 
and DNA into cells. Three of the m ost popular techniques are described below.
i) Sendai virus permeabilization
Sendai virus is a haem olytic param yxovirus (Bashford et a l,  1985). W hen cells are infected 
w ith  a v irus of this type there is usually  a leakage of cell contents into the surround ing  
m edium  (Yamaizumi et al., 1979). This indicates the production of cellular pores. If molecules 
can exit the cell through these cellular holes, it m ight be expected that molecules from  the 
environm ent m ay en ter into the cell. It is believed that during  viral infection the lipid 
bilayer of the viral envelope and  the cell m em brane fuse together and  that during  the fusion, 
the cell m em brane is som ehow  d isto rted  (Bashford et al., 1985; 1986). This produces a 
collapse in the cell m em brane potential changing the cell perm eability. This change allows 
the release of m onovalen t and  d ivalen t ions and  phosphory la ted  in term ediates of cell 
m etabolism . Sendai v irus has been used to successfully in troduce T4 endonuclease into 
m am m alian  cells (Tanaka et al., 1975). H ow ever, there d id  appear to be a non stochastic 
d istribu tion  of chrom osom e dam age perhaps indicating that there was variability in  cell 
perm eability  to the enzym e w ithin  the experim ental cell population  (Tanaka et al., 1975). 
Sendai virus has been used (Singh, 1991) to introduce the restriction enzymes into m am m alian 
cells in an  attem pt to induce chromosom e aberrations and cell m utations.
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i) Electroporation
Electroporation can be argued to be the m ost popular m ethod of cell poration and  the m ost 
effective in  term s of the p roportion  of cells effected. E lectroporation involves treating  a 
population of cells in  suspension w ith a h igh potential difference. At the critical voltage the 
cell m em brane destabalises and begins to degenerate. D uring this breakdow n transm em brane 
pores are produced  w hich will allow the en try  of foreign molecules. The pore is how ever, 
only  p resen t for the tim e of the electrical pulse. One of the problem s associated w ith  
electroporation is that there is an  enorm ous fraction of the treated cells which are lysed and  
hence lost from  the cell population. Singh (1991) also observed a four fold increase in  the 
m u ta tio n  frequency a t the tk locus in  CH O-K l cells as a resu lt of the electroporation 
treatm ent.
in) Streptolysin O poration
One of the m ost recently developed techniques for porating cells w ith large protein molecules 
is by the use of the bacterial toxin Streptolysin O. Streptolysin O is a 69kdalton cytotoxin 
isolated from  the gram  positive P haem olytic streptococci strain . Streptococcus pyogenes 
(Bryant, 1992). This thiol activated protein  b inds to the cholesterol in the target m em brane 
to generate ring type structures w hich penetrate into the apolar dom ain of the lipid bilayer 
(Bhakdi et ah, 1985). This generates transm em brane pores w hich can be visualised as ring 
type structures using  freeze fracture electron m icroscopy (D uncan and  Schlegell, 1975). 
Experiments were perform ed in order to ascertain the optim um  concentration of streptolysin O 
required to porate Chinese ham ster cells w ith restriction endonucleases (Bryant, 1992). These 
experim ents dem onstrated that SLO does not produce a significant increase above background 
in the frequency of chromosome aberrations (Bryant, 1992).
b) Restriction enzyme purification and cell poration by SLO
Hanks Balanced Salt Solution (HESS), 1 litre.
8 g, NaCl; 0.4g, KCl; 0.06g, N a2 PO4 .2 H 2 0 ; 0.06g, KH2 PO4 ; 1.5g, MgS0 4 .7 H 2 0 ;
Ig , D-Glucose, 3.5g, NaHCOg, 1 litre of sterile double distilled water.
(All chemicals obtained from  BDH).
Hanlcs Balanced Salt Solution+BSA (HBSS+BSA).
Bovine serum  album en (M olecular grade. Sigma), was dissolved in  HBSS at 1% (lO m g/m l) 
and  then purified by M illipore filtration.
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Streptoîysin-O , (SLO,Welcome diagnostics)
Streptolysin-O was dilu ted  as directed by the m anufacturers specifications to a concentration 
of 1.81 u n its /m l in sterile distilled w ater and then purified by M illipore filtration.
Purification of Restriction Enzymes (RE)
RE, obtained from  BRL, w ere stored at -20^C in the storage buffer in w hich they were 
supplied. The storage buffer contains a high concentration of glycerol w hich was show n by 
Costa (1990) to produce a high level of background DNA dam age. Bryant and Christie (1989) 
also illustra ted  that the glycerol storage buffer influenced the chrom osom e dam age. The 
enzym es w ere therefore purified  from  the contam inating storage buffer as previously  
described by Bryant and Christie (1989). Amicon-10 filters w ere sterilised by rinsing twice 
w ith  70% alcohol and  then  twice w ith  sterile distilled water. The surface of the filter was 
covered w ith 50|il of sterile HBSS/BSA. The appropriate volum e of RE and 2ml of HBSS was 
added. The Amicon filter was centrifuged at 6,000rpm in a Beckman Centrifuge (Model JC ME, 
ro tor JA 20; RCF = 2822.4g) for 90 m inutes at 4°C. The RE was recovered from  the filter by 
inverting the colum n and  spinning for 10 m inutes at 2,000rpm at 4^C in a Chilspin (RCF = 
724g). The RE was diluted to a concentration of 1 u n it/p i in  HBSS/BSA.
Enzyme Activity Assay using the plasmid pBR322
Once the enzym e was purified it was assayed to ascertain w hether during  the purification 
p rocedure the enzym e had  lost any  of its activity. In the ra re  cases w here substantial 
activity had been lost the purified enzym e was discarded. pBR322 has only one site which is 
recognised by the enzym e Pvu II. Upon treatm ent w ith the Pvu II the circular plasm id is 
linearised. The linear version of the plasm id runs a different distance along the agarose gel 
d u rin g  electrophoresis than  the circular form. Pvu II d igestion can therefore be easily 
assayed. The pBR322 also has only one restriction sites for EcoRl. Hence, the activity of this 
enzym e can also be assayed in this fashion.
Ip g  of pBR322 was digested w ith 4 units, 2 units, 1 unit, 0.5 units, 0.25 units and 0.125 units of 
the restriction enzym e in a total volum e of 50pl in a 0.5ml sterile m icrofuge tube. This was 
repeated for the purified and the unpurified enzyme. An undigested control was also run. The 
sam ples were incubated in  a w ater bath  for 1 hour at the tem perature recom m ended by the 
enzym e m anufacturer, and the reaction was stopped by the addition  of 5pl of 50mM EDT A 
solution, 5pl of 20% SDS and 5pl of brom ophenol blue solution. The samples were run on a 0.8% 
agarose gel for 5 hours a t 60 volts and  the d igestion products of the purified  and the 
unpurified  enzymes com pared. In all cases the activity of the purified enzym e was com pared 
to that of the non-purified.
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Cell poration with SLO and RE treatment
Flasks of cells w ere trypsinized and the cells counted. 10^ cells w ere added  to each of the 
10ml sterile V tubes required  in  the experim ent, and centrifuged in a Chilspin (Fisons, MGR) 
at 4°C  for 10 m inutes a t 2 ,0 0 0 rpm  (RCF = 742g). The cell m edium  was aspirated  and the cells 
resuspended in 10ml of HBSS for washing. The cells were then recentrifuged for 10 m inutes at 
4°C  at 2,000 rpm  (RCF = 742g). The HBSS w as com pletely rem oved by asp iration  an d  the 
cells resuspended in 1ml of fresh HBSS. The appropriate am ount of RE was added  to each of 
the treatm ent tubes followed by 24pl of the SLO solution. The m ixture w as incubated for 
exactly 5 m inutes before the addition  of 9ml of M EM /FCS. The tube was then recentrifuged, 
the m edium  rem oved and the rem aining pellet resuspended in 5ml of fresh m edium . The cells 
were then counted in a coulter counter and treated as described in Section 2.6.
2.6 Survival and Mutation assays 
Trifluorothym idine, {TFT, (Sigma)).
TFT pow der was dissolved in  dim ethyl sulphoxide (BDH) at a concentration of Im g /m l. The 
TFT solution was later dilu ted  in the M EM /FCS cell suspension to produce a concentration of 
3 p g /m l (M EM /FCS/TFT), the optim um  concentration for the selection of thymidine kinase 
deficient m utan ts (Singh, 1991).
6~Thioguanine, {6 -TG, (Sigma)}.
6 -TG w as dissolved in dim ethyl sulphoxide at a concentration of Im g /m l and later dilu ted  in 
M EM /FCS cell suspension  at a concentration of Ip g /m l (M E M /F C S /6 TG), the optim um  
concentration for the selection of hprt “ deficient m utants (Singh, 1991 and  references therein).
The term  survival m ay be argued to be m isleading, as it does no t refer to the ability to live 
th ro u g h  the m utagenesis treatm ent, b u t refers to the ability  of the cell to m ain tain  its 
reproductive capacity. Cell survival, in  this thesis, is m easured in term s of the ability of a 
single cell to divide and produce a colony of in excess of 50 cells.
Im m ediately following the rad ia tion  trea tm ent the cells were trypsinized and  counted (RE 
treated cells were just counted) and diluted to a concentration of betw een 100 and 500 cells per 
4m l of M EM /FCS. 4m l of the cell suspension  w as ad d ed  to 60m m  tissue cu lture dishes 
(Corning) and  incubated in  a w et incubator a t 37°C for 8  days prio r to fixing and  staining 
(described in  Section 2.7). The rem aining cells were seeded in 75cm^ tissue culture flasks and  
m aintained at exponential grow th for the appropriate expression tim e (see Table 2.6.1).
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Cell line Gene studied Expression time Selective ag en t an d  
concentration used
CH O -K l, xrs-5 Thym idine Kinase 4 days 
(Singh,1991)
3|ig/m l
trif luoro thy m id in e .
V79-4, C H O -K l, 
xrs-5
H yp o xya n th in e
guanine-
phosphorihosyl
transferase
5 days
(S in g h  1991 a n d  
references therein).
l |ig /p l
6 -th ioguanine
Table 2.6.1; The expression time and the concentration of selective agents 
required to select for mutations at the tk and the hprt gene in the CHO-Kl, xrs-5 
and the V79-4 cell line.
The expression time is the allow ed time to com pensate for phenotypic delay. W hen a genetic 
change occurs w ithin the cell, a change in  phenotype often is not observed im m ediately. It 
takes time for the old protein product to be diluted or the new protein product to accumulate.
After the expression tim e the cells w ere trypsinized, counted and  the cells p la ted  in  the 
ap p ropria te  selective m edium , 6 -TG to select for hprt m utations and  TFT to select for tk 
m utations. The V79-4 cells were p lated at a concentration of 10^ per 90mm plate, 10 plates per 
treatm ent. The CHO-Kl were p lated  at concentrations of 10^ per 90mm tissue culture dish. 
These w ere calculated to be the m axim um  concentrations that could be p lated  w ithout the 
ind iv idual cells in teracting w ith  each other (Thacker, 1976; Singh, 1991). W hen cells are 
close together they often exchange m aterials and enzym es th ro u g h  cellular pores, this 
phenom enon being term ed m etabolic co-operation (Cox et a l, 1972; Subak-Sharpe et al,1969). 
Cell overcrow ding w ould thus give rise to an  underestim ation of the m utation frequency. In 
conjunction w ith the m utation plates, cells were seeded in non selective m edium  in a viability 
assay. Unless o therw ise stated in both experim ents w ith CHO-Kl an d  the V79-4 cell line, 
100-200 cells w ere p lated  on 60mm tissue culture plates (Corning) in 4ml of tissue culture 
m edium . The 90mm m utation  plates were incubated for 14 days prior to fixing and staining 
and the 60mm plates were incubated for 8  days.
xrs-5  cells proved  to be difficult to m ain tain  in culture and  the low  plating  efficiency 
d ictated that the details of the m utation  assay had  to be changed. These conditions are 
described in the appropriate Chapters.
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2.7 Fixing and staining plates
The m edium  was rem oved from  the plates and the plates w ere then  rinsed tw ice w ith 
phosphate buffer p H  6.4 (Gurr buffer) to rem ove any m edium  and  unattached cells. After air 
drying, the colonies w ere fixed w ith  m ethanol for 10  m inutes and  w hen the m ethanol had 
been rem oved the p lates w ere allow ed to d ry  for 30 m inutes. A concentrated solution of 
Geim sa stain (BDH) was added  to the plates and  left for 10 m inutes. The blue dye was 
rem oved by dipping the plates gently in  w arm  water and the plates allowed to d ry  in the air. 
Only colonies of greater than 50 cells were scored.
2.8 Calculation of mutation frequency and surviving fractions
The plating  efficiency w hich m ay be defined as the p roportion  of the viable cells in an
untreated  cell population was calculated by
Number of colonies scored on non selective plates xl00%
Number of cells seeded
The surviving fraction w hich can be described as the proportion of viable cells in  a treated
cell population was calculated using the following equation;
Proportion of viable cells in treated population 
Proportion of viable cells in  untreated population
The m utation frequency which is the proportion of observed m utan t colonies per viable cell
was calculated by
Mean number of mutant colonies counted per X amount plated 
Proportion of viable cells
The induced m utation frequency can be defined as the observed frequency of m utations 
p roduced  as a resu lt of m utagenic treatm ent above the observed background m utation  
frequency. It was calculated as,
(Mutation freq in treated population) - (mutation freq in untreated population)
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2.9 Cryopreservation of cells
Cells were trypsinized and  resuspended in M EM /FCS m edium  at a concentration of 10^/m l. 
lOOfil of dim ethyl sulphoxide was added per 1ml of cell suspension. 1ml of the cell suspension 
w as added  to each of the sterile freezer vials. The vials w ere im m ediately placed at -70°C 
and after 24 hours placed at -196°C in  the liquid nitrogen storage tank. Cells can be stored for 
m any years in this way.
2.10 The preparation of water saturated phenol
Redistilled phenol (Sigma) was stored a t -20°C in  a crystallised state. Prior to preparation it 
was allow ed to w arm  u p  to room  tem perature and then m elted in a 60°C w ater bath. The 
phenol was shaken w ith an equal volum e of distilled w ater and the two phases allow ed to 
separate. The lower w ater saturated phenol phase was transferred to a glass container and 8 
hydroxyquinolene added  to produce a concentration of approxim ately 0.1 m g /m l. The now 
yellow  liqu id  w as shaken w ith  an  equal volum e of 0.1 M tris-H C l (pH  8 ), m ixed and  
centrifuged at l,000rpm  for 20 m inutes in a Chilspin centrifuge (RCF = 185g). The colourless 
aqueous layer on top was discarded and the rem aining saturated phenol stored at 4°C  until 
use.
2.11 The isolation of DNA from mammalian cells
10^ cells were resuspended in M EM /FCS and centrifuged for 10 m inutes a t 2,000rpm (RCF = 
742g). The rem aining pellet w as resuspended  in  0.5ml of IM  tris-HCl pH 8 . The cells were 
lysed by the addition  of 0.5ml of 5% SDS and  0.5ml of lOmM EDTA and  incubated for 10 
m inutes at 60°C. To digest the cellular protein, lOOpl of self digested pronase stock (4m g/m l; 
Sigma) solution was added  and  the resulting m ixture incubated at 37°C overnight. The DNA 
solution was separated into 600|il aliquots in  sterile microfuge tubes (Ependorf) and an equal 
volum e of phenol added. The mix was inverted several times to produce an  emulsion and then 
centrifuged for 5 m inutes at 12,000rpm (RCF = 5644g) in a microcentrifuge. The upper aqueous 
phase was transferred to a clean tube and  the lower phenol layer discarded. An equal volume 
of phenol : chloroform  mix (1 :1 ) was added  and the resulting em ulsion centrifuged at 1 2 ,0 0 0  
rp m  (RCF = 5644g) for 5 m inutes. This m ethod of phenol treatm ent followed by phenol : 
chloroform  treatm ent w as repeated three times on each DNA sam ple. 0.4ml of the DNA 
solution was added  to a clean m icrofuge tube followed by the addition of 40pl of 3M sodium  
acetate solution (pH  5.8), and 800|xl of ice cold ethanol. To aid the DNA precipitation, the 
tube was placed at -20°C for 1 hour and then centrifuged for 5 m inutes at 12,000rpm. The 
supernatant was discarded and  the rem aining pellet dried in a vacuum  tank. Once the pellet
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w as d ry  it was dissolved in 50|il of TE buffer and  stored a t 4°C . The p u rity  and  the 
concentration of the DNA was calculated by m easuring the absorbency of the TE (lOmM tris- 
HCl; Im M  EDTA in  sterile d istilled  w ater) d ilu ted  sam ple at 260nm and  280nm in  a 
spectrophotom eter using quartz vials (after adjusting the absorbency to zero w ith  TE buffer). 
The purity  of the DNA is m easured as a ratio of the absorbency a t 260nm div ided  by the 
absorbency at 280nm, the ratio  for a totally  pu re  sam ple being 2. If the ratio  of the 
absorbencies w as less than  1.75 then  the p h en o l/ chloroform  extraction p rocedure was 
rep eated .
The concentration of the nucleic acids was calculated by
Absorbency at 260nm x 5 0 x  dilution factor = iiglml.
Chapter 3
The genetic and cellular effects of gamma  
radiation upon Chinese hamster cell lines
One unusually frank advocate of the human genome project, while 
agreeing that it makes more scientific sense to survey the DNA of mice 
than men, points out that the human genome is unique as it belongs to 
the only species that is willing to pay the bill
Steven Jones, The Language of the Genes.
3.1 Introduction
In o rder to study  the effects of radiation and the im portance of the dsb  upon  m utation 
induction and cell death, a series of experim ents were perform ed on the CHO-Kl cell line, a 
radiosensitive dsb repair deficient m utant of CHO-Kl, xrs-5 and the male fibroblast cell line 
V79-4. The genes of interest in the m utation assays were the autosom ally located thymidine 
kinase gene (f/c ) and the hypoxyanthine guanine phosphoribosyl transferase gene (hprt ) located on 
the X chromosome.
A single experim ent was perform ed to illustrate that the optim um  plating concentration to 
select for CHO-Kl tk ~ m utan t cells is 10^ cells per 10ml per 90mm tissue culture p late as 
predicted by Singh (1991). Experiments were perform ed on the CHO-Kl cell line to study the 
effects of expression time on the m utation frequency at the tk locus. Also, experim ents to find 
the frequency of spontaneous tk and hprt m utations w ithin the CHO -K l, xrs-5 and V79-4 
cell populations were carried out. In all three cell lines the lethal effects of different doses of 
gam m a radiation, where cells w ere plated im m ediately following irradiation, were studied 
using clonal survival assays. The effect of increasing doses of rad ia tion  on the m utation
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frequency at the tk locus were analysed in CHO-Kl cells and xrs-5 cells and at the hprt locus 
in the CHO-Kl and V79-4 cell lines and the results obtained from the different cell lines were 
com pared.
3.2.1 The optimum plating concentration of CHO-Kl cells to select for tk  
mutations
It has been show n that the density at w hich cells are plated effects the recovery of m utants 
cells (Chu and  Mailing, 1968). Above a certain cell density m utant cells and  wild type cells 
will come into contact and  materials will be exchanged between cells through gap-junctions 
in  the cell membrane. The w ild type cells will "poison" the m utant cells, w ith for example tk 
gene p roducts and as a consequence, there will be an  underestim ate of the m utation  
frequency. Also, if not enough cells are plated no m utants will be observed.
It was calculated by Singh (1991) using a.tk~  CHO-Kl cell line that the m axim um  plating 
concentration for CHO-K l cells should  be 10^ per 90mm tissue cu lture dish. A single 
experim ent was perform ed to illustrate this observation using CHO-Kl cell line (tk ■*■). 2 x 10^ 
cells were set up  in  M EM /FCS in a 75cm^ tissue culture flask and irradiated (24 hours later) 
w ith 4Gy gam m a radiation. The cells w ere cultured  in non selective M EM /FCS for 4 days 
(the expression time suggested by Singh and Bryant, 1991) passaging w hen required. The 
excess cells were returned to another 75cm^ flask and culturing in non selective M EM /FCS 
continued. The cells w ere then plated in M EM /FCS/TFT at cell concentrations of 10^ (30 
plates), 5 X 10^ (10 plates), 10^ (3 plates), 2.5 x 10^ (3 plates) and 5 x 10^ (3 plates) in 90mm 
tissue culture dishes. A clonogenic assay was perform ed on the same cell population to assay 
for survival in non-selective m edium . 200 cells w ere plated in 4ml of M EM /FCS in 60mm 
tissue cu lture dishes. The 90mm tissue culture dishes were incubated for 14 days and the 
60mm tissue culture dishes w ere incubated for 8  days. Figure 3.2.1.1 show s the effect of 
d ifferent cell plating concentrations on the observed frequency of tk ~ m utan ts in 4Gy 
irradiated CHO-Kl cells. Above 10^ cells the observed m utations per 10^ survivors decreases 
dramatically, presum ably due to metabolic co-operation. Hence, plating above this calculated 
concentration will result in an underestim ate of the m utation frequency.
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Figure 3.2.1.1: The effect of the cell plating number (in 90mm tissue culture 
dishes) on the observed mutation frequency at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells 
following 4Gy gamma irradiation and an expression time of 4 days. The data 
represent the results of a single experiment.
3.2.2 The optimum expression time for CHO-Kl cells at the tk  locus
Singh (1991) noticed that the observed m utation frequency at the tk locus was dependent 
upon  the expression time. He show ed that the optim um  expression time for the f/c locus in 
CHO-Kl cells was 4 days. This experim ent was repeated in the following way. 9 flasks of 
CHO-Kl cells w ere set up  at cell densities varying from  4 x 10^ to 1 x 10^ per 75 cm^ flask 
(the density  used was dependent upon  the expression time) and 24 hours later irradiated  
w ith  4Gy of gam m a radiation. Im m ediately following irradiation the flask w ith  the highest 
cell concentration was trypsinized and  the cells plated at a concentration of 10^ per 90mm 
tissue culture dish (3 dishes) in 10ml of M EM /FCS/TFT selective m edium . 100-200 cells were 
then plated in a clonogenic assay in  4ml of non selective M EM /FCS in 60mm tissue culture 
dishes (3 dishes). Each day for 8  days, this plating procedure was repeated each day, using 
cultures that had been set up  at a lower concentration than the previous day. This procedure 
helped to ensure that there were enough cells for plating during the first few days. The 90mm 
tissue culture dishes w ere incubated for 14 days and  the 60mm tissue culture dishes were 
incubated for 8  days prior to fixing and staining. Figure 3.2.2.1 shows the effect of different 
expression times on the observed induced m utation frequency at the tk locus in CHO-Kl 
cells. The data suggests that the optim um  expression time is between 2-4 days and that above 
5 days the observed m utation frequency at the f/c locus decreases. An optim um  expression
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time of 4 days was also found by Singh (1991). An expression time of 4 days w as therefore 
used in the tk m utation experiments.
27
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Figure 3.2.2.1 : The effect of expression time on the observed frequency of tk 
mutations in the CHO-Kl cell line. The results represent the mean of two 
independent experiments,
3.2.3 The spontaneous mutation frequency at the tk  and the hprt locus in 
the different Chinese hamster cell lines
W ithin a popu lation  of cells, not all cells are identical. Errors in the process of DNA 
replication occur spontaneously. This results in  a proportion of the cells having a different 
genotype to other cells in the population. If the change in the DNA sequence is in a dom inant 
gene or in  a heterozygous or hem izygous gene then a change in the cell phenotype m ay be 
produced.
Large num bers of cryogenic vials containing identical stock cell cultures were stored in  liquid 
nitrogen. These cells were stored in  non selective M EM/FCS m edium  and  thaw ed and grown 
in 75 cm^ tissue culture flasks (Nunc) in  M EM /FCS m edium  and passaged (when required) 
to m aintain the cells in the exponential grow th phase. A passage line was m aintained for 
three m onths and it was from this passage line that cells for experim ents were taken. After 
three m onths a new  stock of cells w ould be thawed. This procedure was adopted  because
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cells grow n for extended periods of time in culture tend to change their genetic characteristics 
due to  genetic drift. This ensured  that successive experim ents w ere carried out on cell 
populations w ith the sam e genetic characteristics. These fresh cells w ere grow n for several 
passages prior to use in experiments.
To check the frequency of hprt " cells w ithin the V79-4 cell population 5 x 10^ cells were set up  
in a 75cm^ tissue culture flask, m aintained in exponential grow th for 5 days and  then 10^ 
cells plated in 10ml of 6TG selective m edium  (M EM /FCS/TG) on 90mm tissue culture plates, 
10 plates per experim ent. In order to check the plating efficiency, a clonogenic assay was 
perform ed. 100-200 cells were p lated  in 4ml of M EM /FCS in 60mm tissue culture dishes 
(Corning). CHO-Kl cells show  less metabolic co-operation than the V79-4 cell line (Singh, 
1991 an d  references therein) an d  w ere therefo re p la ted  in TFT selective m ed ium  
(M EM /FCS/TFT) to assay for tk ~ m utations at the higher concentration of 10^ per 1 0 ml of 
TFT selective m edium  in  90m m  tissue cu ltu re plates. A clonogenic assay w as again  
perform ed in  order to m easure the plating efficiency. 1 0 0 -2 0 0  cells w ere plated  on 60mm 
tissue culture plates in 4ml of non selective MEM/FCS. The CHO-Kl and the V79-4, 60mm 
plating efficiency plates were incubated for 8  days and the m utation plates were all incubated 
for 14 days prior to fixing and staining w ith giemsa (Sigma) as described in C hapter 2 . The 
plating efficiency and the m utation frequencies were calculated as described in  Chapter 2.
W hen the initial experiments were perform ed with xrs-5 cells, 10^ cells were plated in 90mm 
dishes in TFT selective m edium  and no m utants were observed. It was possible that due to 
the reduced  plating  efficiency (betw een 15% an d  25%), 10^ cells w ere inadequate for 
m utation assays. Plating a greater num ber of cells in 90mm dishes w ould be unsatisfactory 
since chemicals w ould be released from  the w ild type cells poisoning the adjacent m utant 
cells, thus producing an underestim ate of the m utation frequency. To rectify this situation, 
the xrs-5 cells were plated into 150mm diam eter dishes having approxim ately three times the 
area of the 90mm dishes. 3 x 10^ cells were plated into these dishes in a total volum e of 30ml 
of M EM /FCS/TFT selective m edium . The clonogenic assay m easuring the plating efficiency 
involved plating 500 cells in 90mm dishes in 1 0 ml of non selective M EM /FCS m edium . To 
dem onstrate that the plate size and m anufacturers types (90mm plates were from  Nunc and 
150mm plates w ere from  Corning) were not responsible for any difference in the m utation 
frequency observed betw een CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells, a single m utation assay experim ent 
involving plating CHO-Kl in  the 150mm plates w as perform ed. A pproxim ately the same 
spontaneous m utation frequency in the CHO-Kl cells at the tk locus was observed w hen the 
assay was perform ed w ith the different sized tissue culture dishes.
Various cell lines cultured independently  show different spontaneous m utation frequencies. 
The background m utation  frequency at the tk and the hprt locus for the different cell lines 
are show n in Table 3.2.3.1. The xrs-5 cell line has a higher tk m utation frequency com pared
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w ith the parental CHO-K l cell line. In the results obtained the xrs-5 and  CHO-Kl had a 
sim ilar tk  m utation  frequency. The experim ents how ever suggest, that the xrs-5 cells 
m aintained in this laboratory are hprt ", having reduced or absent HPRT enzym e activity.
N um ber ofStandardM utation
frequency
(10-5)
Cell line Locus
experim entserror
hprt 1.36V79-4 0.27
C H O -K l 2.9 0.8
hprt 0.567 0.2
xrs-5 3.73 2.8
hprt hprt"
Table 3.2.3.1: The d ifferen t spontaneous m utation  frequencies at the tk  and 
the hprt locus observed in  the CH O -K l, V79-4 and tlie rad ia tion  sensitive 
xrs-5 cell lines.
Singh (1991) reported that the spontaneous m utation frequency of the xrs-5 cells was higher 
than in  the parental CHO-Kl cells. This was tested by analysing the data statistically w ith a t- 
test (perform ed as described by W ardlaw, 1985). As the data (shown in Table S.2.3.2) for the 
xrs-5 and the CHO-Kl cell line was not collected at the same time and  the experiments were 
perform ed independently , an  unpaired  t-test was perform ed. A t-test is used to assess the 
significance of the difference in the m eans of two groups of experim ents w hose standard  
deviations or variances are not significantly different. It was used to see if the spontaneous 
m utation  frequency in  the xrs-5  cells at the tk  locus was significantly d ifferent to the 
spontaneous m utation frequency at the tk locus in the parental CHO-Kl cells.
CH O -K l xrs-5
4.36 1.3
1.56 7.7
2 .2 2 2 .2
m ean 2.9 = y i 3.73
standard  deviation 0 .8  = S i 2.80 =S2
Table 3,2.3.2: The results show  the spontaneous m utation  frequencies at the tk  
locus in  the CH O -K l and  the xrs-5 cell line. Each of the values in  the data are 
the  m ean  of an  in d e p e n d e n t experim ent. T he m ean  and  the  s tan d a rd  
deviation of the experim ents were calculated and are also tabulated.
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Before the t-test was perform ed an F test was perform ed on the standard  deviations. S i and 
S2 . This was to assess w hether or not the standard  deviations of the tw o groups were 
significantly different.
[ S i X S i ] X [ S2  X $ 2  = F (Eq.3.2.3.1)
The degrees of freedom  w ere calculated by  (n-1) for each set of experim ents, hence the 
degrees of freedom  w ere (2, 2). The F value calculated (12.25) w as low er than the value 
tabulated a t the 5% level (19.00). Therefore the difference in the variances betw een the two 
groups is suggested not to be significant. A com parison of the data  collected by a t-test is 
therefore valid
[ ( y 2  - y i ) ( N  ) l /2  ] X [ (Si2 + S2 ^ ) V 2  ] -1 = t (Eq.3.2.3.2)
The t value obtained by substituting in the above equation (taken from W ardlaw, 1985) where 
y i  and  y 2  are  the m ean values and SI and S2 w ere the standard  deviations. N  was the 
num ber of experim ents. The t value w as calculated to be 0.49. This value is lower than the 
tabulated value for 2 degrees of freedom. It is therefore suggested that there is no significant 
difference betw een the spontaneous m utation frequencies at the tk locus in the xrs-5 cell line 
and the parental CHO-Kl cell line that can not be explained in  term s of random  sam pling 
fluctuations.
3.2.4 The effects of gamma radiation on the mutation frequency
5 X 10^ V79-4 cells and  10^ CH O -K l cells w ere seeded in 75cm2 flasks in non selective 
M EM /FCS m edium  and  incubated for 24 hours prior to gam m a irradiation (see Chapter 2 ) at 
OGy, 2Gy, 4Gy and  6 Gy. Im m ediately following irradiation the cells w ere trypsinized, 
counted and were plated in a survival assay at concentrations ranging from  100 to 500 cells 
per 4ml of MEM /FCS in 60mm dishes. The rem aining cells were returned to the appropriate 
flasks and cu ltured for the required expression time (passaging w hen necessary) and  the 
m utation assay perform ed as described in the Chapter 2.
xrs-5 cells are m uch m ore sensitive than either V79-4 cells or CHO-Kl cells to the lethal 
effects of gam m a radiation. Xrs-5 cells were therefore treated w ith lower radiation doses. 10^ 
cells w ere seeded in 7 5 cm^ flasks and irradiated approxim ately 24 hours afterw ards w ith 
rad ia tion  doses of OGy, 0.5Gy, IG y an d  1.5Gy. A survival assay was perform ed w hich 
involved the plating of cells a t concentrations of 500, 800, 1,000 and  1,500 in  90mm tissue 
culture plates in 10ml of non selective M EM /FCS. The remaining cells were returned to the 
7 5 cm 2  flasks and further incubated for the appropriate expression time prior to plating at 3  x
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10^ cells per 150mm tissue culture d ish in 30ml of TFT (3 replicate plates). Three replicate 
plates of 500 cells dilu ted  in 10ml of non selective M EM /FCS m edium  were plated in 90mm 
tissue culture dishes for a plating efficiency assay. The 150mm plates were incubated for 16- 
20 days prior to fixing and staining and  the 90mm plates were incubated for 10 days.
As the rad iation  dose increases so does the probability of reproductive cell death. This is 
illustrated in  Figures 3.2.4.1 and  3.2.4.2. These graphs suggest that at the doses studied, the 
CHO-Kl cell line is m ore sensitive to the lethal effects of gam m a radiation than the V79-4 cell 
line. U p to 4Gy the standard  errors overlap. Hence, m ore experim ents and  perhaps some at 
higher doses w ould need to be perform ed before a firm conclusion could be draw n. The xrs-5 
cells however, can be seen to be substantially m ore sensitive than CHO-Kl. Similar results 
w ere also obtained by Jeggo and  H olliday (1986), Costa and  Bryant (1988), Singh (1991), 
Singh and  Bryant (1991) and  Shadley et a l, (1991). Bryant et ah, (1987) and  Shadley et a l, 
(1991) also observed a greater induction of chromosom e and chrom atid aberrations per unit 
X-ray dose in  the xrs-5 cells as com pared to the CHO-Kl cells. Chrom osom e and chrom atid 
aberrations could possibly be the cause of reproductive cell death.
Radiation dose (Gy). 
2  4
1.00
0.10
C H O -K l
V 79-4
.01
Figure 3.2.4.1: The relationship between the radiation dose and the surviving 
fraction (plotted on a log scale) in V79-4 and CHO-Kl cells. Each data point is 
the mean of three independent experiments and the vertical lines represent 
the standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 3.2.4.2: The re la tionsh ip  betw een  gam m a irradiation and  the surviving 
fraction  p lo tted  on a log scale in  C H O -K l cells and the X-ray sensitive xrs-5  
cells. Each data p o in t for the CH O -K l and xrs-5  represents the m ean  of three 
in d ep en d en t experim ents and the vertical lines represen t the standard  error 
of the m e a n .
Figure 3.2.4.S shows the induction of m utations at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells and at the tk 
locus in  CHO-Kl cells as a result of gam m a irradiation. The frequency of induced m utation at 
the tk locus in  CHO-K l cells is sim ilar to the frequency of hprt m utations in  the V79-4 cell 
line at the doses studied. This is surprising since the induced hprt m utation frequency in the 
CH O -K l cell line is m uch low er than that at the tk locus (Figure 3.2.4.5). The effects of 
gam m a irradiation upon  the induction of tk m utations in the CHO-Kl cell line and  the 
daughter xrs-5 cell line is show n in Figure 3.2.4.4.
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Figure 3.2,4.3: The effects of gam m a irrad ia tion  u p o n  the induced  m utation  
frequency at the tk  locus in  the C H O -K l cell line and at tlie hprt focus in the 
V79-4 cell line. A ll data poin ts are the m ean of three independen t experim ents 
an d  the vertical lines rep resen t tlie s tan d ard  error of the  m ean  of th ree 
indep en d en t experim ents.
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Figure 3.2.4.4; The effects of gamma irradiation (at doses between OGy and 
1.5Gy) upon the induced mutation frequency at the tk locus in the xrs-5 cell 
line and in the parental CHO-Kl cell line. Each data point in the xrs-5  
represents the mean of two independent experiments and CHO-Kl data 
represents a single experiment.
M ussa et a l, (1990) and Singh (1991) first showed that xrs-5 was hyperm utable at the tk locus 
as com pared to the parental CHO-Kl cell line. Only small radiation doses w ere used for this 
study. This is because in  xrs-5 cells at high radiation doses, there is a large am ount of cell 
death. A t higher doses an  inconveniently large num ber of cells w ould need to be irradiated 
for there to be an  adequate num ber of cells available for plating in  a m utation assay. At 0.5Gy 
a sim ilar m ean induced m utation frequency at the tk locus was observed for both CHO-Kl 
and xrs-5 cells however, at IGy and 1.5Gy the m ean induced m utation frequency in the xrs-5 
cells was alm ost 4 times that of the CHO-Kl cells, thus supporting the observations of M ussa 
et ah, (1990) and  Singh (1991). Darroudi and N atarajan (1989) also found the xrs-5 cell line to 
be hyperm utable at the hprt locus as com pared to the CHO-Kl cell line w hen treated with X- 
rays. Shadley at ah, (1991) however, found little difference in the induced m utation frequency 
at the hprt locus per un it of X-ray dose betw een the xrs-5 cells and the CHO-K l cells. 
However, it was found that the xrs-5 cells m aintained in the St. A ndrews laboratory are 
hprt '  Induced m utations at this locus could therefore not be studied.
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Figure 3.2.4.S: The effect of different doses of gamma radiation on the induced 
mutation frequency at tlie tk and the hprt locus in the CHO-Kl cell line» The 
results are the mean of tliree independent experiments and the vertical lines 
represent the standard error of the means. In some cases the standard error is 
too small to be observed on the graph.
Cell lines m ay be expected to differ in term s of the im m ediate surviving fraction and 
m utation frequency following treatm ent w ith gam m a rays. This response is dependent upon 
m any variables such as the organism  from  w hich the cells were initially derived and  the 
m ethod by w hich the cells w ere im mortalised and the general evolution of the cell line. Also 
of im portance w hen studying a specific locus is the genetic background. W hen cells are 
im m orta lised  the chrom osom es are o ften  rea rran g ed , for exam ple, chrom osom al 
translocations and inversions frequently occur. The location of the genetic locus of interest in 
relation to other genes m ay be different in the different cell lines as com pared to the genes of 
the d ip lo id  eukaryotic ham ster. This m ay explain the differences observed in  the induced 
m utation frequency a t the hprt locus in the CHO-Kl and the V79-4 cell lines. The different 
cell lines m ay be under different genetic constraints. In CHO-Kl cells there could be essential 
genes flanking one or both sides of the hprt gene hence limiting the survival and proliferation 
of hprt m utations. The selective pressure on the hprt ~ cells in the V79-4 cell line may not be so 
great as in the CHO-Kl cells. It is also possible that there is a different am ount of dam age 
induced in  the hprt gene of the two different cell lines per unit radiation dose. It is easy to see
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how som e areas of the genom e m ay be m ore susceptible to DNA dam age than other areas of 
the genome. This is related to the chromosome organisation. DNA w hich is tightly coiled and 
packed will be m ore protected from  free radicals and  perhaps direct dam age, than  DNA 
w hich is exposed. The different cell lines m ay have different chrom osom al organisation 
hence, not only the position of the gene in relation to other genes could have changed but 
also the three dim ensional coiling of the DNA and their association to histone and  none 
h istone proteins could have altered. All these changes m ay effect the spontaneous and 
induced m utation frequencies.
3.2.5; The relationship between the surviving fraction (plating immediately 
after treatment) and the mutation frequency (following the required 
expression time).
Figure 3.2.5.1 shows the relationship betw een the im m ediate surviving fraction and the hprt 
m utation frequency following a 5 day expression time in the V79-4 cell line. As the surviving 
fraction decreases the m utation  frequency increases. This suggests that the m echanism  
responsible for cell killing is also responsible (or related to) the m echanism  by w hich 
m utations are induced.
1.0
0.1
1050 15 20 25
Frequency of observed mutations 
per 100,000 survivors
3.2.5.1; The relationship between the surviving fraction immediately 
following irradiation and the induced mutation frequency at the hprt locus 
after a 5 day expression time. The vertical and the horizontal bars represent 
the standard error of the mean of three independent experiments.
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The relationship  betw een the cell surviving fraction (cells plated im m ediately following 
irradiation) and the tk m utation frequency following a 4 day expression time in the xrs-5 cell 
line and the parental CHO-Kl cell line is illustrated in Figure 3.2.S.2. The Figure suggests that 
in CHO-Kl and  xrs-5 cells the relationship betw een the surviving fraction and the m utation 
frequency is different.
xrs-5
1.0 CHO-Kl
0.1
0.0
10 150 5
Frequency of mutations 
per 100,000 survivors
Figure 3.2.S.2: A comparison of the relationship between the surviving 
fraction immediately after radiation treatment and the mutation frequency at 
the tk locus after a 4 day expression time in CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells.
A t a surviving fraction of 0.1 it can be estim ated (from Figure 3.2.S.2) that there w ould  be 
approxim ately  3 tk ~ m utan ts observed per 10^ survivors in the xrs-5  cell population. 
How ever, in CHO-Kl cells at an equitoxic dose it w ould be expected that there w ould be 
approxim ately 10-12 tk ~ m utants observed per 10^ survivors. A similar relationship was also 
observed by Shadley et a l, (1991) at the hprt locus when treated w ith both X-rays and 
This is consistent w ith the idea that the xrs-5 cell line is deficient in  DNA repair. The xrs-5 
cells are m ore likely to die following radiation exposure than be repaired. Erroneous DNA 
repair is one of the causes of DNA m utations. W hen the CHO-Kl genom e is dam aged by 
radiation exposure the DNA will be repaired. However, DNA repair is not 100% efficient. 
A lthough the lethal lesions are rem oved, allowing the cells to reproduce and  proliferate, 
errors in  the nucleotide sequence m ay be introduced. It therefore supports the hypothesis 
that m utation is often the result of aberrant DNA repair. In the xrs-5 cells a m uch smaller 
percentage of the dam age is repaired, more of the lesions will therefore be allowed to rem ain 
in  the genom e sentencing a greater proportion of the cells to reproductive death. As there is a 
sm aller proportion of the cells repaired in  xrs-5, there is less opportun ity  for m utations to
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accum ulate, hence a smaller num ber of tk m utations per unit surviving fraction is observed. 
Shadley et ah, (1991) in terp re ted  such an observation to m ean th a t the xrs-5  cells are 
hypom utable. This interpretation is some w hat controversial. If CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells were 
treated w ith equitoxic doses, CHO-Kl w ould be treated w ith almost four times the radiation 
dose of xrs-5 cells. U nder these circumstances it w ould not be surprising to observe a high 
induced m utation frequency a t the tk locus in  CHO-Kl cells as com pared to xrs-5 cells.
3.2.6 The xrs-5 cell line and the hprt gene
The xrs-5 cell line m aintained in this laboratory was show n to survive and proliferate in 6 TG 
selective m edium , suggesting that this cell population  was phenotypically  hprt This 
observation was studied further in the following series of experiments.
i) The ability of xrs-5 cells to grow in different selective media
xrs-5 cells were taken from a frozen stock and grow n exponentially for several days prior to 
trypsinizing, counting and the plating of 500 cells per 90mm dish in the three different media; 
FCS/M EM , F C S/M E M /6 TG and FCS/M EM /HAT. M EM /FC S/H A T m edium  was m ade up 
as follows, for 1 litre; 100ml of Eagles MEM (Gibco), 10ml penicillin /streptom ycin  (Gibco), 
1 0 ml of glutam ine, 1 0 ml non essential am ino acids (Gibco), 30ml of sodium  bicarbonate 
solution, 100ml of foetal calf serum  (Flow), 20ml of HAT (x50 concentrate; Sigma) and 720ml 
sterile distilled water. There w ere three replicate plates for each of the different selective 
m edia set up. The dishes were incubated for 10 days prior to fixing and staining.
HAT m edium  contains hypoxyanthine, am inopterin and thymidine. Tetrahydrofolate is a co­
enzyme which is necessary for the insertion of 2  of the carbon moieties into the purine ring in 
the de novo biosynthesis pathw ay. D uring the insertion of the carbon atom s into the purine 
ring tetrahydrofolate is converted to dihydrofolate. The tetrahydrofolate is regenerated by the 
enzym e dihydrofolate reductase (see Figure 3.2.6.1) and used again in fu rther purine ring 
m anufacture. A m inopterin is a competitive inhibitor of the enzyme dihydrofolate reductase, 
hence inhibiting the recycling of dihydrofolate thus inhibiting the de novo biosynthesis of 
purines. Hypoxyanthine and  thym idine are substrates in the salvage pathw ay of purines and 
pyrim idines. Cells cultured in HAT-supplem ented m edium  therefore have to m anufacture all 
their nucleic acids by the salvage pathw ay. Cells w ith functional purine  and  pyrim idine 
salvage pathw ays are therefore able to survive and proliferate, cells w ith inefficient or 
inactive salvage pathways will not be able to replicate or reproduce.
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Figure 3.2.6.1: The conversion of tetrahydrofolate to dihydrofolate during  the 
synthesis of the purine  ring and the recycling of dihydrofolate by  the enzyme 
dihydrofolate reductase.
Figure 3.2.6.2 illustrates the cloning efficiency of the xrs-5 cells in M EM /FCS and in the 
selective m edia M EM /FC S/H A T and M E M /FC S /6 TG. The results suggest the xrs-5 cells 
can grow  as efficiently in M EM /FC S/TG  as in non selective M EM /FCS. The xrs-5 cells 
however, do not grow  at all in the selective M EM /FCS/H A T medium. These results suggest 
that the HPRT enzyme activity is reduced or the enzyme is absent.
40 n
g 30-
^ 2 0 -  Ii  10-
MEM/FCS MEM/FCS/6TG MEM/FCS/HAT
Medium
Table 3.2.6.2: The cloning efficiency of the xrs-5  cells in  d iffe ren t selective 
m edia. The results are the m ean of 3 replicate plates of a single experim ent.
ii) 5-Azaq/tidine treatment
To ascertain w hether the hprt ~ phenotype was the result of a genetic or an epigenetic change 
involving DNA m éthylation, the xrs-5 cells were treated w ith 5-azacytidine (5-AZ) as 
described by Jeggo and Holliday (1986). 5-AZ is an analogue of the purine nucleotide base 
cytosine. The structure of the base moiety is show n in Figure 3.2.6.3. 5-AZ was initially
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synthesised in Czechoslovakia in 1964 and was used in cancer treatm ent (Walker et al, 1979). 
At the position 5 of the pyrim idine ring in 5-AZ the carbon in the cytosine is substituted for a 
nitrogen. It is incorporated into the DNA m olecule in the place of cytosine. It is however, 
resistant to DNA méthylation.
(a)
NHz
I  J N
(b) 
NHo
o ' X . ’N
Figure 3.2.6.3: The structure of the base m oiety of the nucleotide analogue (a) 5 
-Azacytidine (5-AZ) and the base m oiety of tlie nucleotide (b) cytosine. Notice 
in  5-AZ the carbon at position  5 has been  substitu ted  for a n itrogen  (diagram  
redraw n from  W alker et a l ,  1979)
Cells w ere seeded at a concentration of 10^ per 75cm^ flask, one experim ental flask and  one 
control. 5-AZ is unstable in aqueous solution and thus was m ade up  at a concentration of 
Im g /m l im m ediately prior to use. The 5-AZ solution was added to the treatm ent flask to 
produce a final concentration of Ip g /m l and incubated for 15 hours. After this tim e period 
the 5-AZ supplem ented m edium  was replaced w ith M EM /FCS and cultured for a further 5 
days, passaging w hen necessary. 500 cells w ere p lated  in 90mm dishes in each of the 
following different m edia M EM /FCS, M E M /F C S /6TG and M EM /FC S/H A T, 3 replicate 
plates for each grow th treatment.
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Figure 3.2.6.4: The cloning efficiency of the xrs-5 cells in different selective 
media following treatment with 5-Azacytidine. No colonies were observed 
following incubation in MEM/FCS/HAT medium. The results represent the 
mean of three replicate plates in a single experiment.
Figure 3.2.6.4 shows the effect of 5-AZ upon the cloning efficiency of the xrs-5 cell line. As 
before the cells grow  and proliferate in the M E M /FC S/6 TG selective m edium  but not in the 
M EM /FC S/H A T m edium . Genes can be switched on and off by DNA méthylation. The hprt 
gene is a type II gene having a prom oter which has a high GC content (Alberts et al, 1991). 
The m éthylation of cytosine residues at the prom oter region of a gene can elim inate gene 
expression. 5-AZ is an analogue of cytosine which can be incorporated into the DNA but 
cannot be methylated. Hence, if the hprt gene was inactive as a result of DNA méthylation it 
w ould be expected that a proportion of the cells (following incubation in 5-AZ for the period 
of time it takes for the population to double) would revert back to the hprt phenotype. Cells 
which are hprt are capable of grow ing and  proliferating in M E M /FC S/H A T  selective 
m edium . No colonies were observed on the M EM /FCS/H A T m edium  cultured plates. Jeggo 
and Holliday (1986) have shown that the concentration of AZ used can cause changes in the 
pattern  of DNA m éthylation. At this concentration there was no reversion of the hprt '  
phenotype to hprt
ii) Reversion Analysis
The xrs-5  cells w ere g row n up  and  p la ted  in 150mm dishes, 3 x 10^ per d ish  in 
FC S/M EM /H A T m edium  (6  replicate plates) and 500 cells diluted in 10ml of non selective
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FCS/M EM  m edium  w ere p lated  in 90mm dishes for a p lating  efficiency assay. This 
experim ent was repeated twice w ith two independently  thaw ed vials of cells.
Table 3.2.6.1 show s the spontaneous reversion frequency a t the hprt locus. Base pair 
substitutions in the DNA can cause an altered phenotype and an inactive protein product if 
they are in a critical part of the DNA sequence. Base pair substitutions occur spontaneously 
in the DNA m olecule as a result of errors in  the DNA replication machinery. Reversions 
occur as a result of a back m utation, that is another spontaneous m utation which restores the 
original sequence. If the hprt ~ phenotype w as a resu lt of a base substitu tion  it w ould be 
expected that there w ould be a certain proportion  of revertants. There were in  the above 
described assay no hprt revertants observed giving a frequency of back m utation of less 
than  0.69x10-6.
Cell line Gene of interest M ean Cloning 
efficiency
Spontaneous
Reversion
frequency.
xrs-5 hprt 23% No m utants seen 
< 0.69 X10-6
Table 3.2.6.1: Table show s the m ean cloning efficiency and the spontaneous 
reversion frequency of the hprt ~ phenotype in  the xrs-5 cell line to the hprt 
phenotype. The results represen t the m ean of two independen t experim ents.
3,3 Summary
The optim um  plating density of the CHO-Kl cells to select for tk " m utations was 1 0^ per 
90mm tissue culture d ish and the optim um  expression time approxim ately 4 days as found 
by Singh (1991). As the radiation dose increases so does the probability of cell death  but, the 
sensitivity of the different cell lines to the lethal effects of gam m a radiation is not the same. It 
is suggested that the CHO-Kl cells are slightly m ore sensitive to the lethal effects of gam m a 
radiation than  the V79-4 cells at the dose range studied. The xrs-5 cells were observed to be 
substantially m ore sensitive to the lethal effects of gam m a radiation than the parental CHO- 
K l cells. This supports the observations of Jeggo and Holliday, (1986), Costa and  Bryant, 
(1988), M ussa et a l, (1990), Singh (1991) and Shadley et a l, (1991).
Gamm a rays are equally effective at producing hprt ~ m utations in V79-4 cells as they are tk ~ 
m utations in CHO-Kl cells. However, gam m a rays are relatively ineffective at inducing hprt " 
m utations in  the CHO-K l cell line, p roducing  approxim ately only 2 per 10^ survivors
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following a 6Gy gam m a radiation dose as com pared to approximately 12.5 per 10^ survivors 
at 6 Gy induced at the tk locus (estimated from Figure 3.2.4.5). The reason for this observation 
is unknow n.
There is a relationship betw een the surviving fraction (cells plated im m ediately following 
irradiation) and  the induced m utation frequency. As the surviving fraction decreases the 
induced  m utation  frequency (follow ing the requ ired  expression time) increases. This 
observed relationship betw een m utation induction and surviving fraction suggests that the 
m echanism  by w hich m utations are induced  is the sam e as the m echanism  b y  w hich 
radiation induces reproductive cell death. The induced m utation frequency at the tk locus in 
xrs-5 cells is greater per unit dose of gam m a rays than in the CHO-Kl cells. However, in the 
xrs-5 cells the m utation frequency at the tk locus is less than in CHO-Kl cells at an equitoxic 
dose of radiation. This suggests that a greater proportion of the DNA dam age is lethal in the 
xrs-5 cells than in the CHO-Kl cells and supports the hypothesis that some m utations are the 
resu lt of un repaired  double strand  breaks. Shadley et al., (1991) also found  a sim ilar 
relationship w ith the CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells at the hprt locus bu t interpreted the differences 
in the surviving fraction-m utation induction relationship to m ean that the xrs-5 cells were 
hypom utable. Zdzienicka et a l, 1988 m ade a sim ilar in terpretation concerning an X-ray 
sensitive V79 cell line. However, if one w ere to treat CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells w ith equitoxic 
doses for example, the dose w hich causes a reduction in the surviving fraction to 0 .1 , this 
m eans that we treat xrs-5 cells w ith IG y and  CHO-Kl w ith approxim ately 6.25Gy gam m a 
radiation (estim ated from Figure 3.2.4.2). The 6.5Gy radiation will cause substantially more 
dam age to the genom e than  the IG y dose, hence such a com parison is no t valid. In 
conclusion the xrs-5 cells are deficient in the repair of dsb and the cytotoxic effects of 
radiation on these cell lines supports the hypothesis that the unrepaired dsb are lethal lesions. 
The m utation  experim ents support the observations of M ussa et a l (1990) and  Singh (1991) 
that the xrs-5 cells are hyperm utable at the tk locus as com pared to the parental CHO-Kl cell 
line and provides m ore evidence that the dsb is involved in the induction of gene mutations.
A t the concentration used AZ did not revert the hprt ~ phenotype of the xrs-5 cell line to 
hprt ■*■. In the spontaneous reversion experiments, no revertants were observed indicating that 
if back m utation occured it did  so w ith a frequency of less than 0.69 x 10'6.
Chapter 4
The effects of restriction enzym es on cell 
v ia b il i ty  and the m u tation  freq u en cy  in  
Chinese hamster cell lines
Restriction enzymes can be used to slice genes into pieces. Dozens 
are available, each cutting a specific group of letters. The length 
of the cut letters depends on how frequently that group is 
repeated. I f  each sentence in this volume was cut when the word 
"and" appeared, there would be thousands of short fragments. I f  
the enzyme recognised the word "but" there would be fewer 
longer sections; and the enzyme cutting  the word "banana" 
(which does appear occasionally) would ju s t produce a few  
fragments thousands of letters long.
-Steven Jones, The Language of the genes
4.1 Introduction
R adiation produces a m ultitude of DNA lesions (see. Figure 1.5.1), each of w hich m ight 
reduce the probability  of cell survival and  increase the probability  of the surviving cells 
producing progeny cells w ith a genetic m utation, that is if it was not for the highly efficient 
DN A  rep air m echanism s w ith in  the cell. W ith such a w ide spec trum  of DNA lesions 
p roduced  by irrad ia tion  it is usually  im possible to a ttribu te  any particu lar phenotypic 
change to any specific prim ary  lesion. There is accum ulating evidence to suggest that the 
double strand DNA break (dsb) is the prim ary lesion responsible for the effects of radiation, 
such as chrom osom e aberration form ation (Bryant 1984; 1988; 1989; Liu and Bryant, 1993a; 
1993b), m utation  induction  (Singh and Bryant, 1991; Singh, 1991; Kinashi et al., 1992) and
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oncogenic transform ation (Bryant and Riches, 1990). Type II restriction enzymes (RE) mimic 
the cellular effects of rad iation  but, p roduce dsb w ith know n characteristics (Bryant, 1984; 
1988; 1989; W inegar et a l, 1988; 1989). Restriction enzymes can be in troduced  into the cell 
using  strep to lysin  O (SLO) poration  and  it w as show n Bryant (1992) that the op tim um  
concentration of SLO needed for poration of Chinese ham ster cells was 0.045 u n its /m l. In the 
experim ents reported  in this section, the effect of varying the SLO concentration on the 
induced m utation frequency was studied. SLO poration is a new  technique and has not in the 
past been used for the introduction of RE into cells in order to study  the induction of genetic 
m utations. Therefore, p rio r to any RE experim ents the effect of SLO alone on  the cell 
viability and  the m utation  frequency in CH O -K l, V79-4 and  xrs-5 cells lines was studied. 
These resu lts w ere com pared  to those ob tained  w ith  the p rev iously  used  technique, 
electroporation. The plating efficiency data  was analysed statistically and  the influence of 
d ifferent poration buffers on the p lating  efficiency of cells p lated  im m ediately following 
treatm ent, and the m utation frequency was also studied. The effects of the restriction enzymes 
Pvu II and  EcoRl (introduced into the cell by SLO) on the surviving fraction of the different 
cell lines and the m utation frequency at the tk locus in  the CHO-Kl and  xrs-5 cells, and  at the 
hprt locus in the V79-4 cells were studied and compared.
4.2 Method and Results
4.2.1 Optimum concentration of SLO for cell poration
D ehydrated  strep to lysin  O (W elcome diagnostics, UK) w as m ade u p  according to the 
m anufacturers specifications to produce a stock solution w ith a concentration of 1.81 un its/m l. 
Pvu II was purified from the storage buffer in which it was supplied and  the enzym e activity 
assayed as described in Section 2.5. V79-4 cells were suspended in HBSS at a concentration 10^ 
ce lls /m l (as described in Section 2.5) and 10 sterile V-tubes each containing of 1ml of HBSS 
cell suspension were prepared. The 5 control tubes were treated w ith SLO alone, to produce 
final concentrations of 0, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04 and 0.06 u n its /m l. The rem aining sam ples w ere 
trea ted  a t the above SLO concentrations and also w ith 10 units of the purified restriction 
enzym e Pvu I I . The treatm ent procedure was as described in Section 2.5. Following treatment, 
the cells were incubated in  75cm^ flasks in  MEM /FCS for the required expression time prior to 
plating in a m utation assay (as described in Section 2.6).
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Figure 4.2.1.1: The effect of various concentrations of SLO w ith  or w ith o u t 
restric tion  endonuclease, on the frequency of hprt m utations in  V79-4 fib rob last 
cells w hen  used as a m ethod of cell poration. The results represent the m ean of 2  
independent experiments.
Figure 4.2.1.1 shows the effect of various concentrations of SLO on the frequency of hprt 
m utations in Chinese ham ster V79-4 cells. The graph suggests that the various concentrations 
of SLO on their own, all produce the same response in terms of m utation  induction in  V79-4 at 
the hprt locus. However, w hen the SLO was used at 0.04 un its /m l to introduce Pvu II into the 
cell, there was a clearly observable increase in the m ean hprt m utation frequency. There was 
no further increase in the m ean m utation frequency when the concentration was increased to 
0 .06un its/m l. This supports the d a ta  obtained by Bryant (1992) that the op tim um  SLO 
concentration for the poration of Chinese ham ster cells in culture is 0.045 u n its /m l. This 
concentration of SLO was used in all subsequent cell poration experiments.
4.2.2 The effect of SLO on the surviving fraction and the mutation frequency 
at the tk  and the hprt loci in Chinese hamster cells
2 X 10^ cells from  an exponentially grow ing cell population w ere suspended  in M EM /FCS 
m edium  and centrifuged in a Chilspin centrifuge at 2,000rpm for 10 m inutes (RCF = 742g). The 
pellet was re suspended  in  HBSS at a concentration of 10^ cells per ml. 1ml of the cell
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suspension was treated w ith 24\i\ of the SLO stock solution and incubated for 5 m inutes. 
A nother 1ml of sam ple was reserved as the untreated control. Following incubation, 5ml of 
M EM /FCS m edium  was added to the test sample and the control tubes to dilute the SLO. The 
samples were centrifuged, the pellet of cells resuspended in 5ml of M EM /FCS m edium  and the 
cell num ber counted. 100-200, CHO-Kl or V79-4 cells were plated in 4ml of M EM/FCS m edium  
in 60mm tissue culture dishes (3 replicate dishes) and 500 xrs-5 cells were plated in 10ml of 
M EM /FCS in 90mm tissue culture plates (3 replicate plates for each sample). The remaining 
cells were transferred to 75cm^ tissue culture flasks and incubated for the required expression 
time. The CHO-Kl cells and the V79-4 cells were plated as described in Section 2.6 and the 
xrs-5 cells as described in Section 3.2.4.
CHO- Kl V 7 9 - 4  
Cell lines.
Untreated 
SLO treated
X R S - 5
Figure 4.2.2.1: The effects of SLO on the plating efficiency of the different 
Chinese hamster cell lines following SLO treatment. The data represents the 
mean of three independent experiments and the vertical lines show the standard 
error of the mean.
Figure 4.2.2.1 shows the effect of SLO treatm ent on the plating efficiency of the different cell 
lines, w hich was reduced in the SLO treated cells. Table 4.2.2.1 shows the effects of SLO on 
the m utation  frequency in the different cells lines in the gene of in terest following the 
required  expression time. In CHO-Kl and  V79-4 the SLO treated cells had higher m ean 
m utation frequencies than the untreated controls. In xrs-5 cells the m ean m utation frequency 
at the tk locus was approxim ately the same in the control and the poration samples.
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M utation frequency per 10^ survivors.
Cell lines Control SLO treated
V79-4 (hprt) 0.52 (0.144) 1.44 (0.936)
C H O -K l (tk) 4.14 (3.18) 9.49 (2 )
xrs-5 (tk) 7.99 (4.5) 7.751 (5.195)
Table 4.2.2.1: Shows tlie effect of SLO on the m utation  frequency at the tk  locus 
in  C H O -K l and xrs-5  cells and at the hprt locus in  V79-4 cells. In  all cases the 
results represen t the m ean and standard  error (in brackets) of three independen t 
experim ents.
4.2.3 The effect of electroporation on the surviving fraction and the
mutation frequency at the hpH  locus in Chinese hamster V79-4 cells
V79-4 cells from  an exponentially growing cell population were pelleted by centrifugation and 
then resuspended a t a concentration of 1 0 ^ /m l in  HBSS. A cell porator (BRL) was set up  w ith 
the following param eters; field strength: 750v/cm , capacitance: 1600pf, resistance: low and 
tem perature: ambient. The cells (10^) were electroporated while suspended in 1ml of HBSS in 
a d isposable electroporation cham ber. Prior to cell poration  these sterile cham bers w ere 
rin sed  w ith  HBSS/BSA at least tw ice. P ro teins w ill a ttach  to the surface of the 
electroporation cham ber, the surfaces of the cham ber w ere therefore sa tu ra ted  w ith  BSA 
pro teins p rio r to cell poration . Follow ing cell poration  the cells w ere re suspended  in 
M EM /FCS m edium  and counted. 500 cells were dilu ted  in 10ml of M EM /FCS m edium  and 
plated  on 90mm tissue culture plates (3 replicate plates) and  incubated for 8  days prior to 
fixing and  staining. The rem aining cells w ere then placed in 75cm^ tissue culture flasks and 
incubated for an expression time of 5 days prior to plating as described in Section 2.6. For each 
experim ent there was also an untreated control in which the same procedure was followed for 
the control except for the cell poration.
The effect of cell poration w ith SLO on the plating efficiency of cells was com pared w ith the 
un trea ted  controls using a paired  t-test. The data  obtained was analysed as described by 
W ardlaw  (1985). The results suggested that the treatm ent of CHO-K l, xrs-5 and V79-4 cells
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w ith SLO did not significantly reduce the cell viability. The statistics are show n in Table 
4.2.3.2.
1 0 0 -|
t 8 0 -I 6 0 -4 0 -
1 2 0 -
0 -
Control Electroporated
Figure 4.2.3.1: The effects of electroporation  on the p lating  efficiency of V79-4 
cells, cells having  been  p la ted  im m ediately  fo llow ing  treatm ent. The resu lts 
rep resen t the m ean of three in d ep en d en t experim ents and  the vertical bars 
represent the standard error of the mean.
hprt mutation frequency per 10^ survivors
Cell line Control E lectroporated
V79-4 1.8 (1.9097) 7.0 (2.8)
Table 4.2.3.1: Shows the effects of the electroporation treatm ent on the m utation 
frequency at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells. The results represent the m ean and the 
standard error (in brackets) of three independent experiments. The standard error 
values are show n in brackets.
E lectroporation treatm ent reduced the plating efficiency substantially  m ore than the SLO 
trea tm ent. The t-test suggested  that the differences in the p la ting  efficiency of the 
electroporation treated V79-4 cells and the untreated  control were significantly different at 
the 5% level. The statistical values are show n in Table 4.2.3.2.
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Cell line Poration treatment. t-value Significance
V79-4 SLO 2.04 <df=2.) Not significant
V79-4 Electroporation 3.7 (df=2) Significant at the 5% 
level.
CHO-Kl SLO 2.35 (df=2) Not significant
xrs-5 SLO 0.71 (df=2) Not Significant.
Table 4.2,3.2; The results of the paired t-tests comparing the effects of SLO and 
electroporation on the plating efficiency of cells plated immediately after 
treatment as compared with the untreated controls.
In the experim ents described in  this Chapter, the results suggested that cell poration with 
SLO leads to an increase in the background m utation frequency and although a decrease in  the 
cell viability was observed in  all cell lines, this decrease was not show n to be significant. The 
increase in background m utation  frequency and the decrease in the cell viability have also 
been observed following electroporation (Singh, 1991). Cells are porated in order to allow the 
access into the cell of h igh  m olecular w eight protein  molecules. These pores will allow 
p ro te in  to diffuse from  the su rro u n d in g  poration  buffer into the cell. H ow ever, these 
m em brane pores also allow chemicals to diffuse out of the cell into the surrounding m edium. 
These chemicals m ay include nucleotides and nucleotide precursor molecules. The fidelity of 
DNA replication is strongly dependent upon the correct balance of nucleotides and nucleotide 
precursor molecules (Kunz, 1982). This balance is carefully m aintained w ithin the cell by a 
series of com plex and  in terconnected  biochem ical pathw ays. Evidence suggests that 
thym idine deprivation is m utagenic in prokaryotes and in organelle genomes of eukaryotes 
(Kunz, 1982 and references therein). There is however, no evidence to suggest that thym ine 
deprivation  causes m utations in the genom ic DNA of eukaryotic cells. H ow ever, evidence 
does suggest that thym ine deprivation results in  an  elevated frequency of chrom osom al and 
chrom atid aberrations in Chinese ham ster cells (Lozzio, 1968). A possible way to reduce the 
cellular and the molecular changes produced as a result of cell poration due to nucleotide pool 
im balances w ould  be to use a poration  buffer w ith the sam e nucleotide and  nucleotide 
p recursor concentrations as is u sually  p resent in the cell. This unfortunate ly  w ould  be 
impractical. There are a large num ber of chemical substrates involved in DNA synthesis and 
nucleotide m etabolism  and the concentrations of nucleotides and their precursors w ithin the 
cell is cell cycle dependent.
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4.2.4 The effects of various poration buffers on the plating efficiency of cells 
plated immediately followmg SLO treatment and the mutation 
frequency at the tk  locus in CHO-Kl cells and the hprt locus in V79-4 
cells.
HBSS w as prepared  as described in C hapter 2. The potassium  (K) buffer was m ade up  by 
disso lv ing  4.47g, KCl; 0.0083g, CaCl2 ; 0.87g, K2 H P O 4 ; 0.68g, KH2 P O 4 ; 12.5ml, H epes 
m edium ; 0.375g of EGTA and  0 .^8 g of MgCl2  in  500ml of sterile distilled w ater and sterilising 
by M illipore filtration. The K+ATP buffer was m ade up  by dissolving ATP (molecular grade. 
Sigma) in  the K buffer to produce a final concentration of 2mM. The solution was sterilised by 
M illipore filtration.
The cellular effects of SLO w hen porating  cells while suspended  in various buffers was 
studied  in  CHO-Kl and  V79-4 cells. Cells w ere plated im m ediately following treatm ent in  a 
clonal assay in o rder to m easure the plating  efficiency. The rem aining cells w ere further 
cu ltu red  in  75cm^ tissue culture flasks for the appropriate expression time, p rio r to a tk 
m utation assay in  CHO-Kl cells and  a hprt m utation assay in  V79-4 cells. The cell poration 
was perform ed as described in Section 2.5, substituting HBSS for the appropriate  poration 
buffer. For each treatm ent there was also a non-porated control, w here the cells were treated 
in the sam e w ay except SLO was not added. The m utation assay was perform ed as described 
in Section 2.6.
The effects on the plating efficiency of porating cells while suspended in different buffers are 
show n in  Figures 4.2.4.1 (a) for V79-4 cells and in 4.2.4.2 (a) for CHO-K l cells. In V79-4 cells 
the m ean p lating efficiency was reduced  in  the SLO treated  cells as com pared w ith  the 
un trea ted  controls. This was tru e  for cells treated  in  all th ree poration  buffers. The data  
show s that there is little difference in the plating efficiency of V79-4 cells porated  w ith SLO 
in  the different poration buffers. In CHO-Kl cells treated while suspended in the K+(ATP) 
buffer there appeared to be an  elevated m ean plating efficiency (Figure 4.2.4.1a).
The V79-4 cells treated w hile suspended in HBSS had a low er hprt m utation  frequency as 
com pared to the cells suspended in other buffers. However, the m ean hprt m utation frequency 
was increased in all cell buffers following cell poration w ith SLO. Treatm ent of CHO-Kl cells 
in  the different buffers had little obvious effect on the m ean m utation  frequency at the tk  
locus.
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Figure 4.2.4.1; In  (a), the effects of various poration  b u ffers  on the p la ting  
efficiencies of V79-4 cells are show n. In  (b), the effects of the various d ifferen t 
poration buffers on the m utation frequency per 1 0 ^ survivors at the hprt locus in 
V79-4 cells are show n. The b ar chart illustra tes the m ean p la tin g  and  m ean 
m utation  frequencies observed w ith  and w ithou t SLO treatm ent. The resu lts 
illustrated in  both  of the above figures represent the m ean of three independen t 
experim ents and the vertical lines represent the standard errors of the mean.
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Figure 4.2.4.2: In (a), the effect of different poration buffers on the plating 
efficiency of CHO-Kl cells plated immediately following SLO treatment and of 
the untreated controls are shown. In (b), the effects of different poration buffers 
on the mutation frequency per 10  ^ survivors at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells 
following a 4 day expression time are shown. The bar chart represents the data 
obtained with and without SLO treatment. The results in both the illustrated 
Figures represent the mean of three independent experiments and the verticals 
lines represent the standard errors of the mean.
In general the poration of CHO-Kl and V79-4 cells in the presence of the in tracellular K 
buffer and the K + (ATP) buffer had little effect on reducing the background m utation  
frequency at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells and at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells as com pared 
with the standard HBSS buffer. Indeed treatm ent of cells in HBSS buffer appeared to be less 
m utagenic than treatm ent in the intracellular potassium  based buffers. Van den  Hoff et a l, 
(1992) observed that the K intracellular buffer im proved the survival of rat hepatom a cells 
follow ing electroporation. In the experim ents described in this C hapter, there was little 
difference in the plating efficiency of the cells treated w ith SLO while suspended  in the 
different poration buffers. However, the recovery and the plating efficiency of cells following
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SLO treatm ent is intrinsically m uch higher than  in  the electroporation treatm ent (Bryant,
1992).
i4.2,5 The effects of Pvu II and E coR l on the surviving fraction and 
mutation frequency of Chinese hamster cell lines
The ability of RE to produce varying and predictable types of dsb has been exploited in the 
past in  order to study  the effects of different types of dsb on the form ation of chrom osom e 
aberrations, chrom atid aberrations, cell death  and  the induction of gene m utations. It has 
been found (Bryant, 1984; 1988; Moses et ah, 1990; Singh and Bryant, 1991; Singh, 1991) that 
b lun t ended dsb are m ore effective at inducing the m entioned above cellular responses than 
cohesive term ini.
Pvu II and EcoRl were purified from  the contam inating storage buffer by Amicon filtration, 
as described in Section 2.5. The RE w ere assayed for activity (Section 2.5) and  d ilu ted  in 
HBSS/BSA to produce a concentration of 1 u n it/p i. Suspending the RE in HBSS/BSA helps 
m aintain enzym e activity. V79-4, CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells were grow n exponentially, counted 
and  treated as described in Section 2.5. CHO-Kl cells w ere treated w ith Pvu II or EcoRl to 
produce final concentrations of 0, 3, 6 , and 9 u n its /m l. The V79-4 cells were treated w ith Pvu II 1Iand EcoRl of concentrations 0 ,5 ,10  and 15 un its/m l. In all cases SLO was the chosen m ethod of j
!cell poration. Im m ediately following treatm ent a clonogenic assay was perform ed. 100-200, ;
CHO-K l o r V79-4 cells w ere plated in 60mm tissue culture dishes in 4ml of M EM /FCS (3 
replicate plates). 500 xrs-5 cells w ere p lated  on  90mm tissue cu ltu re dishes in 10ml of 
M EM /FCS. The rem ain ing  cells w ere re tu rn ed  to the tissue cu ltu re  flasks and  g row n i
exponentially for the required expression time prior to a m utation assay being perform ed. The 
CHO-Kl and the V79-4 assay is described in  Section 2.6 and the xrs-5 m utation  assay is 
described in Section 3.2.4.
Figures 4.2.5.1 show a photograph of an agarose gel. Shown are the digestion products of Ipg  
pBR322 plasm id w hen treated  w ith different concentrations of Pvu II. The first seven lanes 
are of plasm id digestion w ith different concentrations of purified enzym e and the following 
seven w hen the plasm id is treated w ith the non-purified Pvu II. The enzym e is show n not to 
have lost its activity follow ing purification.
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Figure 4.2.5.1: A pho tograph  of an agarose electrophoresis gel illustra ting  the 
assay of the activity of the restriction enzyme Pvu II. The photograph shows the 
d ig es tio n  p ro d u c ts  of the p lasm id  pBR322 w hen  trea ted  w ith  vary ing  
concentrations of Pvu II. The top seven lanes are the d igestion products of the 
purified enzyme and the lower seven lanes represent the digestion products of the 
non-purified  enzyme. The sym bols a, b, and c show the positions of the plasm id 
along the gel w hen it is in the open circle (a), linear (b) and closed circle (c) 
forms.
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Figure 4.2.5.2 shows the effect of different concentrations of Pvu II and  EcoRl on the surviving 
fraction of V79-4 cells, the cells having been plated  im m ediately following treatm ent. The 
effect of various concentrations of Pvu II on the surviving fraction in xrs-5 cells and parental 
CHO-Kl cells are shown in Figure 4.2.5.3. The trends in  the graph suggest that xrs-5 are m ore 
sensitive to the lethal effects of Pvu II than CHO-Kl. H ow ever, the standard  errors of the 
m eans of the three experim ents do overlap, hence more experiments m ust be perform ed before 
any conclusions can be made.
Restiction enzyme concentration (units/ml)
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Figure 4.2.5.2: T he effect of various concentrations E coR l and  P vu I I  on the 
surviving fraction (log scale) of the V79-4 cells. The results represent the m ean of 
th ree in d ep en d en t experim ents and the vertical lines rep resen t the standard  
errors of the mean.
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Figure 4.2.5.3: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu I I  on  tlie surv iv ing  
fraction of C H O -K l and xrs-5  cells. The data of bo th  graphs rep resen t the m ean 
of th ree ind ep en d en t experim ents and  the vertical lines rep resen t the standard  
errors of the mean.
The surviving fraction of the CHO-K l cells im m ediately following trea tm ent w ith  Pvu II 
(generating blunt ends) and EcoRl (generating cohesive termini) are show n in Figure 4.2.5.4.
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Figure 4.2.5.4; The effect of various concentrations of P vu II  and E coR l on  tire 
su rv iv ing  fraction  of C H O -K l cells. The data  rep resen ts  the  m ean  of th ree 
in d ep en d en t experim ents and  the vertical lines represen t the standard  error of 
the m ean.
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Treatm ent of Chinese ham ster CHO-K l, V79-4 and  xrs-5 cells w ith  purified RE produced a 
reduction in  the cell viability. Obe et al. (1986) found that treatm ent of V79-4 cells w ith Alu
I  (blunt-ended dsb) caused a reduction in the viability of cells b u t no obvious dose response 
relationship was observed. Giaccia et al. (1990) however, found a close correlation betw een 
the concentration of Alu I  and the reduction in viability of CHO-16B33 cells and in the X-ray 
sensitive XR-1 cell line. Experim ents ou tlined in this C hapter illustrate that treatm ent of 
CHO-K l cells and xrs-5 cells w ith Pvu II produced a decrease in  the surviving fraction which 
appeared  to be linearly  related to the RE concentration. Kinashi et ah, (1992) also found a 
sim ilar response w ith  CHO-Kl cells electroporated w ith Pvu II. The dsb repair deficient xrs- 
5 cell line appeared to be m ore sensitive to the lethal effects Pvu II than the CHO-Kl cells. 
The overlapping standard  error bars however, do suggest that m ore experim ents, perhaps at 
higher RE doses, m ust be perform ed before any conclusions can be draw n. EcoRl produced a 
greater reduction in the surviving fraction in the V79-4 cells than the Pvu II. This is surprising 
since it is w idely believed that cohesive-ended dsb are m ore effectively repaired than  blunt 
ended  dsb. For CH O -K l there  app eared  to be little correlation  betw een  the E co R l  
concentration and  the reduction in the cell surviving fraction. Giaccia et al. (1990) found that 
Sau3a (producing cohesive termini) was less effective at reducing the surviving fraction than 
Alu I . This was also observed by Kinashi et a l, (1992). These RE cut at the sam e nucleotide 
sequence. However, analytical pulse field gel electrophoresis analysis of the DNA suggested 
that the Sau 3A  p roduced less dsb in vivo than Alu I per un it concentration (Giaccia et a l,  
1990).
Figures 4.2.5.S, 4.2.S.6 and  4.2.S.7 show the effects of various concentrations of RE on the 
m utation  frequency a t the tk and the hprt loci in  the different Chinese ham ster cell lines. 
Figure 4.2.5.5 shows the effect of varying concentrations of Pvu II and  EcoRl on the m utation 
frequency at the hprt locus in  the V79-4 cell line. The graph indicates that in V79-4 cells, at 
the hprt locus, an d  at the doses stud ied , the tw o different enzym es p roduce a sim ilar 
m utational response. Figure 4.2.5,6 shows the effect of various different concentrations of Pvu
II and  EcoRl upon  the induction  of m utations at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells. The data 
suggests that in the CHO-K l cell line, Pvu II is substantially m ore effective at producing 
m utations at the tk locus than EcoRl. Figure 4.2.5.7 compares the effects of various different 
concentrations of Pvu II on the m utation frequency at the tk locus in the CHO-Kl and the xrs-5 
cell lines. The frequency of induced m utations is higher per un it of Pvu II in CHO-Kl cells 
than  in the xrs-5  cells. F igure 4.2.5.S (a) show s the re la tionship  betw een the surviving 
fraction (linear scale) and the induced m utation frequency at the tk locus in  the xrs-5 and the 
CH O -K l cell lines. The relationship betw een surviving fraction and  the induced  m utation  
frequency at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells as a result of Pvu II and EcoRl treatm ent is show n in 
Figure 4.2.5.S (b).
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Figure 4.2.5.5: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu II  and EcoR l on the 
induced m utation frequency at the hprt locus in  the V79-4 cell line. Each poin t on 
the graph represents the m ean of tlrree independen t experim ents and tlie vertical 
lines represen t the standard error of the m ean.
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4.2.5.6; The effect of d ifferen t concentrations of the restriction enzym e Pvu II  and 
EcoRl on the m ean induced  m utation  frequency at the tk  locus in  the CH O -K l 
cell line. Each p o in t represents the m ean  of three in d ep en d en t experim ents and 
the vertical lines rep resen t the standard  error of the m ean. W here error bars are 
not seen tire standard error is too small to be observed.
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Figure 4.2.5.7: The effect of various concentrations of Pvu I I  on the m ean induced 
m utation  frequency at the tk  locus in  the xrs-5 cell line and  the paren tal CHO- 
K l cell line. The resu lts rep resen t the m ean of tliree in d ep en d en t experim ents. 
The vertical lines rep resen t the s tandard  error of the m ean. W here standard  
error bars can no t be seen, tlie standard error is too small to be observed.
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Figure 4.2.5.S (a): The re la tionship  betw een  the m ean surviving fraction and the 
m ean induced m utation  frequency at the tk  locus in  Pvu I I  treated CH O -K l cells 
and xrs-5 cells, (b) Show s the re la tionship  betw een the m ean surviving fraction 
and the m ean  induced  m utation  frequency in  Pvu I I  and  EcoRl treated V79-4 
cells. N ote th a t in  bo th  Figures the surviving fraction is draw n on a linear scale.
(This is because on a log scale tlie difference betw een the relationships w ould  not 
be observed so clearly).
At the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells Pvu II was show n to be more effective at inducing m utations 
than EcoRl, which produced little increase in the m utation frequency above the background 
(Figure 4.2.5.6). Similar results w ere also reported  by Singh (1991) and Singh and  Bryant 
(1991) who used electroporation as the m ethod of introducing RE into the cell.
Figure 4.2.5.2 suggests that EcoRl causes m ore cell death  per un it dose in V79-4 cells than Pvu 
II. Pvu II and EcoRl produced sim ilar frequencies of induced m utations at the hprt locus per
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unit dose (Figure 4.2.5.S) but, at equitoxic doses Pvu II appeared to be m ore effective (Figure 
4.2.5.8(b)).
Bryant (1984) and  Costa et al., (1993) suggested that there are m any different factors which 
effect the response of cells to RE treatm ent. These include the frequency and  the locations at 
which the RE cleaves the DNA. N uclear organisation m ay also play a role exposing specific 
parts of the genom e, m aking them  susceptible to the endonucleolytic activities of the RE 
while o ther regions of the genom e rem ain  protected. The locus of in terest m ay also be 
im portan t and  the selective constraints upon  that particular locus m ay also effect the final 
observations. For example, Alu I  was show n to be an effective inducer of m utations at the tk 
locus in CHO-Kl cells (Singh, 1991), at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells (Obe et al., 1986) and  at 
the gtp  locus in the Chinese ham ster cell line PL61/1 (Costa et ah, 1993). However, Alu I  was 
show n to be ineffective in  the induction of m utations a t the Na+/K+ ATpase locus in V79-4 
cells (Obe et al., 1986). This provides evidence that the locus of interest is also a determ ining 
factor w hen one considers the effects of RE. The ATpase locus does not tolerate deletion 
m utations. It is possible that aberran t DNA repair som etim es leads to the form ation of 
deletion m utations.
Evidence suggests that isoschizom ers som etim es produce different survival and  m utation 
induction  response (Kinashi et al., 1992; Costa et al., 1993). These response appeared  to be 
dependent upon  the longevity of the enzym e (Costa et ah, 1993). Enzymes whose activity is 
lost after approxim ately one hour do not cause a large am ount of cell death  but, are m ore 
efficient inducers of m utations than enzym es w ith high longevity w hich produce a greater 
decrease in  the cell viability.
Perhaps the m ost surprising result of all was that the induced tk m utation frequency per unit 
Pvu II concentration was less in the xrs-5 cell line than in the parental CHO-Kl cell line. 
This is especially surprising since xrs-5 cells were shown to be hyperm utable at the tk locus 
w hen treated w ith X-rays. The data concerning the surviving fraction of xrs-5 per unit dose 
how ever suggests th a t xrs-5 cells are m ore sensitive to the lethal effects of Pvu II than  the 
paren tal CHO -K l cell line. Costa and  Bryant (1990) show ed using  non denatu ring  filter 
elution, that Pvu II was effective a t inducing dsb in CHO-Kl cells. The observation that the 
xrs-5 cell line is not hyperm utable at the tk locus following treatm ent w ith Pvu II m ay be 
related to the type of dsb produced. Radiation produces a m ixture of 'clean' and 'd irty ' dsb, 
the majority of the breaks how ever are 'd irty '. Pvu II treatm ent produces only clean breaks. It 
is possible that the xrs-5 is deficient in the 'enzym atic cleaning' of the d irty  dsb. Recent 
evidence (Taccioli et ah, 1994) suggests that the xrs-6 cell line, another X-ray sensitive 
daughter cell line of the CH O -K l, w hich is in the same com plem entation group as xrs-5, is 
deficient in  a pro tein  w hich is hom ologous to the ku  pro tein  in  hum ans. This protein is a
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heterodim er which is m ade up of the ku70 and kuSO gene products. These then join together to 
produce a DNA dependen t protein kinase, which binds to the free ends of double stranded 
DNA and is believed also to play a p art in genetic recom bination. M ateos et al., (1994) 
reported  that the xrs-5 cells were not deficient in  DNA repair w hen treated w ith gam m a 
radiation a t the G2  phase of the cell cycle, how ever during G% the neutral filter elution data 
suggested that breaks w ere not as efficiently repaired. It is possible that there is m ore than 
one m echanism  of DNA repair, one w hich is responsible for DNA repair in G i and another 
w hich is active in  G 2 . R ecom bination in  the G% stage of the cell cycle w ould  involve 
hom ologous chrom osom es w here as recom bination at the G2  stage of the cell cycle may 
involve sister chrom atids on the same chromosome. Therefore, for hom ologous recombination 
to occur in G% the hom ologous segments of the chromosomes m ust be in close proximity. The 
nuclear organisation of the xrs-5 cells is believed to be different to that of the parental CHO- 
K l cells (Yasui et al., 1991). In xrs-5 cells the topographical d istribu tion  of the hom ologous 
regions of the chromosomes w ithin the nucleus may make recombination betw een homologous 
segments of DNA unlikely.
4.3.3 Summary
SLO poration  treatm ent caused a slight reduction in the m ean plating efficiency how ever, 
this decrease was no t show n to be significant. SLO also caused an  increases in the m ean 
m utation  frequency a t the tk locus in  CHO-Kl cells and xrs-5 cells and  at the hprt locus in 
V79-4 cells. In  m utation  assays it is advisable to have the m inim um  background m utation 
frequency. This becomes especially im portan t w hen m utant cells are isolated for m olecular 
analysis as in C hap ter 5. Low ering the background m utation  frequency increases the 
probability of the isolated m utation  having been the result of the m utagen treatm ent rather 
than the result of spontaneous changes in the DNA or induced by the poration treatm ent. 
Cells were porated  while suspended in different buffers in an attem pt to find a buffer which 
reduced the m utagenic effect of SLO poration. The buffers used d id  little to reduce the m ean 
background m utation frequency, indeed in some cases it actually increased it. Hence, during 
the RE poration treatm ent the standard  HBSS buffer was used to suspend the cells. EcoRl was 
m ore effective at inducing  cell dea th  th an  Pvu II in V79-4 cells. This w as su rprising  as 
evidence suggests (Bryant, 1984; 1988; 1989) that it is the b lun t-ended  dsb  w hich are 
responsible for m any of the cellular effects of radiation. In CH O-K l cells a decrease in the 
surviving fraction of cells was seen w ith increasing Pvu II concentration, bu t in cells treated 
w ith  EcoRl, there appeared  to be little correlation between the RE dose and  the surviving 
fraction. The m ean surviving fraction per unit Pvu II was slightly less for xrs-5 cells than for 
CH O-K l cells, b u t the difference w as only slight. M ore experim ents need to be perform ed 
before any firm conclusions can be draw n. Pvu II and EcoRl were equally effective at inducing 
m utations at the hprt locus in V79-4 cells. However, at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells, EcoRl
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produced  little effect on the m utation  frequency above background. Pvu II in  contrast was 
show n to be highly m utagenic at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells. This observation cannot be 
attributed to the frequency of enzym e cutting, as EcoRl has been show n to have m ore cutting 
sites w ith in  the Chinese ham ster tk gene than Pvu II (Lewis, 1986). W hen treated w ith Pvu 
II xrs-5 cells were found to hypom utable at the tk locus as com pared to CHO-Kl cells, w hen 
treated w ith equal am ounts of Pvu II. This is a surprising result as xrs-5 have been show n to 
be deficient in the repair of dsb. This observation has yet to be explained.
Chapter 5
M olecular analysis of hprt- m utants using  the 
Polym erase Chain Reaction
An explorer entering new territory does not start by making a plan of 
the first village and extending it in excruciating detail until the 
whole country is covered. Instead he picks out the major landmarks 
and leaves the detailed map until later, when he knows what is 
likely to be interesting.
- Steven Jones, The Language of the Genes.
5.1.1 Introduction
Dsb are believed to be the major cause of chromosom e aberrations and  m utational deletions. 
Restriction enzym es w hich induce b lunt-ended DNA dsb have been show n to increase the 
frequency of chromosom e and chrom atid aberrations (Bryant, 1988; 1989; Bryant and Christie, 
1989; Moses et al., 1990). Therefore blunt-ended dsb m ay be expected to be the major cause of 
large m utational DNA deletions. Over 70% of m utations induced by radiation treatm ent are 
the result of gross DNA changes, such as gene deletions and  rearrangem ents which can be 
identified by Southern blot and  PCR analysis. Evidence shows that treatm ent of cells w ith 
certain restriction enzym es also increases the m utation frequency (Obe et a l, 1986; Singh, 
1991; Singh and  Bryant, 1991; K inashi et ah, 1992; Costa et a l, 1993; Tatsum i-M iyajim a et 
a l,  1993; Ashraf et a l,  1993). H ow ever, the nature of these m utations has not, as yet been 
stud ied  in  great detail. It has been observed that radiation induced DNA deletion m utations 
are no t random ly  d istribu ted  th ro u g h o u t the m am m alian genom e (Thacker et a l, 1990; 
A g h am o h am m ad i et a l, 1992). If it is the dsb w hich is responsible for the loss of large
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segm ents of the DNA molecule, it m ight be expected that a large proportion of the m utations 
generated by restriction endonucleases in porated  cells will be deletions. However, it has also 
been observed (see C hapter 4) that the SLO cell poration treatm ent itself induces m utations 
at both the tk locus and the hprt locus in Chinese ham ster cells. It is therefore also necessary 
to ascertain the types of m utations caused as a result of the poration treatm ent in addition to 
those induced by radiation and restriction enzyme treatment.
In this C hapter experim ents are described in  w hich V79-4 cells w hich w ere deficient in hprt 
enzym e activity were isolated. Some of the m utations w ere spontaneously induced, others 
w ere the result of treatm ent w ith  gam m a radiation, SLO, electroporation and  Pvu II using 
either SLO or electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration . The Pvu II induced hprt' 
m utations (which used electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration) w ere isolated by Singh 
(1991). Genomic DNA from  these m utan t cells w as isolated and PCR was used to screen the 
hprt gene for deletions w ithin the exon DNA sequences. The absence of a PCR product was 
used as an indication of the presence of a molecular deletion.
5.1.2 Molecular analysis of DNA by PCR deletion screening
a) The Principle of the Polymerase Chain Reaction
In 1983, Mullis struck upon an  idea which involved the m anipulation of the DNA replication 
m achinery. A lthough the idea itself was conceptually sim ple it has come to revolutionise 
m olecular biology. From  a single DNA strand  the "Polymerase C hain Reaction (PCR) can 
generate hundreds of thousands of sim ilar molecules in the space of an  afternoon" (Mullis, 
1990). PCR is an  in vitro DNA am plification technique allow ing the selected sequences of 
interest to be am plified in large quantities in  a relatively short period of time.
The principle of PCR is very sim ple and  is described in Figure 5 .1.2.1. The double stranded 
DNA molecule is heated to 94°C. At this point the hydrogen bonds holding the double helix 
together are broken and the DNA becomes single stranded. The m ixture is rapidly cooled to 
the tem perature w hich is optim um  for the form ation of hydrogen bonds betw een the single 
stranded  prim er DNA molecules and  the DNA of interest. Following prim er annealing the 
sam ple tem perature is slightly  raised, this is to allow the polym erase to copy the DNA 
molecule*. Once copied the new  DNA is heat denatured  and  the PCR cycle begins again. 
Often up  to 40 cycles are perform ed. This provides enough DNA for molecular analysis.
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Figure 5.1.2.1: The princip le  of the PCR reaction (diagram  redraw n from  Read, 
1990), The diagram  illustra tes how  from  a single D N A  m olecule thousands of 
copies of the DNA sequence of interest can be produced.
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The early  PCR reactions used the "Klenow" polym erase w hich is a heat sensitive enzyme, 
consequently new  polym erase had to be added  following each heat dénaturation  step. Since 
the isolation and  the purifica tion  of a heat stable polym erase from  the therm ophilic 
bacteria Thermus aquaticus this expensive and m onotonous step has become unnecessary. The 
prim ers are oligonucleotides of betw een 18 and 30 bases long and are hom ologous to the 3' 
flanking end of the target sequence on each of the hom ologous DNA strands. A m inim um  
oligonucleotide length  is necessary to ensure specificity of the DNA binding. It is also 
im portant that there is as little com plem entary overlap betw een the oligonucleotide prim ers 
as possible. This reduces the probability of prim er-dim er artefact production. This is w hen 
one prim er is extended over the other by the polymerase. The cycle num bers, the tem peratures 
and  the tim es of incubation are dependent upon  the characteristics of the prim ers (eg) the 
length of the nucleotide sequence of the DNA being am plified. The dénatu ration  and the 
annealing times are usually  around  30 seconds and the extension tim e is approxim ately 1 
m inute per kilobase of target DNA. Usually there is an  extended incubation time of 2 m inutes 
per Kb at the end of the reaction to allow any partially amplified sequences to be completed. 
(M cPherson, 1993). The reaction buffer provides the optim um  conditions for the polymerase. 
It contains non ionic detergent w hich is necessary to obtain m axim um  processivity of the 
enzyme, that is the m axim um  length of sequence that a single DNA polym erase will copy at 
any one time. Also added is a solution containing m agnesium  ions. M agnesium  is the cofactor 
required for the DNA polym erase to be active.
The polym erase chain reaction has m any applications from  archaeological to prenatal 
diagnosis. It allows sim ple and  rapid  DNA analysis, enabling the scanning of the DNA for 
m olecular deletions to be perform ed w ith  relative ease. It is however, lim iting in the sense 
that it can only scan for large genetic deletion m utations in genes which are present in a single 
copy in the genom e interest. Small changes of a few base pairs in length will go unnoticed. 
Providing the sequences flanking the exons of a particular gene are know n the protein-coding 
exon DNA can be selectively am plified in large quantities. The PCR products are ru n  on an 
agarose electrophoresis gel and the coding regions of the gene screened for deletions by absent 
o r altered sizes of the PCR products.
b) The use of the Polymerase Chain Reaction to amplify the hprt exons 
PCR prim ers, as designed by Rossiter et al. (1991) were synthesised by the departm ent of 
Biochemistry, University of St. A ndrew s (prim er DNA sequences given below). These were 
used for the PCR reactions described in this C hapter. Figure 5.1.2.2 show s a m ap of the 
Chinese ham ster hprt gene showing the position of the exon sequences along the gene.
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Figure S.1.2.2; A m ap of the C hinese ham ster hprt gene, show ing the positions of 
the exons (the vertical bars) in  re la tion  to the in tronic sequences. The distances 
betw een  the exons are d raw n approxim ately to  scale (redraw n from  R ossiter et 
aU  1991)
Figure 5.1.2.3 shows the DNA sequences of the PCR prim ers used in the PCR am plification of 
the C hinese h am ste r h p rt exon DN A . P re lim in ary  exp erim en ts show ed  th a t the 
am plification of exon 1 was unreliable, therefore exon 1 was not routinely screened in the 
series of experim ents to be described in  this C hapter. The sizes of the PCR am plification 
products and  the exons wliich they am plified are shown in Table 5.1.2.1.
Primer 2a: 5 'AGC TTA TGC TCT G AT TTG A AA TCA GCT G 3'
Primer 2b: 5' ATT AAG ATC TTA CTT ACC TGT CCA TAA TC 3'
Primer 3a: 5' CCG TGA TTT TAT TTT TGT AGG ACT GAA AG 3'
Primer 3b: 5' AAT GAA TTA TAG TTA CAC ACT AGC TCT TC 3'
Primer 4a: 5' GTG TAT TCA AG A ATA TGC ATG TAA ATC ATG 3'
Primer 4b: 5' CAA GTG AGT GAT TGA AAG CAC ACT TAC 3'
Primer 5a: 5' A AC ATA TGG GTC AAA TAT TCT TTC TAA TAG 3'
Primer 5b: 5' CGC TTA CCT ATA GTA TAC ACT AAG CTG 3'
Primer 6 a: 5 'TTA CCA CTT ACC ATT AAA TAC CTCTTTTC 3'
Primer 6b: 5' CTA CTT TAA AAT GGC ATA CAT ACC TTG C 3'
Primer 7a: 5 'GTA ATA TTT TGT AAT TAA CAG CTT GCT GG 3'
Primer 7b: 5' TCA GTC TGG TCA AAT GAC GAG GTG C 3'
Primer 9a: 5' CAA TTC TCT AAT GTT GCT CTT ACC TCT C 3 
Primer 9b: 5' CAT GCA GAG TTC TAT AAG AGA CAG TCC 3'
Figure 5.1.2.3; The base sequences of the oligonucleotide prim ers used in  the PCR 
am plification of the hprt exons in  die Chinese ham ster genom e (sequences taken 
from  Rossiter et al., 1991).
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Primers pairs exon(s) amplified Size of PCR product
2a& 2b exon 2 166 bp
3a & 3b exon 3 220 bp
4a & 4b exon 4 191 bp
5a & 5b exon 5 247 bp
6a &c 6b exon 6 145 bp
7a&7b exons 7 & 8 423 bp
9a&9b exon 9 734 bp.
Table 5.1.2.1 The sizes of tlie PCR products of the Chinese hamster hprt gene.
Notice that exons 7 and 8 were amplified as one PCR product, that is exon 7 and 8 
and the intervening intron were amplified together (data was taken from 
Rossiter et al., 1991).
5.1,3 Chapter Aims
This C hap ter explains the induction  an d  isolation  of V79-4 hprt " m utations an d  the 
m olecular analysis of these m utants by PCR deletion screening. These isolated m utants were 
e ither spon taneously  generated , p rod u ced  by 4Gy gam m a irrad ia tio n , SLO pora tion , 
e lec troporation o r by Pvu II trea tm ent using SLO as the m ethod of cell poration. Also 
analysed w ere a series of hprt ' m utants isolated by Singh (1991). These were induced by Pvu 
II  using electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration. The advantage of PCR is that it is 
rap id  and  does not use radioactive isotopes unlike m ore conventional techniques such as 
Southern blotting.
5.2 Methods and Results
5.2.1 Amplifying the hprt gene by PCR
The PCR reaction w as carried ou t on DNA isolated from  V79-4 hprt " m u tan t cells. The 
m ethod of m utation  induction and  isolation are described in the appropriate  sections. The 
PCR reaction mix contained the following constituents:
5pl PCR reaction buffer (10 x concentrate, BRL)
O.Spl of lOmM stock of dATP (BRL)
0.5pl of lOmM stock of dGTP (BRL)
0.5|il of lOmM stock of dCTP (BRL).
0.5pl of lOmM stock of dTTP (BRL)
200ng of DNA sam ple
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400nm of each of the required prim ers
O.lpl of 5 u n its /|il stock of taq polym erase (BRL)
Sterile distilled w ater w as added  to produce a final volum e of SOpl, then SOpl of m ineral oil 
(Sigma) w as layered over the surface. This was to prevent evaporation of the w ater at the 
high dénaturation  and  am plification tem peratures. Exons 3, 5 and 9 were am plified together 
in the same reaction. The reaction conditions are show n below:
( 94°C, 4.5 minutes) 1 cycle
( 60°C, 50 seconds; 72°C, 2  minutes; 94°C, 30 seconds) 29 cycles.
( 60°C, 60 seconds; 72°C, 7 minutes; 4°C, 30 minutes ) 1 cycle.
Exons 2, 4, 6, and  7&8 were am plified together in the same reaction. The reaction condition 
w ere as follows:
( 94°C, 1 minute; 58°C, 1 minute; 70°C, 7 minute) 30 cycles 
( 94°C, 5 minutes; 70°C, 13 m inutes ) 1 cycle 
The PCR reactions w ere carried o u t in  a Techne Therm al Cycler (PCH-3) and  the PCR 
products stored at 4°C until analysis. The PCR products were analysed by gel electrophoresis. 
The agarose gel was m ade by dissolving 3g of ultra pure agarose (BRL) in 100ml of 1 x tris- 
borate buffer (TBE) by microwave heating. The gel was allowed to set in the electrophoresis 
tray w ith the appropriate sized combs. TBE was m ade up  as a 10 x concentrated solution and 
dilu ted  just before use. The com position of the TBE buffer is as follows: 216g tris-base (BDH), 
llO g boric acid (BDH) and 18.6g EDTA (BDH) dissolved in tw o litres of sterile distilled 
w ater. 2pl of the brom ophenol so lu tion  (50mM EDTA, 0.2% SDS, 50% glycerol, 0.05% 
brom ophenol tracking dye) was added  to 18jil of the PCR products and then loaded onto the 
gel. The gel was run  at 40 volts for 6-10 hours in the TBE electrophoresis buffer. The gel was 
viewed under ultra violet light. W here absent PCR products were recorded, the PCR reaction 
was repeated at least two m ore times. This was to reduce the chances of getting false negative 
results.
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Figure 5.2.1.1: (a) Shows the results of agarose gel electrophoresis of the PCR 
amplification products of exons 3,5  and 9 in selected hprt ~ mutants and in (b) an 
agarose electrophoresis gel of the products of PCR amplification of exons 2, 4, 6 
and 7&8 in selected hprt ' mutants.
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5.2.2 Spontaneously induced hprt " mutations
Passage cells of V79-4 w hich were m aintained in non selective M EM /PCS were trypsinized 
an d  counted. A pproxim ately  200 cells w ere placed in  each 25cm^ flask (20 flasks) and  
incubated (passaging w hen required) for approxim ately 10 days. The cells were transferred to 
75cm^ tissue cu lture flasks and cu ltured for approxim ately three weeks (passaging w hen 
required). The cells w ere then trypsinized, counted and plated  at a concentration of 10^ per 
90mm tissue culture plate in 6 -TG selective medium.
A stainless steel p ipe of internal d iam eter approxim ately 0.5cm w as cut into segm ents of 
approxim ately 1cm thick to form m any small rings. The upper surface of the rings were coated 
w ith  silicon grease an d  the lubricated  rings sterilised by autoclaving. Tw eezers w ere 
sterilised by soaking in  absolute alcohol for a m inim um  of 15 m inutes. The tissue culture 
plates containing the m utan t colonies w ere w ashed w ith sterile phosphate  buffer pH  6.4 
(Gurr) to rem ove any unattached  cells. Using the sterile tw eezers the steel 'trysinization ' 
rings w ere inverted and placed over the m utan t colony, i.e. the silicon grease face dow n, 
sealing the ring to the plate. The m utants isolated were selected at random , as it is also 
believed that large colonies, w ould  be m ore striking than the sm aller colonies and  that 
colonies of different sizes m ay be produced  by cells containing different types of genetic 
m utations (Yandell et ah, 1986; Moore et ah, 1985a; 1985b). Only one m utant per independent 
trea tm en t w as iso lated . This w as to ensu re  that the m u ta tions iso lated  h ad  arisen  
independently . Each of the selected colonies w ere rinsed twice w ith  lOOpl of trypsin/ED TA  
solution and incubated at 37°C for 6  m inutes in a hum idified incubator. lOOpl of MEM/ECS 
m edium  was transferred and pipetted  up  and dow n several times. The cell suspension was 
added  to a 75cm^ flask w ith 15ml of M E M /E C S/6 -TG selective m edium . The culturing in  
M E M /FC S /6 TG m edium  was to prevent spontaneous reversion of the m utant cells while in 
culture. The DNA was isolated from  the m utant cells and  the DNA concentration and purity  
m easured (as described in Chapter 2).
The PCR reactions w ere carried ou t as described in Section 5.2.1 and the PCR amplification 
products ru n  on a 3% agarose electrophoresis gel. The PCR products of the hprt '  m utant DNA 
was com pared w ith the products of the hprt V79-4 DNA and any differences recorded. The 
m utan t cells and  the isolated DNA were labelled w ith a laboratory code. The nom enclature 
of this code m ay to some seem som ewhat b izarre however, from  the code data, the person who 
isolated the m utant, the way in which the m utation was induced and the poration technique 
can be identified. In some, the experim ent num ber is also indicated. The prefix K indicates 
that the m utants w ere isolated by m yself (Kim) and the prefix B indicates that they were 
orig inally  isolated by D r Baldev Singh. SP tells that the m utations w ere spontaneously
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induced  an d  R (w ithout the prefix K) that m utan t cells w ere induced by 4Gy of gam m a 
radiation. In the KS cells the m utations were induced by the SLO treatm ent and in the KE 
cells by electroporation. All hprt ~ m utant cells isolated by Singh (1991) were Pvu II induced 
using electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration. KA represents a code for Pvu II induced 
m utations w here SLO was the m ethod of cell poration.
M utant
code
Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7&8 Exon 9
K S P l + + + + + + +
K S P 2 + ■f + + + + +
K SP3 + + + + + + +
K SP4 + H- + + + + +
K SP5 + 4- + + + 4- +
K S P 6 + + + + + 4- +
K SP7 + + + + 4- 4- +
K S P 8 + ■f + + 4* 4* +
Table 5.2.2.1; The resu lts  of PCR dele tion  screening of hprt " sp o n tan eo u sly  
in d u ced  V79-4 m u tan ts . In  a ll of th e  iso la ted  m u tan ts  there  w as a fu ll  
com plement of exon PCR amplification products present.
The results of PCR deletion screening of the spontaneously induced hprt ' V79-4 m utants 
(K SPl-8 ) are show n in Table 5.2.2.1. N one of the eight spontaneously  generated  hprt ' 
m utants isolated and analysed had absent PCR products. It was therefore assum ed that there 
w as no large scale DNA loss w ith in  the hprt coding regions of the m utan t cells. This is 
consistent w ith the results obtained by other workers. M utations occurring spontaneously at 
the hprt locus in the V79-4 cell line have been show n to be p redom inan tly  sm all scale 
changes that are not usually  detected by Southern analysis or PCR (Xu et al., 1989; Thacker 
and  Ganesh, 1989; A gham oham m adi et al., 1992). Similar results w ere also obtained w ith 
hum an cell lines at the hp rt locus (M onnat, 1989; Papadopoulo et al., 1990; H ou et a l, 1993; 
M orris et a l, 1993) and  in in vivo derived hprt '  lym phocytes (Nicklas et a l,  1987). These 
results support the idea that a large proportion of the spontaneous m utations are the result of 
base substitu tions or sm all deletions. H ow ever, the possibility that the isolated m utants 
analysed as p a r t of this research, have large scale deletions ou tside  the genetic region 
studied, for example upstream  of exon 2  or in the intronic regions cannot be ignored.
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5.2.3 The isolation of independently derived radiation induced hprt ~ V79-4 
mutants.
The V79-4 cells w ere d ilu ted  to a low  num bers (1000 cells per 75cm^ treatm ent flask) and 
grow n for several days until confluent. This dilution procedure was designed to reduce the 
possibility of spontaneous m utations in the cell population  (M organ et ah, 1990). The cells 
w ere then trypsinized and  dilu ted  to 0.5 x 10^ per flask and  incubated for 24 hours prior to 
treatm ent w ith  4 Gy gam m a radiation. Following irradiation the cells w ere incubated for 5 
days an d  then p la ted  at a concentration of 10^ per 90mm tissue culture plate in selective 
M EM /FCS/6-TG  m edium  and  placed in  a hum idified incubator at 37°C for 10-14 days. The 
m utan t colonies were rem oved from  the plate and  cultured as described in Section 5.2.2. The 
DNA was extracted from  the m utan t cells as described in C hapter 2. The results of the PCR 
deletion screening experim ents of the DNA of radiation induced hprt ' m utants are show n in 
Table 5.2.3.I.
The results show n in Table 5.2.3.1 show  that at approxim ately one th ird  of the gam m a 
rad ia tion  induced  hprt ~ V79-4 m utants analysed were the result of DNA deletions. This is 
suggested by the absence of PCR am plification products in  5 out of the 16 isolated radiation 
induced m utants. Point m utations w hich d isru p t the annealing of the PCR prim ers to the 
hom ologous sequence on the genomic DNA could also result in the absence of PCR products. 
Such events how ever, are likely to be exceptionally rare (A gham oham m adi et ah, 1990) and 
w ere considered to be unlikely. Hence, absence of PCR products was used to indicate a DNA 
deletion event. The KRAD m utan t cell line had no PCR am plification products suggesting 
that the w hole or the m ajority of the hprt gene had  been deleted. The hprt m u tan t R30S4 
had  absent am plification products for exons 2, 3 and 4 and  R llA  had  absent am plification 
products of exons 2 ,3 ,4 ,6  and 7&8. M utants RIOC had lost exons 5 and 9 and m utant R26S1 had 
lost exon 3. Thacker (1986) suggested that 70% of the m utations induced by radiation were the 
resu lt of DNA deletion events. A pproxim ately one th ird  of the m utan ts analysed in this 
series of experim ents are likely to be as a result of DNA deletion events. It is how ever, 
possible that deletions occurred in the intronic regions of some of these m utants, bu t not in  the 
exonic regions hence, the deletion  m u tan ts  still p roduced  a full com plem ent of PCR 
am plification products. Loss of intronic DNA sequences may effect splice sites or other mRNA 
processing events. The DNA deletion frequency m ay be related to the type of radiation and 
the dose used to induce m utations. Evidence suggests that different rad iation  doses m ay 
p roduce different proportions of different types of m utations (W haley and Little, 1990). For 
exam ple h igh LET rad ia tion  m ay be m ore effective at inducing  deletions than low  LET 
rad ia tion  and  high doses m ay be m ore effective than  low doses. H ow ever, M organ et ah, 
(1990) found that 69% of the hprt m utations induced by 4Gy of X-rays, and  analysed by
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Southern blots w ere w hole gene deletions and  a further 24% had altered banding patterns. 
E nvironm ental conditions such as hum id ity  and  air quality , beyond the control of the 
experim enter will vary from  laboratory to laboratory. These variations m ay be responsible 
for som e of the variations observed betw een different laboratories.
M utant
code
Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7&8 Exon 9
KRAD* - - - - - - -
RlOA + + + + + + +
RIOC* + + - + + -
R llA * - - - + - - +
RU B + + + + + + +
R llC + + + + + + +
R llD + + + + + + +
R26S1* + - + + + + +
R26S2 + + + + + + +
R13S2 + + + + + + +
R13S3 + + + + + + +
R13S4 + + + + + + +
R3GS1 + + + + + + +
R30S2 + + + + + + 4-
R30S3 + + + + + + 4-
R30S4* - - - + + + 4-
Table S.2.3.1: The results of PCR deletion screening experiments on Radiation 
induced V79-4 hprt " mutants. The * indicate mutant cells with deletions.
Isolation of m utant colonies from  tissue culture plates is not 100% efficient. Only about 60% of 
the isolated colonies grew  and  proliferated w hen transferred to flasks. The failure ra te m ay 
vary betw een laboratories depend ing  up o n  the m akeup of the trypsin  solution  and  the 
plastics m anufacturer. It m ay be dependent upon  the technique used to rem ove the m utant 
colony from  the plates, trysin ization  is perhaps m ore efficient than  scraping the m utan t 
colony off the plate w ith sterile tweezers. It is possible that the grow th failure rate is linked 
to the presence of large genetic changes (Moore et al., 1985a; 1985b). This w ould explain some 
of the differences in the proportions of m u tan t cells w ith  DNA deletions observed. The 
sam ple size of the rad ia tion  induced m utants w ith  deletions is too sm all for any pattern  
concerning deletion distribution along the gene to be observed. H owever, Xu et ah, (1989) and 
Thacker et a l, (1990) in Chinese ham ster cells and H ou et a l, (1993) in hum an cells observed
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that deletions w ere m ore likely to occur in the 3' end of the gene than  at the 5' end. There 
have been several theories proposed to explain these observations. It has been suggested 
(M orris et al., 1993) that there could be an  essential gene upstream  of the 5' end of the hprt 
gene. Large deletions extending along this gene w ould result in the cell becom ing inviable 
hence, the m utation  will be lost from  the population. The non random  selection of deletion 
m utations, that is only selection of deletion m utations w hich resu lt in phenotypic change 
could result in  the observed unequal d istribution of deletion m utations along the hprt gene. 
Some deletions in  certain parts of the hprt gene which do not result in phenotypic change, 
will not be identified, only deletions w hich reduce the efficiency or rem ove the hprt gene 
w ould be selected by plating in 6TG selective m edium . There m ay therefore be a population of 
DNA deletions w hich go undetected. It is also possible that deletion m utations are generated 
as a result of non random  events. DNA is precisely packaged w ithin  the nucleus of the cell 
and  the nature of the packaging is dependen t upon  the position of the cell w ith in  the cell 
cycle. Some DNA m ay be packaged tightly w ith in  the m atrix of o ther DNA and  protein 
molecules, thus protected from  the dam age caused by radiation. O ther DNA m ay be m ore 
exposed, m aking it m ore susceptible to both  radiation and accidental enzymatic dam age. The 
DNA packaged around the histone molecule m ay be more protected from the dam age of free 
radicals than the interlinking strands, this is because histones have been show n to be free 
radical scavengers (Ljungman, 1990). The arrangem ent of the DNA into looped dom ains could 
m ean that loss of some DNA sequences are m ore likely to be associated w ith the loss of other 
adjacent sequences (Sankaranarayanan, 1991). Recent evidence also suggests that some parts 
of the gene m ay be preferentially  repaired over other parts (Gao et a l,  1994). Hence, it is 
also possible that non random  repair is responsible for the observed unequal distribution of 
radiation induced deletion m utations along the hprt gene.
5.2.4 Analysis of independent SLO and electroporation induced mutations
The V79-4 cells w ere d ilu ted  to 1000 cells per 75cm^ treatm ent flask and  grow n for several 
days until confluent. The cells were then trypsinized and dilu ted  to 1-3 x 10^ per flask and 
incubated  for 24 hours p rio r to trea tm ent w ith  SLO (as described  in  C hap ter 2) or 
electroporated (as described in  C hapter 4). The cells were incubated for 5 days and  plated at 
a concentration of 10^ per 90mm tissue culture plate in selective M EM /FCS/6-TG m edium . The 
m utan t colonies w ere rem oved from  the tissue culture plate and  cu ltured  as described in  
Section 5.2.2 and  the DNA extracted from  the m utan t cells as described in C hapter 2. The 
resu lts of PCR deletion  screening experim ents on hprt ' SLO induced  m utan t DNA is 
illustrated  in Table 5.2.4.1.
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M utant
code
Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7&8 Exon 9
ICSIA* + - + + + + +
KSIB + + + + + + +
KSID* + + + + + - +
KSIE + + + + + 4" +
KS2A + + + + + 4- +
KS3A + + + + + + +
KS3B* + - + + + + +
KS3C + + + + + + +
KS4A* + + + + + - +
KS4B* + + + + + - +
KS4C* + + + + + - +
KS5B* + + + + + + -
KS5C + + + + + + +
KS2D* + + + + + 4* -
KS20S1* - + - + - - +
KS20S2 + + + + + + +
KS20S3 + + + + + + +
KS20S6 + + + + + + +
KS21S1 + + + + + + +
Table 5.2.4.1; The results of PCR deletion screening on the DNA of hprt ' cells 
which were generated by SLO treatment. PCR analysis showed that 9 of the 19 
mutant DNA samples had absent PCR amplification products. The stars indicate 
Üiat the mutant contains a deletion.
9 of the 19 SLO induced m utations were show n (Table 5.3.4) to have the absence of one or more 
of the PCR am plification products. Despite the small sample size there does appear to be a 
specific trend. 4 out of the 9 SLO induced deletion m utations were show n to contain deletions 
resulting in the absence of the PCR amplification product of exons 7&8. Of the rem aining 5 , 2 
had lost exon 9 alone and 2 had lost exon 3 alone. Only one of the m utants (KS20S1) had lost 
m ore than one PCR amplification product and this mutant, did not produce PCR products from 
exons 2 ,4 ,6  and 7&8.
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M utant Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7 Exon 8
K El + + + + + + +
KE2 + + + + + + +
KE3 + + + + 4- + 4-
Table S.2.4.2: The resu lts of PCR deletion  screening experim ents on hprt ~ V79-4 
cells w hich w ere induced by  the electroporation treatm ent.
Cell poration  produces holes w ith in  the cell m em brane allow ing m aterial to enter into the 
cell by  diffusion. It also allow s in tracellu lar m aterial to diffuse out of the cell, perhaps 
producing perturbations of the intracellular dNTP pools. M attano et al., (1990) observed that 
an  im balance in  the purine dNTP pools produced an elevated m utation frequency a t the hprt 
locus in  hum an T lym phoblasts. The induction of DNA deletion m utations perhaps suggests 
the involvem ent of DNA strand breaks. A lterations in the dNTP pools have been show n to 
result in DNA strand breaks (M attano et a l, 1990 and references therein). N one of the three 
electroporation induced  m utations analysed had  DNA deletions. The effects of the SLO 
solution used in cell poration  on the induction of DNA strand breaks was studied further. 
Incubating Ip g  of the circular pBR322 plasm id in a 50)0.1 d igest for 30 m inutes w ith SLO 
solution to produce final concentrations of 0, 0.05, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.16 and 0.32 u n its /m l 
p roduced  increasing am ounts of the linear version of the p lasm id (Figure 5.2.4.2). This 
suggested  that e ither the SLO itself nicks the  DNA or th a t there are  contam inating  
endonucleases in  the SLO preparations provided  by  the m anufacturer. Incubating 2pg of X 
DNA w ith the above concentrations of SLO does not produce specific bands, the X rem ains 
intact. H ow ever incubation of the X DNA for 18 hours w ith SLO produces a sm ear of DNA 
along the electrophoresis tracts perhaps suggesting exonuclease digestion. This is show n in 
Figure 5.2.4.3. Incubation of pBR322 for prolonged periods of time also produces the gradual 
d is in teg ra tio n  of the DNA. This suggests th a t the s trep to lysin  O p ro v id ed  by the 
m anufacturer and used in cell poration was im pure and contam inated w ith small am ounts of 
exonucleases and other cellular enzymes.
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Figure S.2.4.2: The effect of incubating pBR322 in different concentrations of SLO 
solu tion  for 30 m inu tes. The photograph  is of an agarose electrophoresis gel. 
Notice that as the SLO concentration increases the am ount of the linear form of 
the pBR322 p lasm id also increases.
S L O  (U n its /m l)
Figure S.2.4.3; T he effect of incubating  X DNA w ith  SLO for 18 hours. The 
photograph is of an agarose electrophoresis gel. Note the am ount of sm earing in 
the lanes increases w ith  increasing SLO concentration.
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5.2.5 Analysis of Pvu II Induced mutations using electroporation and SLO 
as the methods of cell poration
The V79-4 cells w ere d ilu ted  to 1000 cells per 75cm^ treatm ent flask and grow n for several 
days until confluent. The cells were then trypsinized and dilu ted  to 1-3 x 10^ per flask and 
incubated for 24 hours prior to treatm ent w ith purified Pvu II using SLO as the m ethod of cell 
poration  (as described in  C hapter 2). 10^ cells were plated on 90mm tissue culture plates (5 
p lates per treatm ent) and  the m u tan t colonies rem oved from  the p late and  cu ltured  as 
described in Section 5.2.2. The DNA was extracted from  the m u tan t cells as described in 
C hapter 2. DNA extracted from  the Pvu II induced m utants isolated by Singh (1991), using 
electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration, were also analysed. The results of the PCR 
deletion screening experim ents on Pvu II induced hprt ~ m utants are show n in Figures 5.2.5.1 
and 5.2.S.2
The distribution  of Pvu II induced deletion m utations (both using electroporation and SLO 
poration) suggest th a t there could perhaps be a clustering of D N A  breakpoints (Figure 
5.3.1.1). 9 of the 14 deletion m utations did not produce the amplification product of exon 2 and 
of these 8, 7 had  exon 3 present. This is interesting as the EMBL data base (which contains 
the exonic sequence data of the Chinese ham ster hprt gene, data deposited by Rossiter, 1990, 
accession num bers of the exons X53073-X53080) indicates that Pvu II has a restriction site in 
the intronic region region betw een exon 1 and 2. This site is in  the region bordering the DNA 
sequence of exon 2. Exon 2 was not lost w ith any noticeable frequency in the isolated SLO or 
the radiation induced hprt '  deletion m utations. The inform ation obtained in the EMBL data 
base does not suggest that there are any other Pvu II restriction sites in or on the intron-exon 
border of any of the other 8 exons. However, the position of the Pvu II sites w ithin the bulk of 
the intronic regions of the hprt gene are not known. W ith the frequent absence of particular 
PCR products and the suggested distribution of deletions it w ould not be surprising to find Pvu 
II sites between and around exons 3 and 4 and between and around exons 5 and 6.
Following enzym e purification (Chapter 2) the restriction enzymes were diluted in the buffer 
HBSS/BSA. The effects of HBSS/BSA on the DNA was studied  using  plasm id pBR322 and 
linear X DNA. Ip g  of pBR322 and 2pg of X DNA were independently  incubated in 50pl of 
HBSS/BSA solution for varying lengths of time. Even after an 18 hour incubation period the 
DNA rem ained intact (Figure 5.2.5.1) and there were no signs of endonuclease or exonuclease 
digestion.
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Mutant
code
Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon6 Exon7&8 Exon 9
B1 + + + 4- 4- 4- 4-
BZ'^ - + - 4- - - 4-
64 + + + 4- 4- 4- 4-
B5 + 4* + 4- 4- 4- 4-
B6 + + + 4- 4" 4- 4-
B7» - - - - 4- 4- -
B8* - + - 4- - 4- 4-
BIO* - - - - - - -
B12* + - + - 4- 4- -
B14 + + + 4- 4- 4- 4-
B15* + + 4- - 4- 4- 4-
B16 + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-
B17 + + + + 4* 4- 4-
B18* + + 4- - 4- 4- 4-
B19 + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-
B21* - + - 4- 4- - 4-
B22 + H- 4- 4- 4- 4- +
B23 + + 4- 4- 4- 4- 4-
B27* + - - - 4- 4- 4-
B26* - + - 4- 4- - 4-
Table 5.2.5.1; The results of PCR deletion screening experim ents perform ed on the 
hprt " V79-4 m utant DNA. The m utants were induced by  Pvu I I  treatm ent using 
electroporation as the m ethod  of cell poration. The m utan ts in  the above table 
w ere iso lated  by  S ingh (1991). 10 of the 19 m u tan t cell lines w ere fo u n d  to 
contain deletions.
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Mutant
code
exon 2 Exon 3 Exon4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7&8 Exon 9
KA1» - + - 4 4 4 4
KA2 + + 4- 4 4 4 4
KA3 + + + 4 4 4 4
KA4* - 4- 4- 4 4 4 4
KA5 + 4- 4- 4 4 4 4
KA6 + 4- 4- 4 4 4 4
KA7» + 4- 4- 4 4 4 -
KA8 + 4- 4 4 4 4 4
KA9» - 4- 4 4 4 - 4
KAIO + 4- 4 4 4 4 4
Table 5.2.S.2: The resu lts of PCR deletion screening on hprt ~ m utants generated 
from  trea tm en t of V79-4 cells w ith  Pvu II using  SLO as the m ethod of cell 
poration . 4 out of the 10 m utan ts analysed were show n to have absent PCR 
am plification products.
kb  ladde
pBR322 0  m in u tes
co n tro l
control
Ominutes
Figure 5.2.5.1: (a) Show s the effect of incubating  pBR322 DNA in HBSS/BSA 
solution for varying lengths of time, (b) shows the effects of incubating X DNA in 
HBSS/BSA for vary ing  leng ths of time. The DNA in all cases rem ains intact, 
there is no  evidence to suggest that the HBSS/BSA contains any contam inating 
endonucleases or exonucleases.
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5.2.6 Analysis of the hprt gene in the CHO-Kl cells and xrs-5 cells
The xrs-5 cell line m aintained in M EM /FCS in this laboratory has been show n to be hprt '  in 
phenotype unlike the M EM /FCS m aintained CHO-Kl and V79-4 cell populations. The hprt 
gene of the CHO-K l, V79-4 and  xrs-5 cell lines was also analysed by PCR deletion screening. 
Genomic DNA was isolated as described in  C hapter 2 from  passage line cells and  the PCR 
reaction perform ed. Table 5.2.6.1 show s the results of the hprt PCR deletion  screening 
experim ent on DNA isolated from  the w ild type CHO-Kl, V79-4 and  xrs-5 cells m aintained 
in the St. A ndrew s laboratory.
W ild  
type Cell 
line
Exon 2 Exon 3 Exon 4 Exon 5 Exon 6 Exon 7&8 Exon 9
V79-4 + + + + + + +
C H O -K l + + + + + + +
xrs-5 + + + + - +
Table 5.3.6.1: The results of PCR deletion  screening experim ents, am plifying the 
exons of the genom ic D N A  of the w ild  type cell lines m ain ta ined  in  the St. 
A ndrew s laboratory . N otice th a t the w ild  type C H O -K l and  the V79-4 cell 
lines possess all tlie PCR am plification  products. H ow ever, the xrs-5  cell line 
does no t have the exon 7&8 am plification product.
PCR deletion screening of the DNA of the w ild type V79-4 cells and  the CH O -K l cells 
p roduces a full com plem ent of PCR products. In xrs-5 how ever, the PCR am plification 
p roduct of exons 7&8 was absent. A garose gel electrophoresis pho tographs of the PCR 
products of the three different cell lines are show n in Figure 5.3.6.1. The results of Chapter 3 
suggested that the xrs-5 cell line m aintained in this laboratory was hprt ~ in phenotype and 
that the hprt ' phenotype was a resu lt of a genetic ra ther than an  epigenetic change. The 
results of the PCR deletion screening experim ents suggest that there is a deletion in the hprt 
gene w hich spans at least one of the prim er sites of either exon 7 or 8.
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Figure 5.2.6.1: An agarose gel of the hprt PCR am plification products of exons 3,
5 and 9 and of the PCR am plification products of exons 2, 4, 6 and 7&8 of the 
CH O -K l, V79-4 and  xrs-5 passage line DNA.
5.3 Summary
None of the isolated spontaneous hprt ' m utants contained observable DNA deletions within 
the exon sequences screened. This supports the findings of Thacker (1986), Hou et al. (1993), 
A g h am o h am m ad i et al. (1992) M orris et al. (1993) and Schw artz et al. (1994) that the 
majority of spontaneously induced hprt m utations are the result of base pair changes or small 
scale deletions which are not usually detected by PCR or Southern blot analysis.
A pproxim ately one third of the radiation induced hprt m utations were shown not to have 
the full com plem ent of PCR am plification products, thus suggesting that one third of the 
induced m utations were deletions. This frequency is much lower than the value suggested by 
Thacker (1986). It is possible that Southern blotting of restriction enzym e digested m utant 
DNA and hybrid isation to a hprt cDNA probe m ay reveal deletions w ithin the intronic 
regions or rearrangem ents that could not be detected by PCR analysis.
Evidence suggests (C hapter 4) that cell poration induces m utations at the hprt locus in V79-4 
cells. 19 SLO induced V79-4 hprt '  m utations were analysed. Of the 19 analysed, 9 were 
show n (Table 5.2.4.1) to have absent PCR am plification products suggesting deletions 
spanning at least around the prim er binding sites. Despite the small sam ple size it did not 
appear that the d istribu tion  of deletions was random  (Figure 5.3.1.1). N one of the three 
electroporation induced hprt '  m utan t cells were shown to have absent exon sequences. The
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effect of SLO on DNA in vitro was studied by incubating the plasm id pBR322 and phage X 
DNA w ith different concentrations of the SLO solution. The results suggested that the SLO 
provided by the m anufacturer contained contaminating exonucleases and endonucleases. These 
contam inating enzymes m ay be the reason for the high frequency of exon deletions observed in 
m utants induced by SLO poration. W hether the nick is in a random  location or not is unknown. 
It w ould  be interesting to know w hether the site at which the contam inating enzymes nicks 
the DNA is in anyw ay related to the non random  distribution of SLO induced hprt '  V79-4 
m utations.
Pvu II w as introduced into the cell by electroporation (m utants isolated by Singh, 1991) and 
by  SLO poration (C hapter 4). Only a sm all fraction (-20%) of the m utants induced by this 
treatm ent can be predicted to be as a resu lt of the poration treatm ent. 14 of the 30 Pvu II 
induced hprt ' m utants were show n to be the result of DNA deletion events. The distribution 
of the DNA deletions are show n in Tables 5.2.5.1 and  5.2.5.2 and  sum m arised in Figure 5.3.1.1 
below. 9 of the 14 deletion m utants were show n to have absent PCR am plification products 
from  exon 2. This high proportion  of exon 2 deletions was not observed in radiation or SLO 
induced m utan t cell populations suggesting that deletion of exon 2 is a hotspot for Pvu II 
induced  m utations. The EMBL DNA sequence library revealed that Pvu II has a single 
restriction site in the intronic region adjacent to the exon 2 sequence. N o other exons were 
show n to have Pvu II sites w ithin or adjacent to their sequence. W hether Pvu II cuts w ithin 
the rem aining intron sequences is not know n. It w ould be interesting to know w hether and 
w here the Pvu II cuts w ith in  the rem aining in tron sequences of the hprt gene and w hether 
the d istribu tion  of the rem aining deletions are related to these sites. Sequencing the end 
points of the deletions w ould  reveal w hether the deletion was the resu lt of the poration  
trea tm en t or the  re su lt of an  in itia l Pvu II  cleavage. This how ever is left as a 
recommendation for future work.
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7 & 8 9 pm tein coding exon
sequences
M utant code
KRAD 
RIOC 
R26S1
R llA  
R30S4
K SIA  
K SID
KS3B 
KS4A
KS4B 
KS4C
KS5B 
KS2D 
ÏCS20S1 
B2 
B7 
B8 
BIO 
B12
B15 
B18
B21 
B27 
B26 
K A l 
KA4 
KA7 
KA9
Figure 5.3.1.1: The diagram  show s the exons w here there w as fa ilu re  of PCR
am plification  in  the  iso lated  V79 hprt ~ m utan ts. T he lines (------- ) ind icate
absent PCR products. The arrow  at the end of tlie line indicates that it is possible 
th a t dele tions m ay extends beyond  the analysed region. M u tan t KRAD and 
m utants w itli the prefix code R are m utations induced by  4Gy gam m a rad ia tion , 
m utan ts prefixed  w ith  KS w ere induced  by  strep to lysin , B ind icates th a t tlie 
m u tan ts  w ere induced  by  P vu II  u s in g  electroporation as the m ethod  of cell
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poration and m utants prefixed w ith  KA were induced by Pvu I I  using SLO as the 
m ethod of cell poration.
Chapter 6
A ttem pts to locate the thymid ine  kinase  
gene in C H O -K l cells using  the m ethod of 
Fluorescent in situ H ybridisation (FISH)
As love breeds outward talk,
The hound some praise and some the hawk.
Some better pleased with private sport.
Use tennis some, a mistress court.
But these delights I neither wish.
Nor envy while I freely fish.
-Izaak W alton (1932), The Com pleat Angler
6.1.1: Introduction
The CHO-K l cell line m aintained in the St. Andrew s laboratory has only one functional 
copy of the tk gene w ith in  its genom e. This is suggested from  the anom olously h igh 
background m utation frequency and the high induced m utation frequency following gam m a 
irrad ia tion  (Singh, 1991; Singh an d  Bryant, 1991). In the norm al d ip lo id  Chinese ham ster 
genom e the tk gene is located on Chrom osom e 7 (Stallings and  Siciliano, 1981). In the 
aneuplo id  CHO-K l cell line the chrom osom es have been rearranged. Chrom osom es have 
been  lost and  som e fragm ents of chrom osom es have been translocated  to o ther non 
homologous chromosomes. The genetic linkage m ap of the CHO-Kl cell line w ould therefore 
be expected to be d ifferen t to that of the norm al d ip lo id  C hinese ham ster cell. It is 
uncertain  w hat has happened  to the second copy of the tk gene. It is possible that the 
second gene copy has been com pletely deleted during the evolution of the cell line. It is also 
equally possible that the second tk copy is still present but, in an  inactive form; perhaps an 
error in the gene prom oter sequence exists or the gene has been relocated and placed adjacent 
to a prom oter w hich is no t constitutively expressed. The gene could also be present and
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active but, its pro tein  p roduct m utated  or m ay be the gene is broken in half and one half 
relocated else where in  the genome. A t present it is im possible to predict w hich of these 
hypotheses is the m ost likely.
W hen studying the m olecular spectrum  of gene m utations, it is useful to know  the copy 
num ber of the gene of interest, especially if one is to obtain useful inform ation from  PCR and 
Southern blotting. These techniques are used to analyse the m olecular characteristics of the 
DNA. Southern analysis w ithout the gene frequency data is possible but, the inform ation 
obtained from  such data is limited.
F luorescent in situ  hybrid isation  (FISH) is a relatively new  technique w hich allow s 
specific nucleotide sequences to be detected on m orphologically preserved chromosom es, 
cells or tissue sections (Viegas Pequignot et a l, 1989, 1991; Lichter et a l, 1991; N atarajan et 
a l,  1992; V iegas-Pequignot, 1993). The FISH technique is an  adap tation  of the radioactive 
technique developed by Pardue and  Gall (1969) and independently  by John (1969). This 
technique gives topological inform ation concerning the nucleotide sequence of interest. FISH 
has m any  advan tages over the rad ioactive  technique, such as h igh  sensitiv ity  and  
specificity , p robe stab ility  an d  d irec t m ap p in g  w ith o u t ted io u s statistica l analysis 
(Viegas-Pequignot, 1993). Probes as small as 0.5-1 kb recognising single copy targets can be 
visualised on preserved chrom osom es (Viegas-Pequignot et a l, 1991). FISH is a joining of 
the traditional in situ hybridisation techniques and im muno-cytochem istry.
The aim of this section of work was to locate the tk gene and discover the gene copy num ber. 
If a second tk copy was present and inactive it should be observed on the m orphologically 
preserved chrom osom es following FISH. A 110, full length Chinese ham ster tk gene clone 
w as p roduced  a t Cold Spring H arbour in  1986 (Lewis, 1986). H ow ever, this clone was 
unavailable. As an  alternative, a com m ercial m ouse tk cDNA cloned into a plasm id was 
obtained from  the Am erican Cell C ulture Lab, M aryland, USA. This was initially cloned by 
Ruddle in 1985 (Lin et a l, 1985). Prior to the FISH experim ent m uch prelim inary w ork had 
to be perform ed. The bacteria containing the plasm id had to be cultured  and  the plasm id 
isolated and  purified . Bacteria often contain m any extra chrom osom al DNA segm ents 
therefore, the plasm id identity was checked by restriction enzym e digestion and  analysis of 
the size of the restriction products. Also the cloned DNA was not of ham ster origin. The 
hom ology of the probe to the ham ster DNA had to be checked prior to any FISH work. 
Sections 6.2.5-6.2.9 of the m ethod  w ere perform ed at the W estern  G eneral H ospital, 
Edinburgh w ith the kind help of Dr. Judy Fantes. The basic principles of the technique used 
in  this C hapter are described below. As a control for the FISH procedure a telom ere probe.
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biotinylated and synthesised by PCR was also used. This probe was also kindly provided by 
D r Judy Fantes.
6.1.2 The principles behind Fluorescent In situ  Hybridisation
It is now  possible to m odify DNA w ith "non-isotopes", that is non radioactive m arkers. 
These m arkers are often described as reporter m olecules and  include chemicals such as 
biotin, photo-biotin and 5-bromodeoxyuridine. The most commonly used reporter molecule is 
biotin-16-dUTP bu t, the use of the digoxigenin technique developed  by B oehringer is 
increasing in  popularity  (J. Fantes, Personal com m unication). Biotin labelled probes were 
used  for the w ork presented  in this C hapter. Biotin is a vitam in B com plex w hich has a 
specific b inding affinity for avidin. The plasm id probe was labelled w ith a biotin-16-dUTP 
reporter m olecule by the m ethod of nick translation. During this process the biotin-16-dUTP 
was incorporated into the plasm id DNA instead of dTTP. D Nase was added  a t a specific 
concentration so that the probe was cut into fragments of approxim ately 400 bases in length. 
The labelled probe was denatured  and hybridised to denatured m orphologically preserved 
m etaphase chrom osom es. C ontam inating RNA m aterial and cytoplasm ic proteins were 
rem oved to reduce background and non specific probe hybrid isation. Following probe 
hybrid isation , layers of avidin-FITC and  bio tin  labelled an ti-av id in  w ere added . This 
builds u p  a complex of fluorescent dye on top of the probe, the m ore layers of avidin-FITC 
and  biotin  labelled anti-avidin  the greater the signal em itted. How ever, the m ore layers 
that are bu ilt up  the greater the am ount of background and  non-specific hybridisation. 
Therefore, there is a p o in t a t w hich  ad d in g  m ore layers is no longer useful. The 
chrom osom es are stained red using a p ropid ium  iodide counter stain, hence the fluorescent 
green FITC signals can be seen against a red chromosomal background w hen the slides were 
view ed dow n a fluorescent or a confocal microscope w ith the appropriate filters.
M etaphase 
mosomes
ene sequence 
of interest
I
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h
Visualise the gene of interest 
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microscope.
Figure 6.1.1; The principle of Fluorescent in situ hybridisation
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6.2.1 Growing bacteria and plasmid isolation
Eschericha colt D Hl containing a pcD plasm id containing the m ouse pMTK4 DNA clone 
insert (isolated from  L cells) was obtained from  the A m erican Type C ulture Collection, 
USA. The pMTK4 clone is the cDNA of the m ouse thym idine kinase gene. It was isolated in 
1985 at Yale U niversity by Frank R uddle (Lin et ah, 1985). The total size of the pMTK4 
clone is 1.16kbp. The plasm id containing the insert has a total size of 4.7kbp. The plasm id 
containing the cDNA clone also confers a resistance to am picillin to the host bacterium . The 
bacteria containing the p lasm id of in terest was therefore selected for by culturing in an 
am picillin rich m edium . The plasm id identity  was checked by the characteristic banding 
patterns produced by agarose gel electrophoresis following restriction enzyme digestion and 
reference to the plasm id restriction m ap provided by supplier.
The bacteria were obtained in a freeze dried  state. They were initially revived in 0.3ml of 
LB m edia. LB m edia was m ade up by dissolving lOg bactotryptone (Oxoid); 5g bactoyeast 
extract (Oxoid); lOg N aCl (BDH) in 1 litre of distilled w ater and  adjusted to pH  7 w ith 
N aO H  solution. Prior to use the LB m edium  was autoclaved. The bacteria were pipetted  up 
and  dow n until a hom ogeneous suspension was obtained, then a further 5ml of LB m edia was 
added . A m picillin stock solution w as m ade up  by add ing  50mg of am picillin  pow der 
(Sigma) to sterile distilled w ater to produce a concentration of 50m g/m l. Ampicillin was 
added  to the LB m edium  to produce a concentration of 5|Ltg/mI. The bacterial broth was then 
incubated overnight at 37°C in a shaking w ater bath.
A gar plates w ere m ade by dissolving (by m icrowave heating) 1.5g of bacto-agar (Sigma) in 
100ml of LB m edium . W hen the solution had cooled to a tem perature of less than 50°C, the 
am picillin stock solution was added  to produce a final concentration of 5pg /m l. Ampicillin 
is inactivated at tem peratures of g reater than  50°C. The solution w as poured  into non- 
tissue-culture grade petri dishes and  allow ed to cool in a sterile lam inar flow hood. The 
bacteria were streaked onto the plates using a heat sterilised loop and incubated overnight 
at 37®C. The following m orning colonies were observed. A "tooth picked" bacterial colony 
was added  to 3ml of LB /am picillin m edium  and  incubated overnight at 37°C in a shaking 
w ater bath. The following day the suspension was added to 300ml of LB /am picillin m edium  
and incubated at 37°C for 15 hours, shaking continuously. Shaking was essential to m aintain 
aeration of the m edium  and hence ensure optim um  grow th of the bacteria.
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300ml of bacterial suspension was centrifuged at 13,000rpm for 10 m inutes (RCF = 5645), the 
supernatan t dra ined  and  the pellet redissolved in  100ml of hypotonic GTE solution. GTE 
solu tion  w as m ade u p  by dissolving 3.72g of ethylenediam inetetra-acetic acid (BDH); 
3.0285g Tris (hydroxym ethyl) m ethylam ine (BDH); 9g glucose (BDH) in 1 litre of sterile 
distilled water. 200ml of freshly prepared  N aO H /SD S solution, produced by adding 4ml of 
5M sodium  hydroxide stock solution and  10ml of 10% sodium  dodecyl sulphate solution 
(BDH) to 84ml of sterile distilled w ater, was added  and the suspension placed on ice for 5 
m inutes. This was to cause cell lysis and to denature the cell proteins. 160|il of 3M sodium  
acetate was added  and  the suspension w as replaced on ice for a further 5 m inutes. This 
causes the genom ic DNA to precipitate. The m ixture was centrifuged for 5 m inutes at 
13,000rpm RCF = 5645g). The supernatan t containing the small circular plasm id DNA was 
then filtered th rough  sterile gauze (to rem ove any contam inating genom ic DNA) into a 
clean sterile container. 1 volum e of ice cold absolute ethanol was added  and the m ixture 
centrifuged for 5 m inutes. The supernatan t was discarded and  the p lasm id pellet was 
w ashed w ith 100ml of 70% ethanol and  centrifuged for 10 m inutes a t 13,000rpm (RCF = 
5645). The pellet once dried  under vacuum , was redissolved in sterile TE buffer which was 
m ade u p  by add ing  10ml IM  tris-HCl (BDH) and  0.372g EDTA (BDH) to 990ml of sterile 
d istilled  w ater. The DNA  w as trea ted  w ith  RNase to rem ove any  contam inating RNA 
molecules and further purified using Promega DNA clean up columns.
6.2.2 Checking the identity of the plasmid by restriction analysis
Bacteria often contain m any different types of plasm ids hence, it w as essential to verify 
that the plasm id isolated was the one of interest. The plasm id of interest was reported  to 
be 4.7kbp in size including the 1.16kbp insert. D igestion of the altered pcD plasm id w ith 
Bam H I was know n to yield 2 fragments of 3.2kbp and 1.5kbp.
Plasmid digestion was perform ed by adding :
Ipl plasmid solution (0.5pg/|il)
Ip l restriction buffer (x 10 concentration)
Ipl restriction enzyme (10 units/pl) 
to 7|l i 1 of sterile distilled water. The reactions were incubated in 500pl m icrofuge tubes in  a 
37°C w ater bath for 3 hours. The reactions were stopped by the addition of Ip l of 20% SDS 
and Ip l of 50mM EDTA to each of the digestion reactions. l |il  of brom ophenol blue solution 
was added  as the electrophoresis tracking dye. The sam ples w ere run  on a 100ml, 0.8% 
agarose electrophoresis gel (BRL, u ltra pure grade) containing lOOpl of ethidium  brom ide 
solution (stock, 0.5|a.g/pl) in tris borate electrophoresis buffer a t 20 volts for 15 hours.
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M arkers w ere also run  adjacent to the samples. Figure 6.2.1.1 shows a photograph of the 
agarose electrophoresis gel. The size and the identity  of the isolated plasm id was checked 
against the plasm id pBR322 m arker and a DNA ladder.
I Kb ladder 
(|)X 174
pCD Bam HI 
pBP322 Bam HI
pCD
pBR322
Figure 6.2.2.1; A photograph of an agarose gel following electrophoresis. The 
isolated and the Bam HI digested plasmid was run as was pBR322, Bam HI 
digested pBR322 and a Ikb DNA ladder.
6.2.3 Homology testing
Prehybridisation solution (10ml)
5ml of 100% deionised form am ide (Sigma); 2ml of 25 x SSC; 1ml of 50% Denhardts solution 
(BDH); 0.25ml of 2M phosphate buffer; 0.5ml of lO m g/m l stock of single stranded salmon 
sperm  DNA (Sigma) and 0.75ml of distilled w ater were all m ixed together im m ediately 
before use and preheated to 42^C.
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Hybridisation solution (10.9ml)
5ml of 100% de-ionised form am ide (Sigma); 2ml of 25 x SSC; 1ml of D enhardts solution 
(BDH); 0.1ml of 2M sodium  phosphate buffer solution; 2ml of 50% dextran sulphate (Sigma) 
solution; 0.3ml (lO m g/m l) of single stranded salm on sperm  DNA solution; 0.5ml of 20% SDS 
solution were all m ixed together im m ediately before use and preheated to 42°C.
Wash buffer (1000ml)
100ml of 20 X SSC; 1 0ml of 20% SDS solution and 890ml of sterile distilled w ater were mixed 
together, autoclaved and  stored at room  tem perature.
The thym idine kinase DNA isolated from  the plasm id was derived from the m ouse genome. 
It was therefore im portan t p rio r to any  fu rther experim ents, to elucidate w hether the 
hom ology betw een the m ouse and  the ham ster thym idine kinase DNA was sufficient to 
allow  hybridisation.
DNA was isolated from  CHO-Kl cells, m ouse cells and hum an lym phoblastoid cells by the 
technique described in Chapter 2 and the am ount of DNA m easured on a spectrophotom eter. 
A nylon H"*" mem brane (Amersham) was soaked in 10 x SSC for 10 m inutes and placed on the 
BRL slot b lo t ap p a ra tu s  w hich h ad  been assem bled according to the m anufacturers 
instructions. Ipg  of each of the prepared DNA samples was heat denatured for 10 m inutes at 
90°C and the single stranded DNA sam ples immediately placed on ice. This was to prevent 
reanealing. The slots w ithin the blotting apparatus were w ashed th rough w ith 180pl of 10 
X SSC and the DNA sam ples loaded into individual slots and  allow ed to drain. The dried  
nylon m em brane was baked for 1 hour at 80^C to fix the DNA to the membrane. The plasm id 
w as labelled w ith  using the random  prim e m ethod, the kit and  the instructions 
supplied  by Pharm acia, and  the un incorporated  nucleotides rem oved using Pharm acia 
Sephadex-50 nick sp u n  colum n. The ny lon  m em brane w as carefu lly  p laced  in  the 
hybridisation chamber, 1 0ml of prehybridisation buffer was added  and the chamber and  its 
contents incubated a t 42°C  for 30 m inutes. The prehybrid isa tion  mix contained single 
stranded salm on sperm  DNA w hich hybridises to the repeat sequences hence, reducing non 
specific hybridisation. The prehybridisation buffer was rem oved following incubation and 
replaced w ith 1 0 ml of hybrid isation buffer containing 2 0 ng of the ^^P labelled plasm id 
probe. The tem peratu re of incubation  w as m aintained at 42®C. Following 15 hours of 
incubation  the hybrid isation  buffer was rem oved and w ash buffer was added  and  the 
tem perature raised to 6 8 °C. This was to remove any unhybridised probe or probe attached to 
the m em brane w ith poor homology. The m em brane was w ashed in the w ashing buffer for 20 
m inutes. Using forceps the filter w as rem oved and  rinsed in 2 x SSC. The m em brane was
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blotted on W hatm an 3MM filter paper and placed on a photographic film (Amersham) for 
autoradiography. The autoradiographic film was left in contact w ith the m em brane for 3 
days then developed and fixed. Figure 6.2.3.1 shows a photograph of the autoradiograhic 
film. From the intensity of the bands it can be seen that the probe has bound m ost strongly to 
the m ouse DNA and has bound almost as strongly to the Chinese ham ster DNA. The probe 
how ever did not bind to the hum an DNA.
l u g  0 - 5 u g
h a m s t e r
h u m a n
Figure 6.2.3.1: A pho to g rap h  of an au to rad iograph  show ing how  the 
labelled  p lasm id probe contain ing the m ouse tk  gene hybrid ised  to m ouse, 
ham ster and hum an DNA attached to a nylon m em brane.
6.2.4 Plasmid biotinylation by nick translation and estimation of the 
concentration of biotin in the labelled probe
The nick translation buffer, the deoxyribonucleotide-triphosphate solution and the biotin- 
16-dUTP were m ade up as follows;
Nick translation buffer (10ml)
0.0475g (50mM) of m agnesium  chloride (BDH) and 5mg of nuclease-free bovine serum  
album en (Sigma) w ere dissolved in 5ml of IM  tris-HCl and m ade up  to 10ml w ith sterile 
distilled w ater and stored frozen at -20®C.
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Deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate solution (100fxl)
5|il of lOmM dATP (BRL); Spl of lOmM dCTP (BRL); 5pl of lOmM dCTP (BRL) and 85|il of 
sterile distilled w ater w ere mixed im m ediately before use.
Bio tin-16-dUTP (Vector labs):
The stock was obtained ready dissolved at Im M  concentration and was stored at -20°C.
The nick translation mix was m ade u p  as follows:
5pl nick translation buffer 
5|0.1 d ith io threito l (lOOmM)
5pl deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate solution 
6 |il biotin-16-triphosphate solution (0.4mM, BRL)
Ip g  plasm id DNA
5pl DNase solution (stock of Ip g /m l)
Ijil DNA polym erase solution (lO U /pl, BRL)
The final volum e was m ade up  to 50pl w ith sterile distilled w ater and was incubated for 90 
m inutes at 15°C. 5pl of EDTA solution (0.5mM) was added to stop the reaction. The probe 
w as separa ted  from  the un in co rp o ra ted  nucleo tides u sing  Sephadex G-50 colum ns 
(P harm acia).
The concentration of biotin  in  the labelled probe was checked in com parison to standard  
biotin  labelled DNA supplied by BRL as part of the Blue Gene detection kit. The biotin was 
detected  by incubating w ith streptavidin  alkaline phosphatase and  a colorim etric reaction 
was observed. The filter preparation and  the biotin detection are described below.
Filter p reparation .
The nitro-cellulose filters w ere w ashed in distilled  w ater for 2 m inutes follow ed by 
washing w ith  20 x SSC for 20 m inutes and  allowed to dry  in the air. This helps to keep the 
dots small. The biotinylated probe was serially diluted in TE to m ake concentrations of 1 in 
10^, 1 in 10^ and 1 in 10^. Ip l and 2pl of each dilution were dotted on to the nitro-cellulose. In 
the case of the 2 pl spot, Ip l was initially added, allowed to dry  and then a second added on 
top of the first. Dilutions of 20,10,2  and 1 p g /p l were m ade from the supplied standards and 
Ipl of each dotted  onto the nitro-cellulose. The DNA was fixed to the filter by exposure to 
UV.
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Bio tin Detection
The filters w ere w ashed for 5 m inutes in buffer 1 (O.IM Tris; 0.15M NaCl; at a pH  of 7.5) at 
room  tem perature and then incubated for 1 hour in buffer 2 (O.IM Tris; 0.15M NaCl; 3% BSA 
Fraction V; at a pH  of 7.5) at 60°C. The filter w as then transferred  to 10ml of buffer 1 
containing lOpl of strep tav id in  alkaline phosphatase and incubated a t room  tem perature 
for 10 m inutes. The streptavidin  alkaline phosphatase binds to the b iotin  on the filter. The 
filter w as then w ashed twice w ith  200ml of buffer 1 for 15 m inutes and  once w ith buffer 3 
(O.IM Tris; at a pH  of 9.5) for 5 m inutes, both at room  tem perature. For the colour detection, 
the filter was placed in  a polythene bag containing the ready  p repared  BCIP/NBT (from 
Blue Gene kit) and  incubated in  the dark  for 2  hours. A blue colour was produced  as the 
added  chemicals reacted w ith the alkaline phosphatase. The sam ple colour was com pared 
w ith those of the standards and an estim ation of the biotin concentration made.
6.2.5 Slide preparation
Colcemid was added to exponentially growing m ouse and ham ster cells at a concentration of 
0 .04pg/pl (stock 4pg /p l). Colcemid blocks the cell cycle at the m etaphase stage of mitosis. 
This treatm ent increases the proportion of the cell population in the m etaphase stage of the 
cell cycle. The cells were incubated at 37°C for 1 hour and  the m edium  rem oved and stored. 
The cells w ere then trypsin ized and the tissue culture flask rinsed w ith  the previously 
rem oved m edium . The cell suspension was centrifuged at l,600rpm  and  the pellet of cells 
resuspended  in  1ml of 0.075M hypotonic po tassium  chloride solu tion  and  left at room  
tem peratu re  for 10 m inutes. The solution w as then recentrifuged. The supernatan t was 
rem oved and  the pellet resuspended in 5ml of freshly prepared fix (methanol: glacial acetic 
acid, 3:1) and recentrifuged. The fixing procedure was repeated 5 times. This maximises the 
rem oval of lip ids from  the cell and  helps to rem ove the cytoplasm  from  around  the 
chrom osom es. Excess cy top lasm  su rro u n d in g  the chrom osom es in terferes w ith  the 
hybridisation procedure. lOOjil of the cell suspension was dropped  from about a m etre onto 
horizontally held alcohol soaked clean glass slides and left to dry. The slides w ere left at 
room  tem perature for up  to 3 days in a desiccator.
A large series of slides w ere prepared in this way, also prepared w ere a sm all num ber of 
slides of hum an  and  m ouse m etaphase spreads. In addition  to the tk p lasm id probe, a 
telom ere probe was also used. This was produced and  biotinylated by PCR and  was kindly 
provided by Dr J. Fantes, W estern General Hospital, Edinburgh. A small num ber of ham ster 
an d  h u m an  slides w ere trea ted  w ith  the telom ere probe. The telom eric sequence is
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relatively large and  the results predictable. The telom ere probe was therefore used  as a 
control for the FISH procedure.
6.2.6 Slide pretreatment
PBS was m ade up  by dissolving 8 g, NaCl; 0.2g, KCl; 1.15g, N a2H P04; 0.2g, KH2PO4  (BDH) 
in one litre of distilled water. Before use the PBS was autoclaved. The slides w ere w ashed 
for 5 m inutes in PBS on a shaking w ater bath. The slides were then dehydrated  in  70%, 90% 
and 100% ethanol, each concentration for 5 m inutes, shaking continuously. RNase stock was 
m ade u p  by dissolving RNase A (Sigma) in lOmM tris-HCl; O.lSmM N aCl at a concentration 
of lOOpg/ml. The solution w as boiled for 10 m inutes to destroy  any contam inating DNase 
enzymes. The slides were then incubated w ith  lOOpl of RNase stock under a glass coverslip 
for 1 hour at 37°C. This removes any endogenous RNA which could also hybridise w ith the 
probe and cause background. The coverslip was removed and the slides were w ashed for 3 x 5 
m inutes w ith 2  x SSC, followed by a single w ash w ith PBS solution. lOOpl of proteinase K 
(Im g /m l) w as added  to 100ml of lOmM HCl a t a tem perature of 37°C. The slides were 
im m ersed in the solution for 10 m inutes. The slides were then w ashed in PBS for 5 m inutes, 
PBS/50m M gCl2 [5ml of IM  MgCl2  (BDH) and  95ml of PBS] for 5 m inutes and then fixed in 
1% form aldehyde in PBS/50mM  MgCl2  for 10 m inutes, followed by a final wash in PBS for 5 
m inutes. The slides w ere then dehydrated  once again in the ethanol series. The slides were 
either used  im m ediately or stored at -20°C.
6.2.7 Probe hybridisation
The hybridisation buffer was m ade up from 0.5ml of deionised formamide, 0 .1ml of 20 x SSC, 
0.5ml of salm on sperm  DNA (S igm a-lm g/m l), 0.2ml of 50% dextran  sulphate. These were 
all ad d ed  together an d  m ade u p  to 1ml w ith  sterile d istilled  w ater. The b io tiny lated  
plasm id probe was dissolved in the hybridisation buffer at a concentration of 20ng/p i. The 
hybrid isation buffer used for the telom ere how ever, did no t contain the single stranded  
salm on sperm  DNA. The telom ere probe was diluted at a concentration of 5 n g /p i. W hat is 
also to be noted is that the concentration given refers to that of the biotin labelled DNA.
40pl of the hybrid isation mix w as p u t onto an  alcohol cleaned coverslip. The slide was 
inverted  to pick u p  the coverslip ra ther than  placing the coverslip on the slide. This 
helped to prevent bubble form ation. The coverslip was sealed onto the slide w ith rubber 
solution (obtained from  a bicycle store). The chromosom es and  the probe were denatured  
together on the slide. This was achieved by floating the slides on a steel tray in an 80°C
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w ater bath  for 10 m inutes. The slides w ere then transferred to a 37°C w ater ba th  and  
allow ed to hybridise overnight. The following day the rubber solution was rem oved from  
the coverslip and the slide allow ed to fall off in  the subsequent washes. The slides were 
w ashed 4 times in 50% form am ide/ 2 x SSC at 45°C and then in 2 x SSC for 3 m inutes at 37°C.
6.2.8 Immunofluorescence detection
The im munological buffer was m ade u p  by dissolving 0.8g of non-fat dried  m ilk (Nestle) in 
10ml of 2 X SSC. The m ilk suspension was heated for several hours at 37°C until the majority 
of the pow der had dissolved and then centrifuged. The supernatan t was collected and the 
pellet of undissolved pow der discarded. The slides were washed w ith 4 x SSC /0.1% Tween. 
The avidin-FITC stock (2m g/m l, Vector) was dilu ted  1 in 1000 in the im munological buffer 
and  the b io tiny la ted  an ti-av id in  stock (0 .5m g/m l, Vector) w as d ilu ted  1 in  100 in  
im m unological buffer. The d ilu ted  reagents w ere spun  in a m icrocentrifuge to rem ove any 
conjugates. The slides were incubated w ith  40pl of the im m unological buffer under a 22 x 
40mm coverslip for 5 m inutes at room  tem perature. The coverslips were rem oved and 40pl of 
the d ilu ted  avidin-FITC was added  to the coverslip and  placed back on the slide. The 
slides w ere incubated at 37°C for 30 m inutes. The coverslips w ere rem oved and the slides 
w ashed three times at 45°C for 2 m inutes in 4 x SSC ; 0.1% Tween 20. The excess fluid was 
dra ined  from  the slides and  40pl of the d ilu ted  biotinylated anti-avidin  added  to a clean 
coverslip w hich w as then picked up  by the slide. The slides w ere incubated for 30 m inutes 
at 37°C. Following incubation, the coverslips were rem oved and  the slides w ashed at 45°C 
three times for tw o m inutes in 4 x SSC/0.1% Tween 20. The slides w ere then incubated as 
before w ith 40pl of the d ilu ted  avidin-FITC solution. (More layers of the avidin-FITC and 
anti-avidin  m ay be added  alternately b u t although it will result in the hybrid ised probe 
p roducing  a greater signal, it also results in  an increase in the background). A fter the 
rem oval of the final layer the slides w ere w ashed 4 times for 2 m inutes at 45°C in 4 x SSC 
/0.1%  Tween 20. 40pl of vector shield (containing propid ium  iodide at a concentration of 
Ip g /m l)  was added to the coverslip and  the coverslip picked u p  by the slide. The coverslip 
was blotted to rem ove excess m ountan t and  sealed w ith rubber solution. The slides were 
examined w ith a confocal microscope using Heitz filter blocks 12/3.
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Figure 6.2.8.1: A photograph taken from a confocal microscope following 
immunofluorescence detection showing the biotin labelled telomere DNA 
sequences hybridised to CHO-Kl metaphase chromosomes. Notice that the 
CHO-Kl cells have internal telomere sequences. The terminal telomere 
sequences located at the end of the chromosomes are usually not visualised.
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Figure 6.2.S.2: A photograph taken using a confocal microscope following 
immunofluorescence detection, showing the biotin labelled telomere probe 
hybridised to human metaphase chromosomes. Notice in this case that the 
telomere sequences are restricted to the ends of the chromosomes.
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6.2.9 Slot blot analysis of the tk  gene in tk  ~ CHO-Kl cells
DNA was isolated from CHO-Kl cells, xrs-5 cells and from 2 CHO-Kl tk '  cell lines. TK4 
was a 4Gy radiation induced tk '  cell line stock cell culture stored frozen in the St. Andrews 
laboratory and TKl was a 4Gy radiation induced tk '  cell line isolated by myself. A slot blot 
of the DNA of the cells described above was prepared as described in Section 6.2.3 and the 
pMTK4 cloned plasm id was labelled and hybridised to the m em brane, also as described in 
Section 6.2.3. A photograph  of the developed autoradiograph is show n in Figure 6.2.9.1. 
The CH O -K l, xrs-5, and the TKl cell lines all showed sim ilar intensity, how ever the blot 
of TK4 was not so intense. As equal am ounts of the DNA of the different cell lines were 
blotted on to the m em brane, this perhaps suggests that there has been some tk sequence loss 
from the TK4 cell line.
TK4
C H O K I  TKl
x r s 5
Figure 6.2.9.1: A utoradiograph of the slot b lo t of DNA of the C H O -K l, xrs-5,
TK4 and T K l cell lines h ybrid ised  to the labelled  m ouse cDNA clone 
pMTK4.
6.3 Summary
The m ethod of FISH has been used in the past to find the location of specific DNA sequences 
on chrom osom es (Viegas-Pequignot et a l,  1989; 1991; N atarajan et al., 1992; Lichter et a l, 
1990) and has also been used to order genes along chromosomes (Korenberg et a l, 1992). It 
has been used in the form of chromosom e painting to reveal small complex chromosom al 
translocations (Ledbetter, 1992). A high sensitivity has been reached which has enabled 
probes as small as 0.5-1 kb to be visualised on fixed m etaphase chrom osom es (Viegas- 
Pequignot et a l, 1991) even w hen the sequence is in a single copy state. D uring this work.
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telomere sequences, w hich are repeated thousands of times on chromosomes were observed on 
fixed m etaphases of hum an and CHO-K l cells. The large telom ere sequences w ere easily 
seen a t the terminal regions of the hum an chromosomes and internalised telomeres observed 
on CHO-Kl chromosom es. This was also reported  by (Meyne et al., 1990). The hybridised 
pMTK4 sequence however, was not observed. The total size of the cDNA insert was 1.16kb 
w hich is close to the lim it of resolution for the FISH procedure. It is possible that the 
techniques em ployed to detect the hybrid ised pMTK4 probe were not precise enough to 
resolve such a small sequence. Dr Judy Fautes of the W estern General Hospital, Edinburgh 
repeated  the experim ent using  DAPI stain  as an  alternative to the p ro p id iu m  iodide 
counterstain . The hybrid ised  pM tk4 clone w as still no t observed. It m ay therefore be 
necessary to obtain a whole gene probe of several kb to locate the tk gene and m ap it on to 
the CHO-Kl chromosomes.
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Chapter 7
D iscussion and Future Work
Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time 
that nothing worth knowing can actually be taught.
-Oscar W ilde
The aim s of this thesis w as to study  the effects of ionising rad ia tio n  and  restric tion  
endonucleases (RE) upon  the m utation  frequency and the surviving fraction of the different 
Chinese ham ster cell lines and  to isolate and analyse the DNA of isolated m utants using PCR 
deletion screening. The predom inant radiation induced DNA lesion of interest was the double 
stranded  DNA break (dsb). H ow ever, radiation produces num erous different types of DNA 
dam age, this makes it difficult to attribute any particular prim ary DNA lesion to any particular 
lethal o r m utagenic event. RE are bacterial endonucleases w hich bind to and cleave specific 
DNA sequences to generate dsbs. This therefore makes RE the ideal agent w ith which to study 
the m utagenic and lethal effects of the dsb. RE were introduced into the cells using SLO as the 
m ethod of cell poration and  the effects of the RE on the surviving fraction and the m utation 
frequency at the non essential tk and the hprt loci were m easured. The dsb is believed to be 
responsible for the lethal effects of gam m a radiation and is also believed to be involved in the 
form ation of chromosomal and chromatid aberrations (Natarajan and Obe, 1984; W inegar et al., 
1989; Bryant 1984; 1988; 1992). It w ould therefore not be unreasonable to expect that the dsb 
had a role to play in  the molecular events leading to the formation of deletion m utations.
Xrs-5 , a dsb repair deficient cell line was show n to be substantially m ore sensitive to the lethal 
effects of gam m a radiation than  the parental CHO-Kl line from w hich it was initially derived 
(Jeggo and  Kemp, 1983; Costa, 1990; Shadley et a l, 1991; Singh, 1991; Singh and  Bryant, 1991). 
This observation therefore em phasises the im portance of the dsb in the induction of lethal 
events in the cell. In w ork reported here, the male fibroblast cell line, V79-4 was m ore resistant 
to the lethal effects of gam m a radiation than either the xrs-5 cells or the CHO-Kl cells. The
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effect of b lun t- and  cohesive- ended  dsb  on the cell surv iv ing  fraction was stud ied  by 
introducing Pvu II and EcoRl into the cells. It is thought that it is the b lunt ended dsb which is 
responsible for the lethal cellular effects of gam m a radiation and the production of chromatid 
and chromosom al aberrations (W inegar et a l, 1989; Bryant, 1984; 1988; 1992). In the V79-4 cells 
how ever EcoRl (producing cohesive end dsb) was m ore effective at inducing cell death  per 
u n it concentration than  Pvu II (blunt end producing). In CH O-K l cells a decrease in the 
surviving fraction per unit concentration of Pvu II was observed however, w hen the cells were 
treated w ith EcoRl there appeared to be no correlation between the RE concentration and the 
surviving fraction. There was only a small difference in  the surviving fractions betw een the 
CHO-K l and  the xrs-5 cells w hen treated w ith equal am ounts of Pvu II. This was initially a 
surprising result, especially w hen one considers that there was such a large difference in  the 
surviving fractions observed betw een the two cell lines w hen they were treated w ith equal 
doses of gam m a radiation. It m ust however, be remembered that there are m any different types 
of dsbs. The dsb can either be described as clean or dirty. RE can only produce clean dsb breaks 
which require no m odification prior to DNA ligation, in contrast radiation produces a mixture 
of clean and  dirty  dsb termini. Costa (1990) observed that the fraction of DNA eluted following 
neutral filter elution was greater in the xrs-5 cells than in the CHO-Kl cells at incubation times 
of betw een 2 and 5 hours after treatm ent w ith Pvu II. This suggests that there were m ore 
unrejoined dsb in the xrs-5 cells than in  the CHO-Kl cells at the incubation times studied. 
Following such an observation one m ight expect a lower surviving fraction in the xrs-5 cells 
treated w ith Pvu II than in the parental CHO-Kl cells w hen treated w ith equal concentrations. 
W hat how ever m ust be noted is that Costa (1990) treated cells w ith 200 units of Pvu II per ml 
w here as in the series of experim ents described in this thesis, the cells were treated w ith Pvu II 
concentrations of between 0 and 9 un its/m l. At such low concentrations (which were necessary 
for the m utation assay) differences betw een the surviving fractions of the radiosensitive xrs-5 
cells and the parental CHO-Kl cells m ay not be apparent. It has been shown that the xrs-5 cells 
have a d ifferen t nuclear o rgan isa tion  than  the CHO-K l cells (Yasui et al., 1991). The 
organisation of the chrom atin w ithin the nucleus may effect the sensitivity of the genomic DNA 
to rad ia tion  dam age. It is possible that the chrom atin of the xrs-5 is m ore sensitive to dsb 
induction  than the CHO-Kl cells w hen  trea ted  w ith radiation but, is less sensitive to the 
endonucleolytic activity of the RE. The DNA unw inding technique suggested that there was no 
difference in the frequency of induced dsb per unit dose of X rays betw een the xrs-5 cells and 
the parental CHO-Kl cells (Costa and Bryant, 1988; Costa, 1990).
The radiation-induced m utation frequencies at the tk locus in  CHO-Kl and xrs-5 cells and at 
the hprt locus in CHO-K l cells and  V79-4 cells were studied. R adiation w as show n to be 
effective at inducing tk m utations in both the CHO-Kl cells and in xrs-5 cells. The data showed 
that the induced m utation frequency was greater per un it radiation dose in xrs-5 cells than in 
the CHO-Kl cells. This supported the data obtained by Mussa et a l (1990) and Singh (1991). The
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frequency of radiation induced hprt " m utations in the V79-4 cells was approxim ately the same 
as the frequency of induced tk ~ m utations observed in the CHO-Kl cells at the same radiation 
doses. M utation induction studies were not perform ed at the hprt locus in the xrs-5 cells. This 
was because the xrs-5 cells m aintained in this laboratory were show n to be hprt ~ in phenotype. 
Further analyses show ed that this phenotype was the result of a deletion m utation  w hich 
spanned at least one of the PCR prim er attachm ent sites of exons 7 & 8 of the hprt gene.
The effects of cohesive- and  blunt- ended dsb on the induction of m utations was studied by 
SLO porating  cells an d  in troducing  the restriction enzym es Pvu II and EcoRl. Pvu II was 
show n to be effective at inducing m utations at the tk locus in CHO-Kl cells and xrs-5 cells. In 
contrast to the observations w ith radiation treatm ent the dsb repair deficient xrs-5 cells were 
show n to be hypom utable a t the tk locus w hen treated w ith Pvu II as com pared w ith the 
parental CHO-K l cells. The breaks induced by Pvu II are clean hence, although the repair 
kinetics suggest that repair of Pvu II induced dsb is slower in  xrs-5 than in parental CHO-Kl 
cells (Costa, 1990), the d ata  here suggests that there is no reduction in  the fidelity of the dsb 
rejoining.
EcoRl, unlike Pvu II was ineffective at inducing m utations at the tk locus in the CHO-Kl cells. 
This w as also observed by Singh (1991). H ow ever, this is not believed to be due to  the 
frequency of RE sites. EcoRl actually has more restriction sites w ithin the tk gene than the Pvu 
II (Lewis, 1986). H ow ever the im portance of the location of the sites at which the enzymes cut 
is not fully known. It is also possible that the internal environm ent of the CHO-Kl cells is not 
conducive for EcoRl activity, and  that EcoRl is ineffective at producing dsbs in vivo. Costa
(1990) m easured the frequency of dsb in CHO-Kl cells between 2 and  12 hours following cell 
poration w ith EcoRl and Pvu II. The fraction of DNA eluted was significantly higher in the Pvu 
II trea ted  cells than  in the EcoRl trea ted  cells. The am ount DNA eluted  increased w ith 
increasing incubation time in  the Pvu II treated sample. The am ount of DNA eluted rem ained at 
approxim ately the same low level w ith increasing time following EcoRl treatment. It is unclear 
w hether the consistently  low  level observed w ith  EcoRl was due to the rap id  repair of 
cohesive-ended dsb or due to the ineffectiveness of EcoRl at inducing dsb in the CHO-Kl 
genome. Ara A is an analogue of dATP and is an inhibitor of dsb repair. It w ould be interesting 
to study the effects of EcoRl on the fraction of DNA eluted in Ara A treated CHO-Kl cells. This 
m ay provide m ore inform ation on the activity of EcoRl in vivo in  CHO-Kl cells; a suggestion 
for future work.
EcoRl was equally effective at inducing  hprt " m utations in V79-4 cells as Pvu II. This 
observation em phasises the fact that the relationship betw een the RE induced dsb and the 
m utation  frequency is m ore com plicated than  was first believed. The effect of a RE on the 
m utation  frequency a t a particu lar locus is not w holly determ ined  by the type of dsb  it
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produces. There m ay be m any other factors, some of which may interact w ith each other, which 
determ ine the m utagenisity  of RE. These factors m ay be for exam ple, the longevity of the 
enzym e w hen introduced in to the cell (Costa et a l, 1993), the frequency at which the enzyme 
cuts (Bryant, 1984), the specific location w ithin the gene of interest at w hich the RE cuts and 
also the internal environm ent of the cell, w hich m ay be intrinsically different for different cell 
lines m ay also be determ ining factors.
Hprt ~ m utan t cells w ere isolated from  populations of V79-4 cells. The hprt '  m utants were 
induced either spontaneously, by 4Gy gam m a irradiation, by SLO or induced by Pvu II using 
SLO as the m ethod of cell poration and the DNA changes at the hprt locus analysed by PCR 
deletion screening. A num ber of Pvu II induced V79-4 m utant cells from  the w ork of Singh
(1991), using  electroporation as the m ethod of cell poration, w ere also analysed by PCR 
deletion screening.
The results of the PCR deletion screening of DNA of the spontaneously induced hprt ~ m utants 
indicated that there were no observable deletions within the exon coding regions. This supports 
the hypothesis that spontaneous m utations are predom inantly the result of small scale genetic 
changes w hich are not often observed by PCR or Southern blotting. Southern b lotting  
experim ents w ere not perform ed, therefore one cannot exclude the possibility that there were 
deletions w ith in  the intronic regions. PCR sequencing m ay reveal hot spots for base pair 
substitutions; this is a recom m endation for future work.
A pproxim ately one th ird  of the 4Gy radiation induced hprt “ m utations were the result of 
deletions w hich could be identified by  PCR deletion screening as loss of exon DNA sequence. 
This is in contrast to the 60-70% deletion frequency found by Thacker (1986). The num ber of 
rad iation  induced deletion m utations was too small for any non-random  distribution of exon 
loss at the hprt gene to be observed.
SLO, the bacterial cytotoxin used  in cell poration  was show n to induce small num bers of 
m u tations. Evidence p ro v id ed  in  this thesis suggests that the SLO p ro v id ed  by the 
m anufacturer contained contam inating endonucleases and exonucleases which were perhaps 
responsible for a large proportion of the SLO induced deletion m utations. Despite the fact that 
there was only a lim ited num ber of SLO induced deletion m utations isolated, the distribution 
of exon loss d id  no t appear to be random . Exons 7 & 8 appeared to be ho t spots for PCR 
am plification p roduc t loss. The nucleotide sequences at w hich the endonuclease w hich 
contam inated the SLO cuts the DNA are not know n. It w ould  be useful to isolate the 
endonuclease(s) and  using DNA substrates of know n nucleo tide sequence identify  the 
nucleotide sequence at w hich the enzym e(s) cleave the DNA. From  this data  it m ight be 
possible to see w hether or not there is a relationship betw een exon loss and  the nucleotide
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sequence at w hich the contam inating enzym e cuts. The loss PCR am plification products from 
the Pvu II  induced  m utan ts d id  not appear to be random  (in m utan ts w here Pvu II was 
introduced into the cell by either SLO or electroporation). The PCR am plification products of 
exon 2 w ere m ore frequently lost than  any other exons. The inform ation obtained from  the 
EMBL data base indicated that Pvu II  cuts in  the intron sequence adjacent to the nucleotide 
sequence of exon 2. There were no Pvu II sites in  any of the other exons or in any of the intron- 
exon borders that were sequenced by Rossiter et a l, (1991). This therefore provides evidence for 
the im portance of the blunt ended dsb in  the production of m utations. It also supports the data 
of Philips and  M organ (1994) w ho found that the m ajority of the deletion  and  insertion 
m utations induced at the aprt locus following cell poration w ith RE were at the site at which 
the RE cleaved the DNA sequence. It is not know n w hether or where the Pvu II cuts w ithin the 
bu lk  of the intronic hprt sequences but, it w ould be interesting to know w hether the cleavage 
sites in  the intronic regions of the hprt gene are related to the distribution  of the rem aining 
deletion mutations.
The thymidine kinase gene is located autosom ally and it is know n from  m utation studies that in 
CHO-Kl cells the tk gene is either in a heterozygous or a hem izygous state. Attem pts to locate 
the Chinese ham ster tk gene(s) in the CHO-Kl cells using FISH and a m ouse tk cDNA plasm id 
probe w ere unsuccessful. It was not possible to obtain a full length Chinese ham ster probe. 
P erhaps w hen  such a probe is com m ercially available these experim ents m ay be m ore 
successfully perform ed. If the location and the num ber of the Chinese ham ster thymidine kinase 
genes was determ ined, the reason for the anom olously high spontaneous m utation frequency 
w ould  p erh ap s be better u n derstood . It w ould  also enable m ore accurate and  useful 
inform ation about the m olecular nature of tk m utations to be obtained by Southern analysis 
and  possibly PCR. It w ould be of interest to com pare the m utational spectm m  at the tk locus of 
the CHO-K l and radiosensitive daughter cell line xrs-5 to see if they have similar proportions 
of different classes of m utations. It w ould  also be interesting to see the types of m utations 
w hich are generated at the tk locus by treatm ent w ith radiation and restriction enzymes and if 
there is a differences in the m olecular spectrum  of m utations in the CHO-Kl and the xrs-5 cell 
lines in  response to treatm ent w ith different m utagens. A com parison could also be m ade 
betw een the m olecular spectrum  of the hprt gene and the tk gene in CHO-Kl cells and this 
w ould perhaps give a better indication of w hether the spectrum  in autosom al and  X linked 
genes are sim ilar and  perhaps facilitate the understanding  of the constraints w hich govern 
m utation formation and their stability and m aintenance in the cell population.
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